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Gymotion® LaytoSit-UpPlay

Easyfold&carry

Tummytimepillow

Largemirrorforhanging
onarchorstandingonmat

Motion
activatesmusic

Stage 1
Lay&Play

Stage 2
Tummy&Play

Stage 3
Sit-Up&Play

20+developmental
activities!

Multitexturedrattle

Teethingrattle

Softsafety
seatpad

80cm/31.4"
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Supportive
Portable

Sit-Up Play

• A 3 stage extra padded activity gym that easily transforms into 

a supportive seat for upright sitting & playing.

• Transition from the play gym stage to the secure seat stage enables 

baby to play and interact with the world while sitting upright.

• More than 20 developmental activities and plenty of toys to move around:
. A battery operated motion activated musical toy plane.
. A large double-sided tummy time pillow with easy attachment loops for toys.
. A large baby safe mirror for hanging on arch or standing on mat.
. A multi textured rattle with small rattling beads, reflecting background and a teether.
.   An easy-to-grasp dog rattle with colourful sliding beads.

• Easily folds for convenient storage or travel.

Item - K40145          

Included

x3
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Gymotion® RoboPlayland
• The 3-in 1 award winning patented activity gym.

• 3 stages in 1 product: 1. Lay & Play 2. Tummy & Play 3. Sit & Play

• Robo figures constantly ride back and forth on the motorized

Yookidoo Magic Motion Track™ that easily attaches

to padded arches (stage 1) or to mat for tummy time play 

(stage 2) or sit & play (stage 3)

• More than 20 developmental activities!

• Loads of accessories and multi textured toys: a tummy time pillow,

a large mirror for hanging on arch or standing on mat, a flower face

rattle with beads and robo plush figures.

• 4 modes of operation: rest, play, mute and off.

• 2 modes of 10 minutes consecutive music for relaxation or stimulation.

• Easy fold & carry: folds into a self-contained carry case for storage

or for travel.

         

Item - K40128

Easyfold&carry

Tummytimepillow

Roboplushfigureseasilyconnect
toMagicMotionTrack™forfunrides

MagicMotionTrack™

Stage 1
Lay&Play

Stage 3
Sit&Play

Morethan20developmentalactivities!

Largemirrorforhangingon

archorstandingonmat

Flowerface
rattle
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85cm/33”

Stage 2
Tummy&Play

x3

NotIncluded



Shape‘N’SpinGearSorter

Geometric
shapes6

Flexiblebase

Always
spins!

• This colour & shape spinning sorter creates multiple gear reactions. 

• Its flexible base enables the creation of multiple shapes (row, snake, circle, triangle,  

etc.), and the large, easy-to-fit shapes ensure hours of frustration-free playtime.  

• Measures 16.5”L x 3.2”W x 2.5”H in row configuration. 
   

Item - K40200

FiestaPlaymat
This extra-large playmat (size: 57”L x 39”W  x 0.08”T) 

easily     packs to be available for play anywhere, anytime.

• It features trendy illustrations with strong colour contrasts to stimulate baby’s 

visual development.

• Includes a battery-operated, motion-activated Parrot rattle, large pineapple mirror 

with rattle & teether, and three “peek-a-boo” flaps that crinkle when opened.  

• Machine-washable.  

• Parrot rattle requires 3 button-cell batteries (included).  

Item - K40167 x3

Included
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Crawl‘N’GoSnail

PullAlongWhistlingDuck

Shellrollround
androundasthe
snailmoves

Shelldoublesas
a7-piecestacker!

Pushthetailfor
musicandmotion!

Offbutton

2in
1

x3

Included

• A musical battery-operated snail that rolls, spins its shell and turns 

its head from side to side as he goes - encouraging baby to crawl.

• 2 toys in 1: Spinning shell unscrews to become a 7 piece ring 

stacker toy with a push-squeaker face and a rattle ring.

• Baby friendly tail operating button.

• Parent On/Off button - for silent play mode.

• With every activation the snail rolls approx. 6.5 ft (2 meters)

rewarding and motivating baby to catch and reactivate.

• 15.5cm W x 21cm L x 20cm H.

Item - K40113

Beadcoastercylinder
rollsandbeadsslide
onduck’sback

On/Offbuttonontail
forsilentplay.

2in
1

4

x3

NotIncluded

• A battery operated whistling duck that whistles and 

sings when pulled along.

• 2 in 1 toy – Bead coaster cylinder shell that rolls on 

the duck’s back detaches to become an independent 

bead coaster for free roll and play.

• Synchronized sounds start and stop automatically when in motion.

• Pull Along D--uck will whistle and call your baby to play when left unattended.

• Easy to operate tail with On/Off and silent play switch.

• 27cm L x 15cm W x 22cm H.

Item - K40129
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TumbleBallStacker

2in
1

• This battery-operated musical stacking and tumbling ball game 

features 5 colourful stackers, with gear action and a flower  

funnel-head with soft petals and wings.  

• The three fun balls will rattle as they drop down the centre, 

and they will randomly exit from one of two openings.  

• Great for developing manual dexterity and teaching cause & effect.  

• Measures 11.6” high when fully stacked.
 
Item - K40      201

x3

NotIncluded

Balls
randomlyexit

Flapping
wings!

Funsounds&
loadsofsctivities

inonetoy

Battery
operated



ReadyFreddySpray‘N’Sprinkle
• Five-alarm fun in the bathtub!  

• Ready Freddy is a battery-operated fire hydrant bath toy that easily 

attaches to the bathtub with suction cups.  

• Pull the handle to activate the eco-friendly circulating water pump…it draws 

tub water to create an endless stream without using more tap water!  

• There are 4 interchangeable fireman accessories included: hose, 

hose-nozzle,   fire wheel and spinning gauge.  

• Measures 9.8”L x 8.75”H x 5.25”D

Item - K40204
x4

NotIncluded
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FunEleFunFill‘N’sprinkle
• This fill, sprinkle & flow bath toy includes 3 interchangeable trunk accessories: 

a twistable trunk sprayer, spinning water mills, and a sprinkler nozzle.  

• Grasping FunEleFun and filling it with water develops hand-eye coordination and 

fine-motor skills. 

• Also includes a suction-cup tub hanger for play and easy storage.  

• Measures 5.5”W x 8.2”H x 4.25”D. 

Item - K40206
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• This water activity centre is a perfect addition for tub-time water play!  

• It attaches easily to the tub and generates a chain reaction of water effects.  

• Pour water into the the water-gauge funnel to spin the gauge and create 

water sprays, or into the face to roll the eyes while water pours out the 

sprinkler and spin the propeller.  

• The test tube water container has volume marks and attaches to the tub.  

• Measures 8.25”W x 8.9”H x 3”D. 

Item - K40203

Spin‘N’SprinkleWaterLab

Testtube
holder

Multijet
sprinkler

Rotating
watergauge

Spinning
propeller

Google
eyes

9
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• Battery operated sensory bath mobile with colorful flowers that spin

and sprinkle while swiveling bird sprays a gentle stream of water.

• Designed to create a multi-sensory fascinating experience for baby.

• Press bird button to start the water show.

• Firmly secures to most baby bathtubs and full-size tubs with

2 supplied optional connectors.

• Designed for newborns and doubles as a bath toy for sitting babies.

• Swivel arc to redirect water sprinkles and gentle stream.

• Mobile disassembles for flat and compact storage.

Item - K40158

The world’s first newborn water sensory mobile

that spins and sprinkles creating a multi-sensory

fascinating and engaging experience for baby.

Sensory Bath Mobile
0-24
months

x4

Not Included

Easy Activation
Button

Swiveling Bird
Streams Water

Flowers Spin
& Sprinkle

Flat & Compact
Storage

Flat & Compact
Storage

Baby Bath
Connector

Baby Bath TubFull Size Bath Tub

Battery Operated
Water Pump



Elephant Baby Shower
0-24
months

x4

Not Included

• Battery operated portable baby shower.

• Designed for safe, gentle and easy maneuvering

while bathing babies.

• Easy activation shower head with on/off knobs 

allowing to easily pause or continue water flow.

• Gentle stream enabling easy reach and wash of hair,

neck and baby folds.

• Soft design for enhanced baby safety.

• Suits all types of bath tubs.

• For newborns, infants and toddlers!

• Can be used as a bath toy at later stages.

Item - K40159

Suits All Types
Of Baths

Easy Activation
Shower Head

Battery Operated
Water Pump

Battery operated compact and portable baby shower
designed for ease of use by parents
and gentle comfort for babies.

11



Flow ‘N’ Fill Spout

Crazy finger
sprinkler!

Push mask
to start flow

Battery operated
water pump

Different water effect
in each cup!

• A battery operated bath spout that easily attaches and draws 

water from the tub, creating an endless stream without wasting 

water from the bath tap.

• 3 interchangeable bath cups, each with a different water straining,

spouting and spraying effect.

• Peek-a-boo friend floats to the top as cup fills up.

• Stack cups and watch water run through them all!

• Watch the water spin the propeller.

• Block the crazy finger sprinkler for cool water squirts!

• Easy for kids to operate. Specially designed for small hands.

• Swiveling arm holds the bath cups - for playing, stacking and storage.

Item - K40116
x3

Not Included
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Spin ‘N’ Sort Spout Pro

Push mask
to start

or stop flow

Spinning color &
shape sorter gears

3 detachable
gears

x3

Not Included

• A battery operated bath spout that attaches and draws 

water from the tub creating an endless stream without 

wasting water from the bath tap.

• More than 10 different water activities!

• Match shapes and colours. Sort and fit the different shapes into

the correct place to watch them spin the whole gear mechanism.

• 3 interchangeable bath cups, each with a different water straining,

spouting and spraying effect, plus a spinning propeller.

• Watch the water spin the propeller.

• Peek-a-boo friend floats to the top as cup fills up.

• Crazy finger sprinkler for cool water squirts!

• Easy for kids to operate. Specially designed for small hands.

Item - K40141

Different water
effect in each cup!

Battery operated

water pump

13



• A battery operated submarine with a water circulation pumping 

system that draws water from the tub and recycles a safe stream 

of water without wasting water from the tap.

• Water magically streams through the diver shower head especially 

designed for easy grip and activation by small hands.

• Direct water flow into the water activity center to generate a 

chain reaction of surprising magical water effects in the bath tub!

Item - K40139

Submarine Spray Station

x4

Not Included

Easy activation
hand shower

Multi jet
sprinkler

Rotating
water gauge

Spinning
propeller

Battery operated
water pump

14



A battery operated jet duck with inter    changeable 
pirate themed accessories that speeds through
the tub while firing water!

• Battery operated jet duck.

• 15 pirate-themed accessories enable creation of different 

duck characters for pretend play.

• Water cannon constantly fires all around!

• Swivel cannon or remove duck's feet - each action effects 

duck's swimming route!

• Easy-to-operate on/off button on front of duck base.

• Scoop container with drain holes attaches to tub, allowing 

easy mou  ld-free storage of jet duck and its accessories.

Item - K40170

Storage
Container

Change Duck's
Swimming Routes

Cannon
Fires Water

Scoop & Store

Battery
Operated

Pirate Themed
Accessories15

x3

Not I ncluded

Colours May Vary

Jet Duck Pirate 

15



Stack ‘N’ Spray Tub Fountain

Battery operated
water pump

x3

Not Included

• A battery operated tub fountain with a water circulating pumping system.

• Base draws water up through the center creating a magical fountain.

• 5 stackable boats and figures - each with a different water spraying

effect! Red boat spins as it sprays, blue boat swivels propeller

and scuba pals squirt and spray.

• Interchangeable stacking creates different wonderful water structures.

• Boats and characters float around the tub too!

• Easy to operate - specially designed for small hands.

Item - K40115

Each piece
creates a different

spray effect!

Stack up pieces for
fountains of fun!

New spraying base

16



4 racing ducks

Battery operated
water pump

Multiple water
spraying effects

17

Magical Duck Race
• A battery operated bath toy that draws water from

the tub and creates a unique fountain and race track.

• Each duck features a unique different water

spraying effect!

• Leaf lever is the on/off button

Item - K40164

x4

Not Included



MP10216     TUBE SHAKER (16/DISPLAY)

Perfectly sized for small hands, it can be used
as a rattle or as a baby-sized rainmaker.
Assorted colours, measures 2” x 3.25”.   
Ages 3 months +.

MP34112     CAGE BELL (12/DISPLAY)

Easy-grip handle for small hands 
and produces a clear chime sound.    
Assorted colours.  Measures 2.75” x 4.75”.
Ages 3 months +.
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MP35940     EGG SHAKERS 

(40/DISPLAY)

5 assorted colours, 
clean crisp sound.  
Each measures 2.25” L.   
Ages 6 months +.    

MP46636     BABY SHAKER (36/DISPLAY)

The perfect size, shape and 
sound for little hands and ears!   
Assorted colours, measures 4.5” x 1.5”.   
Ages 3 months +.   
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MT60809     BABY TAMBOURINE (9/DISPLAY)

Designed for easy playability and added 
safety, these tambourines feature an 
easy-grip handle and 4 pairs of jingles.   
Assorted colours, measures 6.5” x 1”.  
Ages 12 months +.

MP8888     MUSICAL RINGS

A beautiful collection of four delightful musical rings. 
Each produces a unique sound which will captivate baby,     
while helping develop motor skills and creativity.   
Ring diameter: 3.75”.  Ages 3 months +. 

MD816     BABY BONGO

Who can resist playing the bongos?   
Fun and easy to use, the baby bongo encourages young children to develop their
coordination and musical creativity, and explore the wonderful world of rhythm.
Measures 10”L x 6”W x 3.5”H.  Ages 12 months +.

MP36524     MARACITO (24/DISPLAY)

Cool & sturdy design, durable and 
produces a clear maraca sound.   
Assorted colours, measures 2” x 5”.   
Ages 18 months +.
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MS9000     BABY BAND IN PVC BAG

Includes 4 percussion instruments to get babies interested in
music: mini rain shaker, clip-clap, baby shaker & cage bell.    
Ages 6 months +. 

MP485     OCEAN DRUM

Play it by hand and produce a soft
ocean sound as it is shaken.  
Measures 7” x 1”. Ages 12 months +.

MP201     RAINMAKER (16/DISPLAY)

Turn it upside down to hear a rainfall sound!
Measures 8” x 2”.   Ages 6 months +.

MX3008     BABY XYLOPHONE

This 9-key xylophone produces true, clear sounds, with
the note and tone indicated beside each key.  Includes
a specially-designed mallet (7.25” long) for small hands,
as well as a 4-song sheet of music that is colour-coded.
 Measures 10.75”L x 5”W.  Open-box packaging.  
Ages 12 months +.

MS9015     CALYPSO BAND

A great introduction to music and rhythm, this set features 
instruments that are perfectly sized for little hands!  
Includes a tambourine (5.5” diameter), maraca (5” long), 
and bell shaker (4.25” long).  Ages 6 months +.  
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MS5005     MY FIRST BABY BAND

A wonderful stimulation of senses in this delightful 
set.  Perfect for little hands to grasp and shake, 
it features 5 different percussion instruments to 
provide babies and toddlers an early introduction 
to rhythm.  Tube shaker measures 3.5”H.  
Ages 6 months +.

MD817     SUPER DRUM

Features a unique design with an elastic 
head that provides a deep, professional 
tone with every beat. Measures 8”W x 5”H,
includes 2 drumsticks.  Ages 18 months +.

RP6600     RHYTHM PALS 

Easy to hold and fun to shake, this set of 4 enchanting instruments 
are ideal for encouraging young children to experiment with sounds
while helping with the development of motor skills.   
Size of each piece: 4.5”W x 4.25”H x 1.5”D.  Ages 6 months +. 

MP300     TWIRLY WHIRLY

Flip it over to watch the beads
tumble through the tube, 
spinning the wheels while 
producing a rainfall sound .
Measures 12”H. Ages 2 years +.



18219     WRIST BELLS (36/BAG)

Adjustable strap. Measures 8” long.   
Ages 3 years +. 

18206     JINGLE STICK (12/DISPLAY)

Size:  7"H.  Assorted colours.  
Ages 3 years +

18209     TAMBOURINE (12/DISPLAY)

Diameter: 6".  Assorted colours.  
Ages 3 years +.

18207     7.5" MARACAS (24 PCS/DISPLAY)

Assorted styles.  
Ages 3 years +.

22

18204       MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS - SET D

Set includes 2 multi-coloured wooden maracas, 
1 tambourine and 2 wrist bells.   
Maraca measures 9.5" long.  Ages 3 years +.
Packaged in a PVC carry case
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18220    10-HOLE HARMONICA

Size: 4.25” long.  Key of “C”.
Ages 3 years +.

E0611     CHEER-ALONG NOISEMAKERS (6/DISPLAY)

Whether you’re playing with a band or supporting your team, these noisemakers will definitely help
you stand out. Just twirl the head around its handle to make a fun noise.  Measures 5.1”H x 5.2”W.  
Ages 18 months +.    ** Limited Availability **

800895     BABY EINSTEIN DELUXE MAGIC TOUCH PIANO

This innovative wooden piano makes real piano sounds when you tap the keys – no buttons, just magic!
Little ones can learn 11 different music styles, 5 different instruments, and explore embellishments and
play piano like a pro with the EasyLearn experience cards.  Follow the colour dots on the music cards
and play 11 melodies on your own.  There are three different play modes: Baby, Freeplay, and Learn!
Features 11 keys, and 5 play cards.  Measures 14”W.  Requires 3 AA batteries (included).  
Ages 6 months to 3 years.

18214     15-TONE COLOURED METAL XYLOPHONE    

Includes 2 wooden mallets. Measures 16.5” x 5.5”.  
Color box packaging.  Ages 3 years +. 



18225    8-HOLE RECORDER

This recorder is an ideal introduction 
to woodwind musical instruments.  
Makes 8 different tones (1 octave), 
measures 13” long. Ages 5 years +.

24

18217     TUNABLE MARCHING DRUM 

This drum can be tuned by tightening or
loosening the tension with the included key.
Diameter of 10”.  Colour-box packaging.
Ages 3 years +

18215     MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS – 
NATURAL COLOUR

Tambourine size: 6” diameter .
Window-box packaging.   
Ages 3 years + 

18221     ACCORDION

This accordion features an authentic
sound & 2-octave range. It measures
7.25” x 7” and includes an adjustable
strap. Key of “C”. Colour-box 
packaging.  Ages 3 years +.
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K6103     SEA WORLD WATER PLAYMAT

Features 6 floating marine creatures inside the water chamber.
Provides visual stimulation and babies will love the tactile feel 
of the water mat!  Measures 20” x 17” when filled with water.   
Colour box packaging. Ages 6 months +. 

K2005     RATTLE BALL

2 assorted colours, each
measures 4” in diameter.
Ages 6 months +. 

W1118     TEETHER BALL

Ball size: 3”   It squeaks!
Ages 0-18 months

K2007     TEXTURED BALL SET

These 6 balls feature different textures 
& colours, providing babies with tactile 
stimulation and develop dexterity and 
gross-motor skills. Ball size: 2.5” 
diameter.  Ages 6 months +. 
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K3043     SOFT BABY  BLOCKS

Set of 9 soft blocks (size: 2.25” x 2.25”)
with different numbers, objects and 
animals on each side. 5 different
colours, great for stacking and sorting.  
Ages 6 months +.

K3053     POP-UP ACTIVITY CENTRE 

Push, pull or twist the different levers to
make the animals pop out!   
A classic cause-and-effect toy, measures 
10” x 5.75” x 5”.  Ages 12 months +.

K3047     POUND ‘N’ PLAY 

Match the ball with its coloured slot, then
pound the balls to watch them roll down!
Ball maze measures 11.6”H x 8”W x 5.5”D.
Ages 12 months +.  

K9015     MONSTER 3-CAR GARAGE

A great introduction to shapes and cause-and-
effect for toddlers.  Features 3 keys of different
shapes to open the 3 doors of the garage.
Includes 3 monster cars (size: 2.5”L). 
   Measures 12.25” x 6” x 8.75”.  
Ages 2 years +. 



141272     4-PACK PLASTIC 

CONSTRUCTION TRUCKS 

   This boxed set contains four different free-wheeling
construction vehicles, all made of sturdy plastic.  
Average size: 6.75”L x 4.5”W.  Ages 3 years +.

K3306     MIX & MATCH EGGS

An “egg-citing” way for little ones to learn about colour 
and shape matching!  
This set includes 6 eggs (3 assorted shapes/colours).
Each egg measures 2.5” tall.   
Ages 18 months +.A00591     PYRAMID-N-SHAPE SORTER BOX

Diameter of clear bucket 5.5”

Ages 1 year +.

G30314     MINI CONSTRUCTION TRUCKS (12/DISPLAY)

3 assorted free-wheeling styles: dump truck (size: 4.75”L x 3.75”W x 4.5”H),
bulldozer & cement mixer.    Ages 18 months +.

27



107866     PENGUIN (16/DISPLAY)

Perfect for small hands!   
Two assorted styles, each with posable 
heads and feet that produce a clicking 
sound when turned.  
Size: 3.75”H.    Ages 10 months +. 

107864     BABY SEAL/WALRUS (12/DISPLAY)

Perfect for small hands!   
Two assorted styles, each with posable heads and
feet that produce a clicking sound when turned.   
Size: 3.5”L.     Ages 10 months +.

     G11861     2-IN-1 BUILD N PLAY   

Build your action toys with this easy-to-use 
set. Includes a motorized screwdriver.  
Size of race car: 7.5”L x 5.5”W x 4”H        .  
Requires 2 AA batteries (included).      
Ages 3 years +.

024752     FARM TRACTOR & TRAILER

This motorized tractor moves with auto-stop action.  Just press the horn on the steering
wheel to activate the motor, along with realistic engine & horn sounds, and press the driver’s
head to hear cute music!  Place the animals in their appropriate spot in the trailer to hear
their sound.  Measures 15.75” long.  Requires 3 AA batteries (included).  Ages 12 months +.

051797     FARM ANIMAL FRIENDS (24/DISPLAY)

Each with posable heads, legs & tails with “click-clack” sound.    
Size: 3.25” long.   Assorted 6 pieces each in display-box packaging.   
Ages 12 months +  

28

108958     COW (12/DISPLAY)

Perfect for small hands!   Two assorted styles,
each with posable heads and feet that 
produce a clicking sound when turned.   
Size: 4”L.  Ages 10 months +.
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JC001     ANIMAL FINGER 
PUPPET (12/DISPLAY)

Great for building imagination and 
storytelling skills in young children.   
2 assorted styles of finger puppets,
average size is 2.25”H.  
Ages 3 years +.

A great 5 layer wooden puzzle that teaches children about their own body, 
29 Pieces help to complete the nervous and digestive, muscular systems, 

skin and clothed layers. Ages 4 years +.

BEL17128     “YOUR BODY” LAYER PUZZLE - GIRL

BEL17129     “YOUR BODY” LAYER PUZZLE – BOY

JC002     DINO FINGER PUPPET 
(10/DISPLAY)

Great for building imagination and 
storytelling skills in young children.   
5 assorted styles of dinos, average 
size is 2.5”H.  Ages 3 years +.



B40034     LADYBIRD 

B40121     HORSE B40120     SHEEP B40119     GIRAFFE 

B40118     OWL B40116     DOG B40115     DUCK 

B40114     FOX B40113     PIG  B40112     CHICKEN 

B40111     COW B40110     TURTLE 

THE ORIGINAL 

HANDPUPPETS BY 

BELEDUC

30



These kindergarten-quality, long-lasting handpuppets will provide hours and hours of creative, 
imaginative play fun for children and adults.  Made of high-quality materials, these puppets are 

designed to fit the hands of both children and adults, and promote self-confidence, language and 
storytelling skills. Duck handpuppet measures 9” high and 9” wide.  For ages 3 years +.

B40131     PARROT 

B40124     RABBIT  B40122     CAT B40123     MONKEY 

B40127     LION B40126     ROOSTER B40125     BEAR 

B40130     SQUIRREL B40128     ELEPHANT B40129     CROCODILE 

B40250     HEDGEHOG 

B40277     FROG 
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B40280     BUTTERFLY 

B70007     WOODEN HAND  

PUPPETS 

DISPLAY

This beautifully-designed, 
handpuppet display 
measures 80” tall by 19.7” 
diameter, features rotating 
modules, and can hold up 
to 40 handpuppets.
(Pre order only)



B18005     SHAPY SORTER

Learning with your hands! Who can sort the 
forms correctly? The Shapy Sorter helps 
learning to differentiate between the 
basic shapes. Seven different discs with 
shape holes can be chosen. The discs have one,
two or three holes, so there are three 
increasing difficulty levels.The Shapy Sorter 
promotes especially the fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination,and shapes and colours 
can be named and learned as well. Ages 1 year +

B18011     HAPPY ANIMALS

These six jungle animals have been all
mixed up! When putting the puzzle 
pieces right back together,children 
train coordination and shape 
recognition. The colours of the animals
are a good help and invite the children 
to combine correctly. Ages 1 year +

B10142     LAYER PUZZLE - “CAR”

With our layer-puzzles for the youngest even
babies can easily explore the material world
layer by layer. The solid and easy to grab
wooden puzzle pieces make the youngest 
develop fIrst basic motor skills. Ages 2 years +

B11008     MATCHING PUZZLE - “CATERPILLAR”

Children will become familiar with the numbers from 
1 to 10 and with the first steps of basic arithmetic.
Ages 3 years +
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B10139     LAYER PUZZLE - BUTTERFLY

B10140     LAYER PUZZLE - LADYBUG

B11556     HUMANICO - 5 SENSES

This 30-piece puzzle focuses on the development 
of the five senses (hearing, smell, taste, sight, touch) and 
develops understanding of them through different game variations.  Self-correction is easy, thanks to
the contours of each layer's puzzle pieces that indicate whether or not the puzzle piece fits the 
particular layer.  Instruction/activity guide also included.  Puzzle diameter: 6.75".  For ages 4 years +.

Designed for toddler-sized hands, these 4-layer puzzles are great for developing 
fine-motor skills, as well as early colour, size, and shape recognition skills.  

Each of these puzzles measure 5.5" x 5.5".  For ages 2 years +.

B11555     HUMANICO - EMOTIONS

This 30-piece puzzle develops and strenghtens social-emotional-learning (SEL)
skills, while also devoloping logical thinking and communication skills.  Features 5
layers with corresponding emotions.  Puzzle diameter: 6.75".  For ages 4 years +.
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B11006     MATCH & MIX - “ANIMALS”

Match the correct pieces or combine to create fantasy
animals with funny names.  Ages 2 years +

B11007     MATCH & MIX - “TRANSPORT”

Find the correct pair of vehicles or create funny
fantasy vehicles. Ages 2 years + 

B11150     MATCH & MIX "FANTASY"

A princess with a lasso or a dwarf with 
flippers? Anything is possible in this fun 
puzzle. Put the fantasy characters 
together correctly using their clothing or 
create completely new characters. 
This puzzle can also be played as a
memory game, in which the three correct
pieces for a character have to be found.
Ages 4 years +

B11130     MIX & MATCH – KIDS

Look! Many children from different nations
have come together. Each of them can tell
us a story. The children are puzzled 
according to their characteristics. However,
funny fantasy kids can be created, as well. 
Children with a good memory can test
themselves in a memo version, in which 
the three-part combination of one child
needs to be found. Includes 30 puzzle
pieces. Puzzle frame measures 
11.5” x 13.5”. Ages 4 years +.
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B11040     SORTING SET "OUR HOME"

Learn about typical parts of the home.
Ages 2 years +

B11030     SORTING SET – SEASONS

Discover the particularities about the
four seasons and learn about typical 
activities.  Can also be played as a 
lotto game!  Measures 9.6” x 9.6” x 1.6”.
Ages 2 years +.
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B11050     SORTING SET  “ENvIRONMENTS”

Learn about four different living environments and their animal inhabitants.
Ages 2 years +



B11011     XXL LEARNING PUZZLE "4 SEASONS"

Our XXL Learning Puzzle “4 Seasons” gives children
   an opportunity to familiarise themselves with the 
seasons and the course of the year in a play situation.
It encourages them to explore the individual months
and their seasonal characteristics. Ages 4 years +

B11012     XXL LEARNING PUZZLE  "MY DAY"

Our XXL Learning Puzzle “My Day” accompanies 
children through their daily activities and makes a 
preliminary approach to telling the time in a play 
context.The puzzle provides an opportunity to recognise
and name familiar procedures. Ages 4 years +

B11200     XXL PUZZLE "DISCOvER THE WORLD"

Exploring the world is exciting – there’s so much to discover! In the middle of the jigsaw
there is a compass and a small world map featuring the different continents. The first ring
shows 2 children dressed in traditional clothing. The second ring features typical local ani-
mals, while the outer ring shows country-specific buildings and landscapes. Each ring can
be used individually or rotated to the correct position on the jigsaw puzzle. Ages 4 years +
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B11560     NAWITO "PRODUCTION"

This 3-piece puzzle promotes logical combining and 
the understanding of processes involved in the processing
and manufacturing of products.  Ages 4 years +

B11570     NAWITO "EvOLUTION"

Natural development processes are an exciting topic 
for curious children. Our 3-piece puzzle promotes the 
ability to combine and the understanding of processes
in the natural environment.  Ages 4 years +

B11581     NAWITO "FRUITS"

How does a kiwi grow?  What does a passion fruit look like from the inside?  These 
3-section circular puzzles teach children about fruit - from the plant to the ripe fruit ready
to eat!  Each of the ten puzzles in this set measures 4.75" in diameter.  For ages 4 years +.
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B11580     NAWITO "ANIMAL HABITS"

Every animal feels comfortable in a certain environment. There it finds food, protection 
from enemies and the right climate. Our 5-part puzzle shows 9 habitats with 4 different 
animals each living in this environment.
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B11510     COGNITO "NUMBERS "

The given number is shown in different ways on three
cards that belong together – as geometric shapes to 
be counted, as numbers and as dice eyes. Ages 4 years +

B11500     COGNITO "RECOGNIZE ACTIvITIES"

Children can find three suitable cards that show an 
initial state, an action and an outcome. Ages 4 years +.

B11550     COGNITO "ANIMAL HABITATS"

This game develops the logical association of 
animals, their habitats and tracks. Ages 4 years +

B17061     LayEr-PuzzLE "HoME"

Who lives here? Look inside the house and follow the family’s activities. What is there to
discover in the different rooms by day and by night?  This exciting layered puzzle made
from wood promotes the child’s matching abilities and imagination, as well as 
concentration and inner peace. Ages 4 years +

B17035     LAYER-PUZZLE  "FIRE BRIGADE"

The puzzle shows the fire brigade in action when a house is on fire. 
The layers start with the alarm going off and finish with the fire brigade 
returning to the fire station.  Ages 4 years +



B17160     BODY-PUZZLE "GIRL"

The puzzle shows the set-up of the human body
in a descriptive and child-friendly way. 
From the skeleton to the organs and muscles, 
depicting the blood circulation; from the naked to
the fully dressed child. 
Ages 4 years +

B17170     BODY-PUZZLE "BOY"

The puzzle shows the set-up of the
human body in a descriptive and
child-friendly way. From the 
skeleton to the organs and 
muscles, depicting the blood 
circulation; from the naked to the
fully dressed child. Ages 4 years +

B17052    LAYER-PUZZLE "GRANDMA & GRANDPA"

This generation puzzle shows the different lifestages of a 
human from baby to senior citizen.  Ages 4 years +

B17024    LAYER-PUZZLE "MOTHER"

This layer-puzzle shows the formation 
of a child and the course of a pregnancy.
Ages 4 years +
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B17044     LAYER-PUZZLE “CARROT”

Layer puzzle. Ages 4 years +

B17043     LAYER PUZZLE - POTATO

These 30-pc, 5 layer puzzles measure

5,75” x 5.75”.  Ages 4 years +
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B17055

B17054

B17053

B17053       LAYER PUZZLE – FROG

B17054       LAYER PUZZLE – BUTTERFLY

B17055       LAYER PUZZLE – DUCK

B17060       LAYER PUZZLE -- HONEY

These 28-pc, 5 layer puzzles measure 8.2” x 8.2”. Ages 4 years +

B17060



B21030     MOZIBLOX – NATURE

With 30 cubes in six colours hundreds 
of different patterns can be created 
horizontally and also vertically. Have 
fun recreating the templates or make 
up totally new combinations and figures. 
Infinite combinations can be done by
turning the cubes with no limit to the
imagination. Arrange your pattern mix
again and again!  Includes 1 wooden
box w/ sliding lid (size: 9.25” x 8”), 30
wooden cubes, 10 task cards.  
Ages 4 years +.
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B17150     LAYER-PUZZLE "4 SEASONS"

Tom and Lisa are showing us the change of
the seasons.  Ages 4 years +

B16210     FLOOR PUZZLE - "DISCOvER 

THE FOREST"

An exciting forest scene that invites you to 
explore it more closely!  Take a close look
at what animals you can be amazed by
above and below the ground!
Ages 3 years +

B22380     MARTELLO

Great for developing fine motor skills, hand-eye
coordination, shape/colour recognition, and 
creativity.  Use the wooden hammer and nails to
affix the shapes to the cork.  The cork surface
also makes it easy to remove the shapes and
nails and start over!  Includes 2 hammers (size:
5.75"L), nails, wooden shapes, 2 cork boards
(size: 8.25" x 8.25"), and instruction/pattern
guide.  For ages 4 years +.



B22411     FIND MONTY 

A game for cat-finders with a good memory who always want to know where the cat hid last. 
Describe Monty´s hiding place or reconstruct it using pillows, blanket and the bed! Supports 
spatial perception and language development.  Includes 1 cat , bed, pillow, blanket, 34 photo 
cards, 1 wooden board (size: 8” x 6.25”), 1 die.  For 2-5 players. Box size: 9.5” x 9.4”.  
   Ages 4 years +.

B22461     CANDY 

Players throw three colour dice and need to find quickly the sweet that matches the colour 
combination thrown. Three variations of playing determine the winner of the game.  Includes 
41 wooden sweets, 3 coloured dice, 1 mat (size: 17.5” diameter).  For 2-4 players.  
Ages 4 years +.

B22481     RONDO vARIO 

Children need to find the correct shape and colour among the wooden
pieces. The two dice show the combination for the piece that needs to
be threaded onto the caterpillar.  Whoever gets six wooden pieces onto
their caterpillar first wins.  Includes 4 caterpillars(size: 8” long) , 42
wooden shapes, 2 dice.  For 1-4 players.  Ages 3 years +.
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B21020     LOGIPIC

Now creativity starts! LogiPic is a magnet game
with which different patterns on the task cards
need to be copied on the board. Here fantasy can
be unfolded to the fullest extent. The handy design
makes the game suitable for both children and
adults. Thanks to its easy use, the game is 
self-explanatory and perfectly suitable for 
independent play.  Ages 3 years +

B22360     FISHING FEvER

To the fish, ready, go! Who can
manage to move 3 fish of the same
colour onto the rod faster? 
Or stack as many fish as you can
and then later check the underside
of the fish to see who got more
points! A fishing game with lots of
different ways to play!
Ages 4 years +

B22396     TASTARO

An educational matching game that helps promote visual 
and tactile shape recognition. Different options to play and 
levels of difficulty mean that Tastaro accelerates the
learning curve in a fun way.
Ages 4 years +

B22463     BETTY    FLY

All the colourful butterflies are flying
around, and you need to be quick to
catch the right one!  This game promotes
observational skills, fine-motor skills, and
colour recognition.  Also features a 
robust, XL-sized playing surface 
(18" diameter) made from rubber and
textile for stability.  For 2-4 players, 
ages 4 years +.
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B22571     LEGOLINO   

This game, which is based on the ancient 
Chinese Tangram puzzle, offers different
levels of difficulty, making learning 
advancements possible.  Ages 4 years +

B22510     TROPICANO

The players take turns to throw the symbol dice and 
gradually construct a bridge with the pieces thrown. 
The first player to finish building a complete bridge to 
the small island is allowed to cross it straight away and 
dig up the treasure. Ages 5 years +

B22400     MoNKEy raLLyE

The monkeys want to run a short race: All of them start out at the same 
time and try to be the first one to climb their palm tree. Choose your next
move carefully, because there’s always a possibility that the monkey slips
down a bit on his way to the palm leaves! Which monkey is the fastest to
reach the hidden coconuts?  Ages 4 years +

B22471    SHAPY

The players throw three symbol 
dice. According to the combination
of shapes shown on the dice, 
they need to quickly find the 
corresponding tile. Different variations 
of playing provide for much change.
Ages 5 years +
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B22610     KIDS OF THE WORLD

Six children are on a journey to explore the world.
They come from Africa, America, Antarctica, Asia,
Australia and Europe and are looking forward to
learning about other continents and countries. 
On their journey, each child brings postcards 
featuring typical landscapes, animals or buildings
from their country and gives one away when they
meet another globetrotter. Accompany the 
children on this exciting journey!
Ages 5 years +

B22700     HAPPY MAGIC

The little potion brewing experts search under mushrooms
for dots in the same colour as the colour that comes up on
the dice. If the colour under the mushroom is the same as
that shown by the thrown dice, the player may put the
mushroom into his or her own cauldron. The first player to
fill his or her cauldron with 7 mushrooms is the champion
potion brewer. Ages 4 years +.

B22710     HAPPY FARM

On their way over the course the players 
collect animals and exchange them for others.
Whoever has got two cows at the end receives
the tractor and wins the game. Ages 4 years +



B22860     PUNAKAI 

Colourful fish swim around in the colourful coral reef. But there are dangers lurking everywhere in the
vast ocean, which is why the fish always have to camouflage themselves - which works best against a
background of the same colour. In addition, the fish always swim in swarms and never alone.  Includes
1 game board (size: 8.25” x 8.25”), 44 fishes.  For 2-4 players.  Ages 4 years +.

B22790     TEMPO TONI

Things are getting a bit crazy at Castle Cheeseburg. Toni, the chef, has forgotten to put the cheese back in the fridge and 
now the place is full of little mice, that really love to eat the cheese. Toni quickly runs back into the kitchen to find the 
mice between the whole pieces of cheese and scare them away. Includes 4 cardboard game boards (size: 8.25” x 8.25”), 
4 wooden cheese pieces, 16 cards, 1 die.  For 2-4 players, ages 4 years +.

B22451     TORRETA

Children use either the dice with colours or the dice with dots. Depending on the
colour or number of dots that come up when the dice is thrown, the children build
towers and the winner is the one who stacks the bricks and produces the highest
tower.  Includes 25 wooden bricks, 2 dice.  Ages 4 years +.
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B22880     ZIPPY ZEBRA 

Zippy Zebra calls for the animals to gather! Everyone hurries
so they don’t miss the meeting. Advance the animals skillful     ly
to help with the gathering. But be careful: in this cooperative
dice game, everyone always wins or loses together!  Includes
6 animals, 6 puzzle pieces, game board (size: 12” diameter),
6 cards, 1 die.  For 1-4 players.  Ages 3 years +.

B22890    FIRE ALARM

Help – the building is on fire! Fortunately, all of the 
animals and people could be brought to safety, but
can the building be saved? The firefighters have
jumped into the fire engine and are on their way to 
the scene of the fire. Hopefully they will arrive before
the building burns down!  Ages 3 years +

B22800     CATCH THE NUMBER

Who will be the first to collect enough points to win the numbers race?
This game is all about being the first to collect the target number. 
Speed and good comprehension are needed, but be careful! 
Don’t let your neighbour steal your numbers!  Ages 5 years +
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B23607     SOUND BOX

By using the Sound Box memo 
game children learn to identify
the same sound by hearing.
Ages 3 years +

B24040     TANGEO

Create colourful pictures using geometric shapes. The various magnetic wooden pieces can
be arranged into new shapes through many different possible combinations. Derived from
Chinese Tangram, countless new pictures can be created with just a few movements,
whereby the template cards can be used for inspiration. By playing,children learn 
about geometric shapes and their relationships, and in doing so train their fine motor skills
and ability to concentrate.  Includes 1 multifunctional box (size: 10.75” x 11”), 70 magnetic
wooden shapes, 22 template cards w/ 2 levels of difficulty.  Ages 3 years +.

B25560     XXL CANDY

Players throw three coloured dice and need to find the sweet with the right
combination of colours that are shown on the dice. Includes 41 sweets, 1 mat
(size: 35” diameter) , and 3 coloured dice. For 1-8 players.  Ages 4 years +.



B23610     WALL ELEMENTS – 

LABYRINTH

Skill and good observation are
required to move the disk from the
starting point to the endpoint.
Measures 15.75" x 15.75".  
Ages 3 years +.

B23612

B23612     WALL ELEMENTS – SHAPES

B23621     WALL ELEMENTS – BUTTERFLY

B23622     WALL ELEMENTS – WAvE

B23623     WALL ELEMENTS – MOUNTAINS

These innovative wall elements for children 3 years and over train musculature, 
support motor skills and improve coordination abilities.  Measures 23.5” x 19.75”.  
Ages 3 years +.

B23623

B23622

B23621
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MK02     PIKS MEDIUM KIT (44 PCS)

Piks is a creative toy concept designed to 
develop children's concentration, decision-
making, fine-motor and imaginative skills, using
durable and safe silicone cones, and wood 
platforms.  The medium kit includes 1 instruction
guide, 11 wooden boards, 33 silicone cones, and
1 cotton storage bag.  For ages 3 years +.

SK02     PIKS SMALL KIT (24 PCS)

Piks is a creative toy concept designed to 
develop children's concentration, decision-
making, fine-motor, and imaginative skills, using
durable and safe silicone cones and wood
platforms.  The small kit includes 1 instruction
guide, 6 wooden boards, and 18 silicone cones.  
Ages 3 years +.

BK02     PIKS BIG KIT (64 PCS)

Piks is a creative toy concept designed to 
develop children's concentration, decision-
making, fine-motor and imaginative skills, using
durable and safe silicone cones, and wood 
platforms.  The big kit includes 1 instruction
guide, 16 wooden boards, 48 silicone cones,
and 1 cotton storage bag.
For ages 3 years +.

EK02     PIKS EDUCATION KIT (128 PCS)

Piks is a creative toy concept designed to develop children's concentra-
tion, decision-making, fine-motor and imaginative skills, using durable and
safe silicone cones and wood platforms.  The Education kit is perfect for
classroom and Early Childhood Learning centres, and includes 
1 instr   uction guide, 32 wooden boards, 96 silicone cones, 24 creative
cards, and 2 cotton storage bags.  For ages 3 years +.  

21641     COUNT & SORT 

Ideal for developing counting, colour-recognition,
and fine-motor skills in preschoolers.Use the 10
included activity cards to guide the child to bring
gems into its proper slot.     The activity cards can
be stored in their own wooden storage tray, and
both the game board and storage tray can be
wall-mounted with the included hardware.  
For 1-2 players.  Ages 3 years +.
** Limited  Availability **

21302     GEM COUNTING

Spin the arrows on the dial to determine which colour and how
many gems you need to move to your coloured bucket with the
magnetic pen.If the spinner points to the sad face, you lose
your turn! Great for developing colour-recognition, basic 
arithmetic, and fine-motor skills.  Measures 11.75”W x 14.75”H. 
For 1-2 players.  Ages 3 years +.  ** Limited  Availability **
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TM0202     TIMIO PLAYER STARTER KIT

TIMIO is an interactive and educational audio and music player. 
Each player includes 5 discs with stories, music, and quizzes, 
which can be played back in 8 languages!  Using only sounds 
and LED lights, TIMIO provides children with screen-free learning, 
while developing their vocabulary and imagination skills.  
Its smart, simple, and robust design (including a headphone jack) 
makes TIMIO ideal for travel and learning on the go!  
Measures 8” W x 8.3”H x 1.6” D.  Requires 3 AA batteries (not included).
For ages 2-6 years.

TMD04     TIMIO DISC SET #4

Extension set for the Timio play-
er, featuring themes of 
nursery rhymes (volume 3), fairy
tales  (volume 2), dinosaurs, 
little bugs, and insects.
Ages 2 years +

TMD02     TIMIO DISC SET #2

Extension set for the Timio play-
er, featuring themes of sea crea-
tures, nursery rhymes 
(volume 2), shapes, fruits, and
numbers.  Ages 2 years +

TMD03     TIMIO DISC SET #3

Extension set for the Timio player,
featuring themes of vegetables,
time, fairy tales (volume 1), Alphabet
A-M, and Alphabet L-Z.
Ages 2 years +

TMD01     TIMIO DISC SET #1

Extension set for the Timio player, 
featuring themes of wild animals,
musical instruments, colours, nursery
rhymes (volume 1), and body parts.
Ages 2 years +
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129095     ZMOON - YELLOW

129050     ZMOON - RED

129012     ZMOON FIGURE - BELUT (DINOSAUR WORLD)

This add-on for the ZzzMoon projector features a dinosaur 
astronaut figure that inserts into the top of the player, and can
play 8 different stories about dinosaurs.  Ages 3 years +.

ZzzMOON is a bedtime audio story projector for kids that contains a story 
machine, 1 figure, 8 story slides, 1 picture book and instructions. Includes a 

rabbit figure that contains 8 fairy tales and 64 scenes, and when used with the 
story film, you can play the picture while telling the story! It also features up to 5 
types of soft music that will soothe children to sleep, and its soft night light will 

turn off automatically once the child is asleep.  Projector measures 
6.25"H x 4"W x 4.25"D.  To recharge its lithium battery, simply use the

included USB cord and connect to a power source!  For ages 3 years +.

129006     ZMOON FIGURE -CANBIE (SPACE EXPLORATION)

This add-on for the ZzzMoon projector features an alien figure 
that inserts into the top of the player, and can play 8 different 
stories about outer space.  Ages 3 years +.



V1129     MINI CHUBBIES IN DISPLAY BOX (45 PCS)

Your child's first car and vehicles. With their soft textures and bright colours, these vehicles are the perfect size for little hands.
Average vehicle size: 2.75”L. Includes 16 models, all BPA-free and dishwasher-safe. Ages 1 year +.

V81129      MINI CHUBBIES IN CLEAR BOX – BABY COLOURS (7 PCS)

Brilliant, chunky little vehicles in fabulous bright colours. No sharp edges, no small parts. 
Colourful small cars perfect for a toddlers small hand. 7 models of 2.75” mixed vehicles in clear box.
BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

V81119     MINI CHUBBIES IN CLEAR BOX (7 PCS)

Brilliant, chunky little vehicles in fabulous bright colours. No sharp edges,
no small parts. Colourful small cars perfect for a toddlers small hand. 
7 models of 2.75” mixed vehicles in clear box. BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.
Ages 1 year +.

V51119     MINI CHUBBIES IN BUBBLE 
DISPLAY UNIT (50 PCS)

Your child's first car and vehicles. With their soft textures and
bright colours, these vehicles are the perfect size for little
hands. The size of the vehicles is 2.75” L. Includes 8 models,
BPA-free. Ages 1 year+.
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V41140     CHUBBIES BUCKET SET (15 PCS) 

Perfect for daycare centres and classrooms, this set of 
Chubbie (2.75” long) vehicles are durable, BPA-free and 
dishwasher-safe.  The storage bucket (size:6” x 6”) means
that tidying up is easy after playtime is over!  Ages 1 year +.

V41580     MAXI & CHUBBIES MIXED  
BUCKET SET (30 PCS) 

Perfect for daycare centres and classrooms, this set of 
Chubbie (2.75” long) and Maxi (size: 5.5” long) vehicles are
durable, BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  The storage bucket
(size:12” x 12”) means that tidying up is easy after playtime
is over!  Ages 1 year +.

V1149     CHUBBIES IN DISPLAY  (30 PCS)

13 models of mixed chubbies vehicles.  Average vehicle size:
3.9”L,  BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

V1061     MAXI TRUCKS IN DISPLAY (16 PCS)

5 models of working vehicles: Tractor, Tipper Truck, Ambulance, Fire Truck and Digger Truck.  
Size of each: 5.5” long, BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.



V81851    MIGHTY FIRE TRUCK IN GIFT BOX

Perfect for indoors, outdoors or the sandbox!  This fire truck
measures 11” long, and its soft chubby wheels are durable 
and won’t mark furniture.  BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.
Ages 1 year +.

   V81880    MIGHTY SHAPE SORTER TRUCK IN GIFT BOX

Featuring a sorting box on the flatbed, this recycling truck helps the kids learn 
about sorting bottles, leftovers and cartons. Children are not only learning about
shape sorting…they’re also introduced to the concept of recycling.  
Measures 11” long, BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

V81236    MIDI SCHOOL BUS IN GIFT BOX

   This 8" school bus is made of soft, pliable plastic with
smooth round forms. Includes 3 figures to promote
pretend play.  Its soft chubby wheels are durable and
won’t mark furniture!  BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.
For ages 1 year +.

V81850    MIGHTY TIPPER TRUCK IN GIFT BOX

Perfect for indoors, outdoors or the sandbox!  This tipper truck measures
11” long and features a tipper that can be loaded with sand, blocks…then
dump them out!  Its soft chubby wheels are durable and won’t mark furni-
ture.  BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

V81852    MIGHTY DIGGER TRUCK IN GIFT BOX 

Perfect for indoors, outdoors or the sandbox!  This tipper truck measures 11” long
and features a digger on the back of the truck…great for building projects in the
sandbox or on the beach!  Its soft chubby wheels are durable and won’t mark 
furniture.     BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.
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VE81250     ECOLINE JUMBO TIPPER 
TRUCK IN GIFT BOX

Drive it anywhere, fill it up and dump it out.
This truck with timeless design toys 
spur little boys and girls to use their 
imagination and develop linear and narrative
thinking abilities through role play and 
storytelling.  Made from eco-friendly sugar 
cane, this truck measures 11” long and is
BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  
Ages 1 year +.

VE81119     ECOLINE MINI CHUBBIES IN CLEAR BOX

Brilliant, chunky little vehicles in fabulous bright colours, made from sugar-cane!  
No sharp edges, no small parts. Colorful small cars perfect for a toddler’s 
small hand. 7 models of 2.75” mixed vehicles in clear box. 
BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

VE81280     ECOLINE JUMBO RECYCLING SORTING TRUCK IN GIFT BOX

Made from sugar-cane, and featuring a sorting box on the flatbed, this recycling truck
helps the kids learn about sorting bottles, leftovers and cartons. Children are not only
learning about shape sorting…they’re also introduced to the concept of recycling.  
Measures 11” long, BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

VE1061     ECOLINE MAXI TRUCKS IN 
DISPLAY (16 PCS)

Made from sugar-cane, includes 5 models of 
working vehicles: Tractor, Tipper Truck, Ambulance, 
Fire Truck and Digger Truck.  Size of each: 5.5”
long, BPA-free and dishwasher-safe.  Ages 1 year +.



VE41408     ECOLINE DINING SET

A dining set made from sugar cane and an antidote to the
prevailing throwaway culture, because it is sustainable 
and durable, and will last a lifetime. Perfect for picnics and
pretend play. Children love to role-play, and a favourite
game is to make dinner and invite their friends and 
parents on a little party. Includes 8 settings. Each setting
including a plate (7.1” diameter) bowl (6.25” diameter),
glass, spoon, knives and forks (6”L).  BPA-free and dish-
washer-safe.  Ages 1 year +.

V1101    FROGHOPPERS GAME 

Jump for joy! Froghoppers are fun, colourful, 
leaping frogs. Press down on the tail to flip 
them into the bucket. Builds fine-motor, 
colour-recognition and counting skills.  
Frog size:2” x 2”  Ages 3 years +

V5000     VIKING CITY GARAGE W/ HARBOUR 

This playset works with real water - just fill the moat and float the boats! Use the drawbridge to safely 
cross. With a crane and water wheel, this set is great for indoor and outdoor pretend play fun. The City 
Garage and Harbor playset is especially designed to be both fun and safe for kids exploring the world 
with all their senses. Durable and made from soft, toxin-free food-grade plastic that is dishwasher safe. 
Set includes: Garage Harbor Crane Sand / Water Wheel 2 x Ramps, 4 x Gates and a Drawbridge 
3 x Boats, 1 x Barge, 1 x Vehicle, 1 x Helicopter.  Measures 39.4”W x 25.5”D when fully assembled. Ages 1 year +.
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A00667     RAKE, 7.5” R/G

Ages 1 year +.

A00608     SHOVEL, 8.5”

Ages 1 year +.

A00685     6 PCS. SANDMOULD

Ages 1 year +.

A00609     RAKE, 7.5”

Ages 1 year +.

A00674     SCOOP, 9.5”

Ages 1 year +.

   A00458     WATERPUMP,  11.5”

Ages 3 year +.



A00625     SIEVE 6” 

Ages 1 year +.

A06243     BUCKET, 6.5” DIAM.

Ages 1 year +.

A00660     WATERING CAN, 1.5L, 

2 COLOR ASST. 8.5” TALL

Ages 1 year +.

A00649     WATER/SANDMILL 

(TURTLE/WHEEL)

Size: 16.85” tall.  Ages 1 year +.

A00422       SAND SET, 6 PARTS

Bucket 5” high.  Ages 1 year +.
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A00911     WATERING CAN, 0.5L, 6.5” TALL

Ages 1 year +.

A55955     TUG BOAT

Size: 12” long. 2 assorted colours.
Bulk pack.  Ages 1 year +.

A06273     BUCKET W/ DECORATION, 

7” DIAMETER

Ages 1 year +.

A00622     SHOVEL 27”

Ages 1 year +.

A00619     SHOVEL, 19.7”

Ages 1 year +.

A00460     BUCKET MILL, 

3 PARTS

Ages 1 year +.



K3005     BATH BUDDIES – 3 ASST. (12/DISPLAY)

Each tube contains 4 squirters, 3 different themes 
(ocean, dino, and vehicle). Average squirter size:
3.5” x 2.5”.   Ages 24 months +.

G12296     PULL-STRING BATH BUDDIES 

(12/DISPLAY)

Pull the strings back and watch 
them swim in the water!   
3 assorted styles, size: 5.5” long. 
Ages 18 months +. 

L34012     10 BATH CRAYONS

Bathtime will never be boring again!  These crayons
are great for the budding bathtub artist. Colours are
safe and easy to remove.  Each crayon measures 
3.5" long.   Ages 3 years +.  

K3061        FISHING GAME

Fishing in the bathtub! Includes 4
squirters (size: 3.5” long) that are 
easy to hook, and 1 fishing rod 
(size: 8.25” long).Ages 18 months +. 
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72362     7’ PlASTIC SKIPPING ROPE

4 assorted colours. Hang-tag packaging.   
Ages 3 years +.

92020     BOWlING SET IN CARRY-TRAY

Set includes 10 pins (7.5”H) and 
2 bowling balls (size: 3.25”).   
Ages 3 years +.

B82270     SCOOP  BAll 

The ball's curving flight makes it challenging to catch. Each racquet 
measures 16" long. Ball diameter is 3.5". Packaged in a clamshell 
pack. Ages 3 years +.     

B86546     GIANT RACQUETS SET

Includes 2 racquets  (size: 31”L x
13.25”W), 1 ball & 1 birdie.   
Wrapper-card packaging.    
Ages 5 years +.

71349      ARCHERY SET

Includes bow (size: 24.75”H),    
  3 arrows & 1 target.   
Ages 6 years +



JJ001     8’ CONFETTI JUMP 

ROPE – RED

JJ010     SKIPPER – BlUE

JJ002     8’ CONFETTI JUMP 

ROPE – GREEN
JJ003     8’ RAINBOW JUMP 

ROPE – BlUE

JJ004     8’ RAINBOW JUMP 

ROPE – RASPBERRY

JJ005     16’ CONFETTI JUMP 

ROPE – RED JJ007     16’ RAINBOW JUMP 

ROPE – BlUE
JJ006     16’ CONFETTI JUMP 

ROPE – GREEN

JJ008     16’ RAINBOW JUMP 

ROPE – RASPBERRY

JJ009     SKIPPER – RASPBERRY

JJ105R     PlASTIC BEADED 

   JUMP ROPE - RED

JJ105B     PlASTIC BEADED 

JUMP ROPE - BlUE
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These high-quality jump ropes are manufactured with exacting specifications, so they have
optimal pliability and durability.  Knotted instead of handled, these ropes fit jumpers of 

different sizes without the need of cutting or re-tying.  For ages 3 years +.  

These skippers are an extremely fun way to promote agility, 
balance and coordination. Hook it onto your ankle, start the 

ball spinning around your foot and get hopping! Measures 27”
long.  For ages 3 years +.
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105326     RAINBOW RIBBON

Create colourful patterns with this streamer.  
Pull on the control cord to make giant loops, 
little loops, spirals and more!  
Measures 78” long when fully streamed.  
Ages 3 years +.

6692     PUll-STRING ZOOM COPTER

Put the helicopter on its launcher, 
pull the string and watch it fly!   
3 assorted colours, each 
measures 11.5” long.   
Ages 3 years +.

B86628     JUNIOR RACQUET SET

Perfect for the beginner badminton player, 
this set includes two racquets and two 
brightly coloured shuttlecocks. 
18” long racquets.   Ages 3+ years
Clamshell with card packaging

W30     4 X 30 BINOCUlARS

For the child who has outgrown play binoculars,
this is made by famous optical manufacturer &
really zooms in full clarity. 
Rubberized casing protects the product when
accidentally dropped; a soft bag provides safe
storage when not in use. Each packed in printed
box. Ages 8 years +

B85092     MAGIC MITT

Play catch and do super stunts with
this velcro catch ball set. Paddles
have adjustable straps and brightly
coloured velcro surface. Product
size: 7.5”  Ages 3+ years.  



lH2368     DOUBlE DRONE lAUNCHER

Mount the drone onto its launcher, pull the
string, then watch it fly high into the sky!  
Drone diameter: 10”.  
Blistered packaging.
Ages 3 years +.

lH2381      FOAM GlIDER

Made from high quality foam, this glider measures 
18.75” long with a 18.75” wingspan, ensuring ideal 
flight characteristics and durability.  Ages 5 years +.

FLY UP TO
80 FEET

80  FEET

lH2206     HIGH-SPEED GlIDER

Mount the plane onto its launcher, pull the 
string and watch it zoom away in the air.  
The plane’s foam construction and design ensures
durability and ideal flight characteristics.  Plane
measures 7.5” long with a 10” wingspan. 
Ages 3 years +.
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82954     SOUND HOSE (24/DISPlAY)

Assorted colours, each measuring
28.5” long. Ages 3 years +
** Limited Availability **

H11026      JUNIOR ADVENTURE BINOCUlARS

Size : 5.5” x 2.2” x 5”

12 pcs/display. Ages 3 years +.

E260     HOP N BOUNCE BAll

Inflates up to 23” diameter,
maximum loading of 110 lbs.
Ages 3 years + 

148358     COllAPSIBlE SOCCER GOAl W/ BAll 

Kids will get a kick out this soccer playset, and parents
will love the ability to easily fold up the net when 
playtime is done!  Includes 1 soccer ball (size: 6.25”). 
Net measures 33”W x 24”H x 24”D 
when assembled.  Ages 3 years +.



B8666     HOCKEY SET

Set includes 2 hockey sticks 
(measure 38.5" long), 2 plastic balls
& 1 plastic puck.   Ages 5 years +.
Each packaged in a clamshell

72358     SPORTS TARGET GAME 

Play basketball, baseball or skee-ball with this collapsible target
game!   It measures 42” x 42” x 30” when assembled, and will
collapse down to a diameter of 16”.  Includes a net carry-bag &
5 balls (size: 2.25”).   Ages 3 years +.

90385     POP-UP TUNNEl

Opens up to a length of 71” in seconds.
Diameter 19”.  Packaged in a nylon carry-bag.
Ages 3 years +. 

213     POP TUBES (12/DISPlAY)

Pull them apart and squash them back together to hear 
the popping sound. 6 assorted colours, measures 9.25” long.
Ages 3 years +.

7012     FOAM SlINGSHOT MISSIlE (12/DISPlAY)

Pull back on the elastic, then launch!  Properly weighted to
ensure great flights every time. 3 assorted colours, each
measures 8.5” long.  Ages 3 years +. 
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Hl309B     KIDNETIC CAR – BlUE

Hl309P     KIDNETIC CAR – PINK

Hl309A     KIDNETIC CAR – ASSORTMENT (3 BlUE/ 1 PINK)

FREE STORE DEMO

W / PURCHASE OF 12 PCS.

A040     MINI lOllIPOPTER (4 ASSORTED)

Magical eye-candy!  The magic of lollipopter was founded in principles of nature,
math and physics.  With a simple twist of the wrist, watch this interactive kinetic toy
magically transform.  Four assorted colours: mango, sugar plum, huckleberry, green
apple.  Measures 6”H x 3”W x 3”D.   Ages 9 years +.

These colourful cars use renewable energy:  kid power! 
All you have to do to get things rolling is to steer left and right and let the laws of physics take care of the rest!  

Easy to operate, this car is made of high-quality materials to ensure many hours of “kidnetic” fun!  
The polyurethane wheels are safe for indoor and outdoor floors, and its sturdy design allows it to 

carry up to 100 kg (220 lbs).  Ages 2 years +.
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SZ04001     AlPHABET (AGES 3+) SZ05014     GO FISH AlPHABET (AGES 4 +)

SZ04008     MUlTIPlICATION 0-12

(AGES 8+)

SZ04006     ADDITION 0-12 
(AGES 6+)

SZ04007     FlASH CARDS – 

SUBTRACTION 0-12 

(AGES 6+)

SZ04005     NUMBERS 1-100 FlASH CARDS

(AGES 4 +)

SZ04002     SIGHT WORDS 
FlASH CARDS
(AGES 5+)

SZ04024     PICTURE WORDS 

FlASH CARDS

(AGES 4+)

SZ04012     ANIMAlS OF All 
KINDS (AGES 4+)

School Zone’s flash cards offer a convenient and 
effective way to learn and practise basic skills.  

They also provide interesting and entertaining information.  
Each pack contains 56 full-colour cards (size: 3.25”w x 5.25”h).

SZ05021     MEMORY MATCH 

FARM    CARD GAME

(AGES 3 +)

SZ05024     DINO DIG CARD 

GAME (AGES 4 +)



SZ06315     BIG PRESCHOOl BOOK (AGES 3-5)

SZ06316     BIG KINDERGARTEN BOOK 
(AGES 5-6)

SZ06327     BIG AlPHABET (AGES 3-5)

SZ06317     BIG FIRST GRADE 
(AGES 6-7)

SZ06328     BIG MAZES & MORE (AGES 6-8) SZ06329     BIG HIDDEN PICTURES (AGES 6-8) SZ06321     BIG FUN & GAMES  

PRESCHOOl  (AGES 3-5)
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Big workbooks are packed with exercises that make learning fun!  
Each big workbook promotes comprehensive learning, and contain simple 

instructions, colourful illustrations, as well as proven activities that can 
help children succeed in school.  320-page workbooks measure 7.75”w x 10.75”h.

SZ06365     BIG READING 1-2
(AGES 6-8)
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These books of games and puzzles allow children to have fun as they develop the hand-eye 
coordination and fine-motor skills needed for more advanced learning.  48 pages.

Introduces kids to pre-writing skills, the alphabet, numbers, colours, shapes, and more with a fun, 
easy way to practise!  With these durable glossy, spiral-bound workbooks, kids can write, wipe away, 

and redo the activities again and again.  52 pages, each includes a wipe-clean marker.  

SZ03132     KINDERGARTEN WRITE & 

REUSE (5-6Y)
SZ03131     PRESCHOOl WRITE & 

REUSE (3-5Y)

SZ03133     AlPHABET FUN WRITE & 

REUSE (4-6Y)

SZ02732     MY FIRST 

MAZES

SZ02736     MY FIRST 

HIDDEN 

PICTURES

SZ02738     MY FIRST 

WORD 

SEARCHES

SZ02731     MY FIRST 

DOT-TO-DOTS



“Stuck on Learning” series of books use sticker activities to introduce children
to important readiness skills. Kids place stickers to complete the activities.    

64-page workbook measures 7.75”w x 10.75”h.  Ages 4-6 years.

SZ02758     STUCK ON lEARNING – 

MATH STICKERS

SZ02757     STUCK ON lEARNING –

PRESCHOOl STICKERS
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SZ02756     STUCK ON lEARNING – 

AlPHABET    STICKERS

   Discover a dynamic, hands-on experience that provides preschoolers and kindergartners with everything 
they need for early reading, writing, math, and fine motor skills. Books, flash cards, game boards with 

press-out pieces, workbooks with stickers, and a cool, see-through storage pouch with safety scissors, 
glue stick, pencil, and a write-and-wipe marker makes it so much fun!  For ages 3 years and up.

SZ14162     FUll lEARNING PROGRAM - KINDERGARTEN

SZ14161     FUll lEARNING PROGRAM - PRESCHOOl



545004     75ML POSTER PAINTS

6 washable tempera colours, featuring a squeeze bottle which      
nozzle can be used as a drawing or painting tool. 
Ages 3 years +.

545003     30MM FLUORESCENT/METALLIC TABLETS W/ PALETTE

12 colours (4 fluorescent, 8 metallic), includes 1 paintbrush 
(size: 6.75” long).  The clear cover of the case (measures 4”W x 10”H)
acts as the mixing palette when you’re ready to start painting!  
Ages 3 years +.

545002     30MM WATERCOLOUR 

TABLETS W/ PALETTE

24 colours (30mm diameter), includes 
1 paintbrush (size: 6.75” long). 
Each paint tablet has its own container, 
so it can be removed from the carry case
(size: 7.5”W x 10”H), which clear cover also
acts as the mixing palette when you’re
ready to start painting.  Also includes 
1 tube of white poster paint.  
Ages 3 years +.
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545001     25MM WATERCOLOUR 

TABLETS ON PALETTE

12 colours, includes 1 paintbrush 
(size: 5” long).  The clear cover of the
case (measures 5.5”W x 7.5”H) acts as
the mixing palette when you’re ready to
start painting!  Ages 3 years +.



545006     FINGER PAINTS IN CARRY CASE

6 colours (size: 100g), carry case measures
9.25”W x 7.5”H.  
Ages 3 years +.

545007     TEXTILE-COLOURING PENS

8 colours, perfect for decorating textile fabrics, 
including t-shirts and sweaters!  
Each pen measures 5.25” long. 
Ages 3 years +.

545005     44ML POSTER PAINT W/ 

ACCESSORIES IN CARRY CASE

6 colours, plus paintbrush (size: 7” long), 
2 sponges (size of largest: 4” long), and 

3 sponge brushes (size of largest: 3”W x 5”L).  
Carry case measures 9.25”W x 7.5”H.  
Ages 3 years +.

545008     FINE FIBRE-TIP PENS

24 washable colours, with a patented feature that keeps 
the pens working even if the cap is left off for 3 days!  
Pen measures 6” long.  
Ages 3 years +.
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545010     TEXTILE FINGER PAINT IN CARRY CASE (6 COLOURS)

Specially designed for use on textiles, this finger paint set includes 6
colours in 100g pots.  Ages 3 years +.

545009     FLUORESCENT/METALLIC POSTER 

PAINT (8 COLOURS)

Includes 8 fluorescent and metallic coloured poster paints, 
each in 50ml bottles.  Ages 3 years +. 

545011     WINDOW PAINT IN CARRY CASE 

(6 COLOURS)

These paints are specially designed for use on windows.  
Create your design, and if you want a change in décor, 
simply remove the painting from the window by peeling it off!  
6 colours, each in 75ml bottles, plus 1 transparent sheet, 
1 plastic mat, and instructions.  Ages 3 years +.



101     6-PACK RAINBOW

103     6-PACK BRILLIANT

104     5-PACK SHIMMERS

107856     3D GLUE PEN (4 ASSORTED)

Write in thin air…it looks like magic!   
Each of the 4 assorted styles (2 colours in each) 
includes 2 glue pens & 2 UV lights.   
Squeeze the pen, and the UV light hardens the glue 
to allow you to draw 2D or even 3D objects!   
There’s also an instruction sheet with design ideas.  
Glue pen measures 6” long.   
UV light requires 3 button-cell batteries (included).   
Ages 6 years +.

Do-A-Dot art markers feature a special non-clog formula 
that won’t dry out, even if they’re left uncapped!   

Each marker contains 74ml of ink and measures 5” long.  
Ages 3 years +.   
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C8122A     30 PCS. MAGNETIC

NUMBERS

Number size: 1.25” tall
Ages 3 years +.

C8121A     31 PCS. MAGNETIC 

LETTERS
(UPPER CASE)

Letter size: 1.25” tall
Ages 3 years +.

H303     JUMBO LETTERS
LOWER CASE

97117     PLASTIC CRYSTAL 

SCISSORS (24/DISPLAY)

Zig zag & straight scissors. Product
will be shipped 2 assorted only!
Safety edges  for young fingers!   -
 Size: 5” long.  Ages 3 years + 

97048     MAGNIFYING LENS, 
4 ASSORTED

Each magnifier measures 5" long.
Ages 3 years +. Packaged 36 
per display.

H9403     UPPER CASE JUMBO LETTERS

JUMBO LETTERS

2.5" high with strong magnets.  Easy storage with carry case. 40 letters include 
multiples of commonly used alphabets : A, E, L, M, N, P, R, S, T   Ages 3 years +.



97121     FASHION STENCILS (2 ASSORTED) 

Draw different boys & girls outfits 
with these stencil sets. Size: 10.5” x 7.5”.
Ages 3 years +.  

J060         68-PIECE ART SET IN CARRY CASE

This great all-in-one art kit includes 
12 each of markers, crayons, oil pastels,
pencil crayons, 12-colour paint palette, 
paintbrush, eraser, graphite pencil, glue, 
ruler & sharpener. Carry-case size; 
11.5” x 8.5” x 1.75”. Ages 5 years +. 

MP01     MAGPAD STANDARD  

  Use a magnetic stylus as your pen, and the bead board as your paper!  Draw shapes, letters, and pictures, 
as the stylus draws the iron beads to the surface of the board. To erase, simply press down on the beads 
with your finger or the back end of the stylus. Standard magpad measures 12.25”w x 10”h, with 713 beads 

and 20 design cards.  Mini version measures 8.5”w x 6.75”h, with 380 beads and 10 design cards.  
Colour-box packaging.  Ages 3 years +.   

MP02     MAGPAD MINI
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GS0438     COLOUR MAGNETIC SKETCHER

Draw colour pictures, then slide to erase them 
with this great mini-sized sketcher.  
Measures 6.5” x 5.75”.  Ages 3 years +.

A18515     MODELLING TOOL SET

6-piece set.   Size of rolling pin: 9” long.   
Ages 3 years +.

GS1133     COLOUR MAGNETIC DRAWING BOARD

Create colour drawings using the magnetic pen or 
the 3 included  shapes, then simply slide to erase!  
Board measures 15” x 12” x 1.25”.  
Ages 3 years +. 

A00702     10 PC COOKIE CUTTER

X’mas tree 2.5” tall.  Ages 1 year +.



110395     ROBOT CLAW

Size: 20” long 
Hang tag packaging
Ages 3 years +.

42317     VELCRO TARGET GAME

Board measures 11” diameter, includes 
2 darts (size: 2.75”L) and 2 balls.    
Ages 3 years +. 

92501     MINI VOICE CHANGER

This tiny electronic megaphone produces 4 
different voice effects when you push the button.  
Measures 6” long. Requires 1 button-cell battery 
(included).  Ages 4 years +.

92500     MINI LASER GUNS

Press the trigger to hear 8 different

sounds and see flashing lights.  

Measures 3.5” long.  Requires 3 

button-cell batteries (included).  

Ages 4 years +.

99200    MINI WALKIE TALKIES (2-PACK)

These 4-transistor walkie-talkies have a range of over 25 feet, and also 
have a Morse-code button.  Each measures 6” high, requires 8 button-cell 
batteries (included).  Ages 5 years +.
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543001     WOBBLY WORMS

Build up the tower as high as you can, but don’t let
the wobbly worms fall! Fully built tower measures
approximately 9.5”H. Includes 48 plastic blocks, 
1 dice and instructions.   Ages 3 years +.

543009     PIZZA PANIC! 

Race against the clock to put all the toppings on your pizza before
time expires and the pizza goes “      pop!” and ejects all the pieces.   
Includes 1 pizza base, (size: 10.25” diameter), 25 plastic 
food-shaped pieces, 1 sticker sheet & instructions. Ages 5 years +.

  543002     GONE FISHIN’

Set includes 21 colourful fish with opening/closing mouths, 2 fishing rods & instructions. 
Base measures 11.25” x 10”.  Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).   Ages 3 years +.

543006     SHAKY SHARK 

Wind the shark’s fin to start the timer, then hook as many pieces of treasure
out of its mouth as you can, before time expires and the jaws snap shut!   
Includes 1 shark base (size: 9.4”L x 8.5”W x 10.25”H), 20 play pieces, 
4 fishing rods & instructions. For 1-4 players.    Ages 4 years +.



4550     THE RIGHT MOVES - THE SELF-TEACHING C  HESS SET

Full size chess board (14” x 14”) that doubles as storage.Each chess piece
shows the possible moves and includes a full set of trilingual instruction booklet 
designed for the learner, beginner & advanced player. Each in printed box.
Ages 6 years +.

82947     3-IN-1 BACKGAMMON/CHESS/CHECKERS

Board measures 9.5” x 9.5” x 0.75” when set up.
Ages 6 years +.

543022     4-IN-A-ROW & CHECKERS

Play 2 of your favourite games with 1 clever reversible board!
The board easily slides open and upward for playing 
4-in-a-Row, then slide the tray back down, flip the board over
and you’re ready to play checkers! Includes 1 collapsible 
playing board (size:     10”W x 10”W x 7.5”H), 
42 playing pieces, 1 checkers play board, and instructions.    
Ages 6 years +.

543025     3D SNAKES & LADDERS

A 3D twist on a classic board game. Be the first to get your
piece to the top, and try to speed up your trip by climbing 
the ladders……but watch out for those slippery snakes!  
Includes board (size: 10.5”W x 10.5”L x 2.5”H), 1 dice, 
4 playing pieces, and instructions. Ages 3 years +.
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543020     CLASSIC GAMES 

COLLECTIONS – 

100 GAMES 

Features chess, checkers, 
backgammon, ludo, snakes
‘n’ ladders and much more! 
All game pieces/accessories 
included.  Average board size: 
10.5” x 10.5”. Ages 6 years +.

543023     WOOD LUDO

Features large, colourful wooden 
playing pieces, and a thick, durable
playing board that opens up to 14”W.  
Ages 6 years +.

543024     CODE BREAKER

It’s code maker vs. code breaker in this ultimate battle of deduction.
Guess the code by looking at your own coloured pegs, get feedback 
on each turn, and solve the code as quickly as possible!  Playing board
size: 14”L x 6.25”W x 1.25”H  Includes 270 colour-coded pegs, playing
board, and instructions.  Ages 6 years +.

543027     WOOD LABYRINTH

  A classic game that is great for developing 
and reinforcing hand-eye coordination!  
Guide the ball through the maze of intricate
passages using precision hand controls on the outside
of the frame.  Measures 11”L x 9.8”W.  Ages 5 years +.
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543018     WOOD CHESS

Features 32 large wooden playing
pieces, and a thick, durable playing
board (size: 14.25”). Ages 8 years +.

543028     ROLL-UP TABLETOP CURLING SET

Hurry hard!  This tabletop curling game is
licensed by Curling Canada, and features a 
high-quality roll-up mat, 16 curling stones in 
two colours, magnetic bars for securing the 
mat to the tabletop, and instructions.  
Measures 78.75”L x 15.75”W.  
Ages 6 years +.

543019     WOOD CHECKERS

Features 24 large wooden playing 
pieces, and a thick, durable playing 
board (size: 14.25”). Ages 6 years +.

543011     WOOD TUMBLIN’ TOWER

With this 48 wooden block set, the aim of the game 
is to stack them up, 3 per row, then try to remove a
piece from each row and then place it on top of the
stack.  How long before the tower tumbles?   
For 1-4 players.   Ages 8 years +.
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543005      NHL PINBALL GAME

Go top shelf, stick-side, five-hole…or be denied by
the goalie in this fun hockey-themed pinball game!   
Customize your playing experience with 
stickers from all 31      NHL teams.   
Measures 10” x 8.5” when assembled.   
Ages 6 years +.

543016     NHL DICE POP-UP GAME

It’s offence vs. defence in this 
2-player, head-to-head hockey game.  
Pop the poppers at the same time, the 
higher numbers control the puck and 
move into the opponent’s zone.  
If you reach the goal line and roll a higher 
number than your opponent, you score! 
Customize with all 31 NHL teams!  
Measures 10.5” x 10.5”.  Ages 5 years +.

543026    NHL TABLETOP AIR HOCKEY GAME

Features a simple set up that doesn’t require any tools, and 
solid construction ensures powerful airflow for fast-paced 
action! Personalize with your favourite NHL squad, all 31 teams
are included.  Measures 16”L x 8.75”W x 2.75”H.  Requires 8 AA 
batteries    (not included).  Ages 6 years +.   

543017     HOVER SHOT

This isn’t your average target-shooting game! Aim at the
5 balls hovering in mid-air and try to shoot them down.
Want an extra challenge? Turn off the lights and the
floating balls glow in the dark! Includes 2 different ball
sizes (1” and 2”) for 2 levels of difficulty. Base measures
12”W.  Requires 4 C batteries (not included).   
Ages 6 years +.
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13108     HOBERMAN SWITCH PITCH, 24PCS. / DISPLAY

Toss it in the air & watch it magically change colours!   
Measures 3.75" in diameter.   
Ages 4 years +.   

82948     BINGO GAME

Contains 30 2-sided bingo cards 
(4” x 5”), 75 numbered balls (1-75),
ball cage & display (15” x 7” x 8”).
Ages 6 years + 

13109     HOBERMAN MINI SPHERE

It expands magically from 5.5" to 12" in an instant!   
Open box packaging. Ages 4 years +.

13114     LARGE SPHERE - MULTI COLOR RAINBOW

It expands magically from 9” to 30” in an instant!  
Open box packaging. Ages 4 years +.



40124     MAGNETIC MIGHTY MIND – ZOO ADVENTURE

Contains 32 design tiles in 6 basic geometric shapes, in 
different sizes & colours. They also include deck of 30 
puzzle-board cards. Package size: 5”W x 8.5”H
Ages 3 years +

40104     MINI MIGHTY MIND

This mini version of Mighty Mind introduces 
children to logic, reasoning & problem-solving skills.   
Kids learn counting, sorting, colour-matching & 
spatial relationships. Contains a specially 
programmed series of 16 beginner puzzles, plus 12
design tiles contained in a convenient storage tray.   
Package size: 8.5”H x 5”W  Ages 3 years +.

40200       SUPER MIND

40200F     SUPER MIND - FRENCH

This sequel to Mighty Mind encourages children to 
explore & discover how simple shapes can be 
combined to form intricate pictures & designs.   
Includes 32 colourful design tiles, contained in a storage
tray with numbered advanced programmed cards.     
Package size: 10.25”H x 8.3”W 
Ages 5 years +. 

40100       MIGHTY MIND

40100F     MIGHTY MIND - FRENCH

Encourages & entices a child to think, build complex 
designs & solve puzzles without assistance.   
No language required. Includes 32 colourful design shapes,
neatly contained in a plastic storage tray with numbered 
programmed puzzle cards.    Package size: 10.25”H x 8.3”W  
Ages 3 years +. 

40100

40100F

40200

40200F

40202     MAGNETIC SUPER MIND

This magnetic version of Super Mind contains 32 design tiles in 6 basic 
geometric shapes in different sizes & colours, plus matching magnetic shapes.
Also includes 30 puzzle cards & a convenient storage bag.   
Package size: 9.8”W x 8”H    Ages 5 years +.
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40101     DELUXE MAGNETIC MIGHTY MIND

Contains a colour-coded sorting tray, 32 proportional
design tiles in 6 basic geometric shapes & 4 colours,
plus matching magnetic shapes…all of which fit nicely
into a cotton storage pouch.  Also includes a deck 
of 30 puzzle cards which are programmed in numerical 
sequence to show children how to solve and build 
puzzles.  Ages 3 years +.



REMEMBER TO LET GROWN-UPS DO THE IRONING!REMEMBER TO LET GROWN-UPS DO THE IRONING!

Simply place the coloured beads on a template 

provided, then fuse the beads together with 

a warm iron to create figures and objects!  

4190     SMALL STRIPED BLISTER 

ASSORTMENT (24/DISPLAY)

3 assorted styles, each includes 350
beads, 1 small pegboard, and ironing
paper.  Ages 5 years +.
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4213     LARGE BEAD KIT BLISTER ASSORTMENT 
(12/DISPLAY)

Each individual blister card includes approx. 1100
beads, 1-2 pegboards, instructions, and ironing paper.
Ages 5 years +.
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3431     MERMAIDS

Includes 2000 beads, 1 pegboard,
design sheet, ironing paper & 
instructions.   Box size : 10” x 6.75”       
Ages 5 years+

3434     HANGING BOX – DINOSAURS

Includes 2000 beads, 1 large square peg 
board, 6 bead supports, colour-printed 
design sheet, ironing paper & instructions.  
Box size : 10” x 6.75”    Ages 5 years +.

3449        HANGING BOX – DOGS & CATS

RUNNING CHANGE FROM 3433. 
Includes approx. 2,000 beads, 2 
pegboards (dog, cat), 6 bead supports, 
Colour printed design sheet, instructions 
and ironing paper.   Ages 5 years +.

3441     MIDI FIRE FIGHTER

Includes 2000 beads, 1 truck pegboard,
reusable adhesive, 1 string, colour-printed
design sheet, ironing paper & instructions.
Box size : 10” x 6.75”  Ages 5 years +.

3444     MIDI -PRINCESS 

Includes 2000 beads, 1 princess pegboard,
colour-printed design sheet, ironing paper &
instructions. Box size : 10” x 6.75”    
Ages 5 years +.

3448     HANGING BOX – FANTASY HORSES

Includes approx. 2000 beads, 1 fantasy horse
pegboard, colour-printed design sheet, 
nstructions, and ironing paper.  
Ages 5 years +.

3706     MIDI ACTIVITY BOX DISPLAY (10 PCS, 2 ASSORTED)

RUNNING CHANGE FROM 3708. 2 assorted styles, each with 

approx. 2,400 beads, pegboards, design sheet, ironing paper, 

and instructions.  Ages 5 years +.
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3231    GIFT BOX – SPACE MOBILE

Includes 2500 beads, 2 pegboards (small round, large square),
1 display mobile ring, 1 string, colour-printed design sheet, 
ironing paper & detailed instructions.Box size : 9.65” x 8.27”      
Ages 5 years +.

3249     SEA CREATURES 

Includes approx. 2500 beads, large square 
pegboard, colour-printed design sheet, ironing
paper, and instructions. Ages 5 years +.

3250     3D DINO 2500 GIFT BOX

Includes approx. 2500 beads, 1 large hexagonal
pegboard, 2 Hama connectors, colour-printed 
design sheet, ironing paper, and instructions.  
Ages 5 years +.

3251     GIFT BOX – PIRATE PLAY

Includes approx. 2500 beads, 1 large hexagonal 
pegboards, 1 Hama connector, 1 pencil, colour-printed 
design sheet, instructions, and ironing paper.  
Ages 5 years +. 

3253     MIDI GIFT BOX - 

3D DOG & CAT

Includes approx. 2,500 beads, 1
large hexagonal pegboard, 2 
Hama connectors, colour printed
design sheet, instructions and 
ironing paper.  Ages 5 years + 

3245  MIDI DRAGONS

Includes 2500 beads, 2 
medium hexagonal pegboards, 
colour-printed design sheet,
ironing paper &instructions. 
Box size : 9.65” x 8.27”   
Ages 5 years +.
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3150     MIDI MERMAIDS

Includes 4000 beads, 2 large square pegboards, 2 Hama
gems to accessorize your Hama designs, colour-printed 
design sheet, ironing paper & instructions.
Box size : 12.75” x 9.65”  Ages 5 years +.

3151     MIDI HORSES

Includes 4000 beads, 2 large square pegboards, 
2 Hama gems to accessorize your Hama designs, 
colour-printed design sheet, ironing paper & instructions.
Box size : 12.75” x 9.65”  Ages 5 years +.

3155     FASHION DRESS-UP 4000 GIFT BOX

Includes approx. 4000 beads, 1 doll pegboard, 2 Hama Gems,
2 foam rubber sheets, 1 Hama connector, colour-printed 
design sheet, ironing paper, and instructions. 
Ages 5 years +.

3149     GIFT BOX – SPEED

Includes 4000 beads, 2 large square pegboards, 
colour-printed design sheet, ironing paper 
& instructions.Box size : 12.75” x 9.65” Ages 5 years +.

3138     MAGICAL HORSES

Includes approx. 4000 beads, large hexagon & fantasy horse
pegboards, design sheet, ironing paper & instructions.   
Box size : 12.75” x 9.65”    Ages 5 years +

3156     MIDI GIFT BOX - DOGS DELIGHT

Includes approx. 4,000 beads, 3 hexagonal 
pegboards, Hama gems, foam rubber sheet, 
design sheet, ironing paper, and instructions.  
Ages 5 years +.



3041     GIFT BOX – SAFARI

Includes 5000 beads, 5 pegboards 
(giraffe, lion, rhinoceros, ostrich, monkey), 
16 bead supports, colour-printed design 
sheet, ironing paper & instructions.   
Box size : 17” x 10.8”    Ages 5 years +.

3045     GIANT GIFT BOX – NOAH’S ARK

Includes approx. 5000 beads, 5 pegboards 
(2 large square, giraffe, small elephant, pony), 
2 Hama connectors, colour-printed design sheet,
instructions, and ironing paper.  Ages 5 years +.
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3154     ADVENTURES 4000 GIFT BOX

Includes approx. 4000 beads, 2 large square pegboards,
colour-printed design sheet, ironing paper, and instructions.
Ages 5 years +.

3158     MIDI GIFT BOX - FANTASY FUN

Includes approx. 4,000 beads, 2 pegboards
(large square, doll), 2 bead supports, colour
printed design sheet, instructions and ironing
paper. Ages 5 years +.

3096     SCHOOL PACK

Ideal for daycares or the classroom!   
Includes approx. 21000 beads in 
individual & assorted colours, 
plus 21 pegboards (assorted 
shapes & styles), design booklet, 
ironing paper,instructions, plus a 
suitcase for storage 
(size: 15.5”x 10.25” x 2.75”).   
Ages 5 years +. 
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Great for experienced Hama crafters and art lovers!  Includes approx. 
10,000 beads, 6 large square pegboard, colour printed design sheet, 

    instructions and ironing paper.   Ages 5 years +.

3606     HAMA ART - CLAUDE MONET

3607     HAMA ART - VAN GOGH

3608     HAMA ART - SUNFLOWERS   

3605     HAMA ART - BUTTERFLY



4564     HEXAGONAL PEGBOARD 

BLISTER 

Includes 4 medium hexagonal
pegboards that can link together.  
Ages 5 years +.
** Limited Availabilty **

4580     HEART PEGBOARD 

Includes 1 each of large heart, round,
square, hexagonal pegboards.  
Ages 5 years +.

 4581     LARGE SQUARE

PEGBOARD BLISTER

Includes 4 large square pegboards.
Ages 5 years +.

4582     SAFARI PEGBOARD 

BLISTER

Includes 4 large animal-shape
pegboards.  Ages 5 years +.
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4570     MIDI PEGBOARD 

BLISTER PACK -  5 

ASSORTED

Includes 5 small pegboards 
(square, round, hexagonal, heart,
star).  Ages 5 years +.

4576     MIDI PEGBOARD BLISTER PACK - 

3 ASSORTED

Includes 3 small pegboards (car, plane, sailboat).
Ages 5 years +.
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8804  MAXI 3K BEADS & PEGBOARDS IN BUCKET

Includes approx.  3000 beads, 3 transparent 
pegboards (large square, round, star), 8 bead supports, 
colour-printed design sheets, instructions, and ironing
paper.  Ages 3 years +.

8790  MAXI  400 BEADS & PEGBOARDS IN TUB – YELLOW

Includes approx. 400 beads, 2 transparent small pegboards
(square, dog), colour-printed design sheet, instructions, and
ironing paper.  Ages 3 years +.

8791     MAXI  400 BEADS & PEGBOARDS IN TUB – PINK

Includes approx. 400 beads, 2 transparent small pegboards
(square, butterfly), colour-printed design sheet, instructions,
and ironing paper.  Ages 3 years +.

381     75 MIDI PEGBOARDS IN DISPLAY

Includes 15 assorted pegboards (5 of each per 
display) in different shapes/sizes.  
Ages 5 years +.



20800     30,000 MIDI BEADS IN BUCKET

10 assorted colours. Bucket size : 10.24” x
8.08” x 5.12”  Ages 5 years +

2054     MIDI 4K BEADS / PEGBOARDS 

IN JAR (12 JARS/SET,  3 COLOR 

ASSORTED)

RUNNING CHANGE FROM 2050. 
Must order minimum quantities of 12 jars.
Also includes 3 small pegboards (assorted 
shapes), design sheets, ironing paper, 
and detailed instructions.  Ages 5 years +.

20200     10,000 MIDI BEADS IN BUCKET

9 assorted colours.  
Bucket size : 7.5” x 5.12” x 4.5”
Ages 5 years +

2066     15K BEADS & PEGBOARDS IN TUB – PINK

Includes approx. 15000 beads, 3 pegboards (small square, small
flower, mermaid), colour-printed design sheet, instructions, and
ironing paper.  Ages 5 years +.

2067     15K BEADS & PEGBOARDS IN TUB – GREEN

Includes approx. 15000 beads, 3 pegboards (small hexagonal, 
small elephant, dinosaur), colour-printed design sheet, instructions, 
and ironing paper.  Ages 5 years +.
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2022     7000 BEADS & PEGBOARDS IN 

TUB (2 ASSORTED)

Includes 2 small pegboards (assorted), 
colour-printed design sheet, ironing paper 
& instructions. A   ges 5 years +. 
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39918     INSPIRATION 18

This 66-page booklet contains
loads of ideas and inspiration
for creating and playing with
Hama beads.  Ages 5 years +.

224     IRONING PAPER

A key accessory for the Hama beads
system, each bag contains 4 pcs of
ironing paper.   Ages 5 years +.

6701     SMALL MIDI STORAGE BOX

Includes 1 storage box (size: 6.25”H x
6.5”W x 5.25”D   ), 6000 beads, 3 pegboards
(parrot, pony, medium hexagonal), 
colour-printed design sheet, ironing 
paper & instructions.  
   Ages 5 years +.

4415     MIDI GROUP PACK A

Includes approx. 3000 beads, 
4 pegboards (small heart, pony, small flower, small
princess), colour-printed design sheet, instructions,
and ironing paper.  Ages 5 years +.

4416     MIDI GROUP PACK B  

Includes approx. 3000 beads, 
4 pegboards (small hexagonal, small elephant, 
parrot, small dog), colour-printed design sheet, 
instructions, and ironing paper.  Ages 5 years +.
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20790     1000 STRIPED BEADS IN BAG

Ages 5 years +.

20792     1000 STRIPED BEADS IN BAG, 

SOLID COLOURS

Ages 5 years +.

20968     3000 BEADS IN TUB

   48 assorted colours.  
Ages 5 years +.

More colour 

options  

page 99

21100    13000 MIDI BEADS IN TUB

10 assorted colours. Tub : 8.5” tall 
Ages 5 years +.

20568     MIDI BEADS IN BAG – 6000 PCS

48 assorted colours.  Ages 5 years +

2095     BEADS IN SORTING TRAY 

Includes 9600 beads (10 solid colours, 
2 mixed colours), storage tray w/ lid 
(size: 12.25” x 9.75” x 2.5”), and ironing paper.   
Ages 5 years +. 
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1K BEADS (#207XX)

54

Translucent Glitter



Compact and chic, a variety of six different 
travel-sized board games, designed in a slim tin 

case,  printed both sides with magnetic play pieces.  
Fun for all ages!  Size: 7.25”h x 4”w   Ages : 3 years +.

PC743     TO GO COUNTER DISPLAY OF 36 PIECES

(12 ASSORTED)

PC841     TO GO – MAGIC WORD

PC339     TO GO – BATTLESHIP

PC061     TO GO – BINGO

PC583     TO GO – SECRET CODE
PC834     TO GO – MAGNETIC TANGRAMS

PC544     TO GO – SNAKES & LADDERS

PC001    TO GO – LUDO

PC780     TO GO – CHESS

PC797     TO GO – CHECKERS

PC681     TO GO – HANGMAN

PC742     TO GO – CAR RACE

PC018     TO GO – 4 IN A ROW/TIC TAC TOE
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FRENCH VERSION

FRENCH VERSION

PC339F      FRENCH – TO GO: BATTLESHIP  ** Limited Availabilty **

PC544F     FRENCH – TO GO: SNAKES & LADDERS

** Limited Availabilty **

PC583F         FRENCH – TO GO: 

SECRET CODE

** Limited Availabilty **

PC797F     FRENCH – TO GO: CHECKERS  ** Limited Availabilty **

PC780F     FRENCH – TO GO: 

CHESS

** Limited Availabilty **

PC095     20 THINGS THAT ARE FUN TO DO 

COUNTER DISPLAY OF 24 PIECES 

(4 ASSORTED)

A set of four different themes for keeping kids
busy during a variety of different situations.  

Box size : 5.5”h x 4”w   Ages 5 years +.

PC315     20 THINGS THAT ARE FUN TO DO – 

AT A SLEEPOVER PARTY

PC285     20 THINGS THAT ARE 

FUN TO DO – WITH 

YOUR GRANDPARENTS

PC308     20 THINGS THAT ARE FUN TO DO – 

WHEN YOU’RE BORED

PC292     20 THINGS THAT ARE FUN TO DO – 

ON THE WAY
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PC286     CRAZY SCIENTIST ADVENT CALENDAR

This advent calendar brings a new and innovative twist to the well-loved, familiar seasonal holiday countdown.  Each day leading
up to Christmas, open one box to perform 1 of 24 cool science experiments covering chemistry, biology, and physics.  
Includes a 53-page instruction and fact guide. Age: 8 Years +.

PC118     STAMPER DISPLAY W/ LED SCEEN 

(20 UNITS, 2 ASSORTED2
PC3088     MONSTER MAKER STAMPER PC3095     DINO MAKER STAMPER   

These kits from The Purple Cow bring accessibility to art among children and adults alike.  
All you need is a creative mind and  magic will happen!  Create and design amazing dinosaur or 
monster figures.  There are over a million different combinations, meaning endless creative fun.  
Includes 31 (Monster Maker) or 35 (Dinosaur) stamps and 1 ink pad.  The PC118 Stamper Display 
is pre-loaded with 10 units of each item, and includes an LED screen that demonstrates all these 

Stamper sets can do!   Ages 6 years +

PC641     50 SERIES – 4 ASSORTED (20/DISPLAY)

Whether it’s in the house or on the go, the “50” series of 4 assorted
games (Sudoku, Dot-to-Dot, Labyrinths, Mandalas) provides hours of
screen-free fun activities that children love, and which assist in 
developing cognitive, problem-solving, and fine-motor skills.  
Ages 5 years +.
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G62602N     16” - 18” DOLL DRESSES (12 PCS/PACK)

G62775N     14” DOLL DRESSES (12 PCS/PACK)

6 assorted styles, each packaged in a pvc bag w/ hanger.
Ages 3 years +.

G62602N G62775N

G63180     MILK BOTTLE 

Tilt the bottles upside down to 
watch the milk disappear!   
Size of each: 5”H.   
Blister card packaging.   
Ages 3 years +.

L71109     11” DRINK & WET BABY

Includes bib, drink cup, bottle,
potty (3.75”W x 4”L) and more!   
Ages 3 years +.
** Limited Availability **    



L71106     11” BATHTUB BABY 

Includes bathrobe, drink bottle, rubber
duckie and serving dish.   
Bathtub measures 11”L.   
Ages 3 years +
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L60416     15” SOFT BABY W/ CAR SEAT

This adorable doll playset also includes a diaper bag (size: 7”W x 6”H) with 
5 accessories.  Car seat measures 16”H x 11”W.     Ages 3 years +.

L51500     15” TALKING BABY (2 ASSORTED)

Press the baby’s tummy to hear it make 
24 different sounds/phrases.  
Ages 3 years +.

L93300     11” TALKING BABY 

Two assorted styles.  

Soft-bodied dolls features 6

sounds (laughing, crying, “hello”,

“bye bye”, “mama”, “papa”).   

Ages 3 years +.
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E9346     ADJUSTABLE DOLL STROLLER W/ CARRY COT

Fits dolls up to 18” in size. Measures 26.5” x 14.5” x 26.5” 
when fully assembled.  Carry cot measures 16” x 9” x 4”.   
Packaged in a colour box.  Ages 3 years +.

E9326     3-WHEEL DOLL STROLLER

Fits a doll up to 18” in size.   
Measures 24” x 12.75” x 21.5” when fully assembled.  
Packaged in   a  colour box. 
Ages 3 years +.

L12614     DOLL/STROLLER 

COMBO SET

Includes a soft-bodied baby doll 
(14” tall) and a folding umbrella
stroller (size: 19”H x 9.75”W x 14”L).
Ages 3 years +.

E13804A     UMBRELLA  STROLLER                     

This umbrella stroller will hold a 
doll up to 18” in size. Measures 22.75”
tall when fully opened.   
Packaged in a polybag 
w/ header card.   
Ages 3 years +.



CH12082     BUTTERFLY PORCELAIN TEA SET 

Contents as shown.Teapot measures 4.5”H,
saucer diameter 3.5”.  Carry-case size: 
11.5” x 7.75” x 3.5”.  Ages 3 years +.

CH90001     20-PC PLASTIC PICNIC SET 

IN CARRY CASE

A durable picnic set that’s perfect for
indoors or outdoors!  
This serving for 4 kids includes cups (3.25”H), 
plates (5.5” diameter), plus spoons, 
forks & napkins (5.5” x 5.5”).   
Ages 3 years +.
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CH12117        13-PC UNICORN MINI PORCELAIN TEA SET

Contents as shown.  Teapot size: 4.5”L.  
Saucer  diameter: 2.5”.  Ages 3 years +.

CH12106        12-PC FLORAL PORCELAIN TEA SET IN CARRY CASE

Contents as shown.  Teapot measures 4.5"L x 3"H.  
Saucer diameter: 2.5", sugar jar measures 2.25"L x 2.25"H.  
For ages 3 years +



C42006     15-PC BIRD TIN TEA SET  IN CARRY CASE 

Size of tray: 10” x 6.5”.   
Size of tea pot: 5” x 3.5” x 3.25”.   Size of plate: 3     .5” diameter.   
Ages 3 years +

CH41149     15-PC FLAMINGO TIN TEA SET 

Contents as shown. Size of tray: 10.75”L.
Size of tea pot: 4.75”L. Ages 3 years +.
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CH42083     UNICORN TEA SET IN CARRY-CASE

Contents as shown.  Tray measures 10.8”W. 
Teapot size: 4.6”L.  Large saucer diameter: 3.5”.  
 Ages 3 years +.

CH42078     15-PC ANIMAL TOURISTS TIN TEA SET IN 
CARRY CASE

Contents as shown.  Tray measures 10.8".  Teapot size: 
4.6"L, large saucer diameter: 3.5".  For ages 3 years +
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G21685     MY KITCHEN SINK

This 20-piece play sink features a working 
faucet that will run water into the sink.  
Measures 10.5”W x 9.5”H x 9.5”D when fully assembled.
Large plate diameter: 5.25”.  
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).  
Ages 2 years +.

CH90511     11-PC STEEL COOKWARE SET 

Contents as shown.  
Large pot measures 6.75”W x 4.75”L x 3”H,
Spatula measures 4.75”L,  pot-holder 
measures 4.5” x 4.5”.   
Ages 3 years +.

A00701     ROLLING PIN, 7.3”

Bulk pack. Ages 1 year +.

A00702     10 PC COOKIE CUTTER

X’mas tree 2.5” tall. Ages 1 year +.



V4981     DUSTPAN & BROOM SET

Great for kids who want to 
help clean around the house!  
Dustpan (size: 10.5”L x 6.5”W) 
features a duckie design.   
Hand-broom measures 10.25” long.   
Each set w/ hang-tag.  
Ages 3 years +.

100761     PUPPY CARE CENTRE

A great pretend-play pet care centre that 
includes lots of accessories (as shown).  
Puppy measures 7.25”L x 4”W x 6”H.  
Carry-case size: 10.5”L x 8.25”W x 8.5”H.   
Wrapper-card packaging.  Ages 3 years +
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E9328     SHOPPING TROLLEY

Shop just like a grown-up!   
This cute, kid-sized shopping cart is 
designed for hours of pretend-play.   
Features all-metal construction, fold-out 
seat for doll or plush toy up to 18” in size.  
When assembled, it measures 16.25”L x 12” x 23”, 
and it folds easily for transport & storage.   
Pretend groceries as shown not included.
Ages 3 years +
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G30565     MEDICAL KIT IN CARRY-CASE

Includes stethoscope (size: 19” long),    
thermometer, scalpel, scissors & more.      
Carry-case size: 9.5” x 11” x 3.5”.   Ages 3 years +.

G30566     DOCTOR ON CALL   

This 13-piece set includes everything the
young doctor needs, stethoscope,     
thermometer, I.D  . badge, cell phone,    
glasses, a syringe & much more!   
Size of carry case: 13”W.   Ages 3 years +.

141158     MEDICAL KIT W/ SUITCASE 

Perfect for the little doctor on the go!  
This medical work-station has loads 
of accessories, including a pretend 
stethoscope, syringe, scissors, 
forceps and much more.  
When it’s time to close your little 
medical clinic, everything collapses
into a rolling suitcase.  
Measures 21”W x 25”H x 10”D
when assembled.  
Ages 3 years +.



G12768     MY WORKSHOP TOOL CASE 

Includes hammer (size: 6”H), adjustable wrench,     
screwdriver w/ 3 detachable heads  & more!   
Carry case size:  9.5” x 11” x 3.5”.  Ages 3 years +.

141154     TOOL BENCH W/ SUITCASE 

Perfect for the little handyman on the go!
This tool workbench features a pretend
table-saw, hand-saw, wrench, screwdriver
and other accessories. 
When work time is done, it collapses
into a rolling suitcase!  
Measures  21”W x 25”H x 10”D
when assembled.  
Ages 3 years +.
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G12762     HAMMER DRILL TOOL SET

B/O hammer-drill size: 10.5”, hammer, 
pliers, goggles & more.   
Requires 2 AA batteries (included).  
     Ages 3 years +
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G21007     PET VET CENTRE

Set includes lots of accessories 
(as shown) to take care of your pet.    
Carry-case size:  12" x 9" x 8.5".   
Ages 3 years +. 

141274     BEAUTY SET IN CARRY CASE

This stylin’ little beauty set features a 
pretend hair-dryer (size: 4.5” x 4.5”), 
jewelry, pretend cosmetics and 
more…all in a convenient carry case.  
Measures 6.75”H x 4.5”W.  
Ages 3 years +.

CH92028     BALLERINA MUSICAL   

JEWELRY BOX 

Wind it up and watch the ballerina
dance as music plays.  
Measures 7.5”w x 9.75” when opened.
Ages 5 years +.



F5534     8” METAL SCHOOL BUS

Free-wheeling school bus features a 
moveable stop sign.   
Open-box packaging.   
Ages 3 years +

F3911    FRICTION-POWERED CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES

High-gauge pressed steel with plastic parts.   
3 assorted styles: front digger (10”L), front loader (7.5”L),  
and forklift (7.5”L).  Ages 3 years +.

F3939    9” METAL BACKHOE

High-gauge pressed steel with plastic parts.   
Free-wheeling vehicle measures     
15” long with shovel fully extended.  
Ages 3 years +.

MADE FROM HEAVY GAUGE STAMPED METAL

F3937     METAL DUMP TRUCK

High-gauge pressed steel with plastic parts.   
Free-wheeling vehicle measures 9” long.  
Ages 3 years +.
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CY1710     1:50 EXCAVATOR

Measures 11.5” x 2.5” x 8”H

CY1712     1:50 DUMP TRUCK

Measures 7.75” x 2.5”W x 2.5”H.

CY1714     1:50 BULLDOZER

Measures 8.25”L x 2.5”W x 3”H.

These heavy-duty construction vehicles are made from high quality 
die-cast metal for authenticity and durability.  All feature moving parts, and
their durable construction means countless hours of fun imaginative play.

Ages 8 years +
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11.5”



CY1910     1:40 EXCAVATOR

Measures 15.5”L x 3.5”W x 6.1”H.  

CY1912     1:40 DUMP TRUCK

Measures 7.5”L x 4.8”W x 4.1”H.

CY1913     1:40 LOADER

Measures 10.25”L x 3.5”W x 4.1”H.
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15.5”

These heavy-duty construction vehicles are made from high quality 
die-cast metal for authenticity and durability.  All feature moving parts, and 
their durable construction means countless hours of fun imaginative play.  

Ages 8 years +



Transform each of these 3 supercars into cool robots!  
Ford GT version measures 5.5” long in car format, 

and 4.25” tall in robot format. A   ges 5 years +.

4.25”

5.5”

52060     1:32 ROADBOT – FORD GT

52050     ROADBOT – 1:32 TOYOTA SUPRA

Transform this sports car into 
a cool robot! 
Measures 5.75” in car format, and 
6.5” tall in robot format.  
Ages 5 years +.
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52070     1:32 ROADBOT – CHEVROLET CORVETTE

** Limited Availability **

6.5”



80030     XBOT – POLICE CAR

80050     XBOT – DUMP TRUCK

Transform each of these vehicles into a cool robot!  
Fighter jet measures 8”h in robot format, and 8.5”l 

in plane format.  Ages 5 years +.
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20781     XBOT – FIGHTER JET



187500     MONSTER TRUCK (12/DISPLAY)

Use friction power to rev these trucks up,
then watch them spin around…even when
they’re sitting on their end!  
3 assorted colours, each measures 3.7” long.
Ages 3 years +.

80040     XBOT – FIRE ENGINE

Transform this fire engine into a cool robot!
Measures 8” long in vehicle format, 
and 9.25” tall in robot format.  
Ages 5 years +.

187491     R/C SPEEDBOAT

Great for the pool or the lake!  
Features left/right and forward/reverse
movement, and has a range of 20 metres.
Measures 10.5”L x 4”W.  
Requires 5 AA batteries (not included).
Ages 3 years +. ** Limited Availabilty **

9.25”
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W92730  PULL-   BACK MINI SCHOOL BUS (12/DISPLAY)

Measures 2” long.   
Ages 3 years +.
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W43661     PULL-BACK PORSCHE 911 

CARRERA S (12/DISPLAY)

4 assorted colours, each featuring 
pull-back action. Size of each: 4.5” long.  
Ages 3 years +

W43633     PULL-BACK AUDI R8 (12/DISPLAY)

Each 4.75” long.   
Ages 3 years +

107872     1:72 DIE-CAST PULL- BACK MINI CAR (24/DISPLAY)

2   assorted styles, each measures 2.25” long.   
Ages 3 years +.

W9060     PULL-BACK MINI RACER

Heavy die cast w/ pull back action. 
Each 1.25”  24 pc/ display.
Ages 3 years +



W43707     PULL-BACK MUSTANG GT (12/DISPLAY)

2 assorted colours, each measures 4.5” long and     
features opening doors. Ages 3 years +.

H9326     PULL-BACK DIE- CAST 

SCHOOL BUS

Pull it back and watch it 
speed off to school.
Length: 5", packed 12 pcs/display

W43750    PULL-BACK PICK-UP TRUCK 

(12/DISPLAY)

4 assorted colours, each featuring     
pull-back action. Size of each: 4.5” long.  
Ages 3 years+
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W9762     PULL-BACK HIGHWAY PATROL

Heavy die cast w/ pull back action,      
each 4.75” w/ doors that open 12 pc/ display
Ages 3 years +

W42397D     PULL-BACK PORSCHE 911 GT3 RS (12/DISPLAY)

Two assorted colours, each measures 4.75”,     
and features doors that open/close.   
Ages 3 years +.



W49764     P/B VOLKSWAGEN T1 BUS 

(12/DISPLAY)

2 assorted colours, each measures 4.75” long
and features doors that open. 
Ages 3 years +.

W43748     P/B FORD GT (12/DISPLAY)

3   assorted colours, each measures 4.75” long 
and features doors that open. 
Ages 3 years +.
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W42343     P/B VOLKSWAGEN CLASSIC BEETLE 

(12/DISPLAY)

3 assorted colours, each measures 4.75” long 
and features doors that open.  
Ages 3 years +.



W43761     P/B SHELBY COBRA (12/DISPLAY)

2 assorted colours, each measures 4.75” long and
features doors that open. Ages 3 years +.
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W49720     DIE-CAST GIFT BOX ASSORTMENT (24/DISPLAY)

Includes 6 different pull-back die cast cars, each in a 
gift box: Audi R8, Chevy Silverado pick-up truck, 
Ford Mustang GT, Ford police interceptor,  
Lamborghini Gallardo, Porsche 918 Spyder.  
Average size: 4.5” long.  Ages 3 years +.   

W9961     P/B FORMULA RACERS (12/DISPLAY)

Assorted styles, each measures 4.75” long.  
Ages 3 years +.



W43620     PULL-BACK LAMBORGHINI GALLARDO 

(12/DISPLAY)

3 assorted colours, each measures 4.5” long     
and features opening doors.  
Ages 3 years +.
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W79781     TRANSPORTER SET 

This die-cast transporter     
includes 4 BMW cars 
(each size: 3" long).   
Ramps can be raised & lowered
for loading & off-loading of vehicles.   
Transporter size:  12" long.
Packaged in a window box.  
Ages 3 years +.

W68061    FREIGHTLINER TRACTOR TRAILER

This free-wheeling tractor trailer measures 11.5” long. 
Ages 3 years +.
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W7506D     5 PC CITY TEAM GIFT SET 

(CONSTRUCTION)

Free wheeling die cast vehicles  
Each 3” long.
Packaged in window box.
Ages 3+ years

W7506B     5 PC CITY TEAM GIFT SET (FIRE)

Free wheeling die cast vehicles.
Each 3” long.
Packaged in window box.
Ages 3+ years

W7506A     5 PC CITY TEAM GIFT SET (POLICE)

Free wheeling die cast vehicles.  
Each 3” long.
Packaged in window box.
Ages 3+ years
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L981     PULL-BACK 747 AIRPLANE (6/DISP)

Pull back this die cast 747 airplane and    
it tilts up ready for take off  as it goes forward.
Doors open and close with the flick of a switch. 
7” long, 6.5” wingspan.  Ages 3+ years 
Open display box         

601     6” P/B DRAGONFLY HELICOPTERS (12/DISPLAY) 

Features pull-back-and-go action with spinning rotors.  
6 assorted styles, each measures 6.75” l    ong.  Ages 3 years +.



N106B     SLIDES (GREEN)

   N106A     SLIDES (RED)
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N201     TWO WAY VIEWER

Place an object into the viewer and see the magnified     
image top & bottom  (bottom view from the side). 
Product size: 7.5" x 5"  Each packed in printed box.
Ages 5 years +.

GE007     11” GEOGRAPHICAL GLOBE

2 piece globe comes with sturdy base
and has geopolitical maps printed on it. 
15” tall (assembled height). Printed
colour box.  Ages 5+ years 

8290      MAGNIFYING GLASS

(90 MM DIAMETER)

Viewing in 4X magnification.

Ages 3 years +

6 prepared slides with 18 assorted specimens for 
microscopes. Packaged in blister package. Ages 8 years +.



MK027     HUMAN TORSO

A great instructional set for teaching children about the
anatomy of the human torso.  Made from sturdy materials
to ensure durability, this hand-painted torso measures 
10.7” tall, and features 8 dissectible parts.  Fully illustrated
guide/instruction booklet included.  Ages 8 years +.

MS078     ZOOM HANDHELD MICROSCOPE

This pocket-sized microscope is perfect for outdoor 
observation on the go!  Features 20x & 40x magnification 
and includes a hand-strap, prepared slide,  stand & 
instruction manual.   Measures 4” long. Requires 3 
button-cell batteries (included).    Ages 8 years +.

SK046     HUMAN SKELETON

No bones about it, this is a great addition 
to any science class…or for anyone
interested in human skeleton structure.  

Measures 18” tall.  
Ages 8 years +.

GP30     MY REAL STETHOSCOPE

When a child really needs to know what
the doctor hears, this stethoscope is 
better than a thousand words. Hear
mom's heartbeat, grandpa's lungs, or
even the doggie really panting!
Ages 3 years +
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N7075     CHEMISTRY 60

This comprehensive kit features 60 safe & fun experiments for children to perform.  The topics covered include
chemical reactions, acids & bases, crystal growing, surface tension, expansion of gases, optics, and more!  
Some household ingredients will be required for some experiments.  Ages 10 years +.

N7082     GO MAGNET

This comprehensive kit features 30 fun activities/experiments to teach children about magnetism.  
Learn what materials attract magnets, learn about magnetic poles and how they attract/repel each other, learn how to 
make a magnet…even play a game of magnetic football!  23-page instruction/guide booklet included.   Ages 8 years +.

N7072     GO CIRCUIT

Fun, educational, and safe, this kit features 24 different activities that provide children with an excellent 
introduction to basic electrical circuits.  Learn how properly arranging and connecting circuits can power lights,
motors, buzzers, windmills and more!  Detailed guide/instruction booklet included.     Ages 8 years +.
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42380     FOAM SWORDS 

(12/DISPLAY)

3 assorted coloured handles,     
each measures 28.75” long.   
Ages 3 years +
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051009     POLICE HELMET

Ages 3 years +.

058909     LONDON POLICE HELMET

Ages 3 years +.
** Limited  Availability **

053522     NEW  KNIGHT HELMET

Ages 3 years +.   ** Limited  Availability **

105007     FIREMEN HELMET

Ages 3 years +.

059001     TOOL BOSS HELMET

Ages 3 years +.

H224     NORDIC CHIEF

Ages 3 years +.

** Limited Availability **

107873     24 PCS / DISP.  LASER SWORD

Just what every space warrior needs!   
Two assorted light colours (blue/green),     
just turn the switch for light & sound effects.  
Each measures 26” long.   
Requires 3 AAA batteries (included).   
Ages 3 years +.

053523     ROMAN HELMET

Ages 3 years +.
** Limited  Availability **



CH191683     SCRATCH JOINTED PUPPETS – 
U   NICORNS

Scratch & create 6 jointed fairy puppets with 
this fun kit.  Size when completed: 7.5”H x 5”W.
Ages 5 years +.
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CH191682     SCRATCH JOINTED PUPPETS  – 
FAIRIES IN THE GARDEN

Scratch & create 6 jointed fairy puppets with this fun kit.  
Size of largest when completed: 7.5”H x 5”W.  Ages 5 years +.



3-in-1 play!  Includes 25 scratch stickers, 10 scratch boards, 
11 colouring pages, and a wooden stylus per book.  

Page size: 6.75”W x 5.5”H.  Ages 3 years +.   

CH191603     SCRATCH BOOK – ADVENTURE

CH191604     SCRATCH BOOK – TRAVELS TO THE MAGICAL WORLD

DP197109     SCRATCH BOOK PDQ (12 PCS, 2 ASSORTED)
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Each book features 15 pages of unicorn/dinosaur-themed scratch art.  
Page size: 4”W x 5.5”H.  Ages 3 years +.

CH191601     MINI SCRATCH BOOK – DINOSAURS

DP197110     MINI SCRATCH BOOK PDQ (24 PCS, 2 ASSORTED)

CH191602     MINI SCRATCH BOOK – UNICORNS

DP197111     SCRATCH NOTE PDQ (12/DISPLAY)

These scratch note boxes are great for any occasion: games, greeting cards,
or room décor!  Each individual box contains 50 pages (size 3.5” x 3.5”), 
2 scratch pens and a wiping cloth.      Ages 3 years +.
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Includes 8 pages of different themed scratch art.  
Page size: 9” x 9”.  Ages 3 years +.

CH1675     SCRATCH JUNIOR – DINOSAURS

CH1677     SCRATCH JUNIOR – MERMAID

CH191680     SCRATCH JUNIOR – 
MONSTER

CH191678     SCRATCH JUNIOR – 
SPACE
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These scratch art kits bloom with fun!  Use the scratch sheets, fuzzy sticks, wrapping 
paper and ribbon (all included) to make 4 different themed bouquets that make great

room decorations or gifts!  Don't throw out the box: the instructions are printed inside!  
And parents will love that you can use the box as the play surface to reduce the mess!  

Kitty bouquet measures 8.5"W x 11.5"H when completed.  For ages 5 years +

CH211732     SCRATCH BUTTERFLY BOUQUET

CH211734     SCRATCH FLOWER BOUQUET

CH211733     SCRATCH CUPCAKE BOUQUET

CH211731     SCRATCH KITTY BOUQUET
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DP217378       SCRATCH BOUQUET PDQ (12 PCS, 4 ASST)

CH191434     CREATE YOUR OWN SCRATCH LIGHT BOX    

Create a beautiful, hand-designed light box for your room with 8 different scenes to choose from!  
The box (size: 9.5"W x 11") becomes the frame for the light box.  
Includes gorgeous fairy lights to backlight your scratch creation.  There are 8 designs: swans,
birds, owls, butterflies, deer, jellyfish, fireflies...plus a blank one for your own ideas!  
Requires 2 AA batteries ( not included).    For ages 6 years +

These scratch art kits bloom with fun!  Use the scratch sheets, 
fuzzy sticks, wrapping paper and ribbon (all included) to make 

4 different themed bouquets that make great room 
decorations or gifts!  Don't throw out the box: 

the instructions are printed inside!  And parents 
will love that you can use the box as the play surface 

to reduce the mess!  Kitty bouquet measures 
8.5"W x 11.5"H when completed.  For ages 5 years +
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"Sew" much fun!  These sewing kits for early learners are specifically designed for 
small hands, featuring a safe plastic needle for threading, pre-punched sewing holes, 

felt pieces, and stuffing.  Koala measures 9"H x 9"W.   For ages 6 years +

CH1620     MY FIRST SEWING DOLL - UNICORN

CH1624     MY FIRST SEWING DOLL - SLOTH

CH1626     MY FIRST SEWING DOLL - PENGUIN

CH201618     MY FIRST SEWING DOLL - KOALA
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These craft kits teach kids how to make their very own trendy shoulder bags with 3
different themes.  Just use the kid-friendly tools and follow the detailed instructions!

Fox bag measures 7.1"W when completed.  For ages 6 years +

CH201751     LOOPIE FUN FIRST PLUSH BAG - FOX

CH201750     LOOPIE FUN FIRST PLUSH BAG - BUNNY

CH211753     LOOPIE FUN FIRST PLUSH BAG - KOALA

DP207235     LOOPIE FUN PDQ (6 PCS, 3 ASST)
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CH191735     MAGNETIC WALL CHALKBOARD – UNICORN

This fun chalkboard fosters self-expression, creativity, as well 
as colouring. It will easily attach to a wall or other smooth 
surface.  It includes magnetictiles with days of the week and 
other tiles…great for teaching kids about schedules and routines!  
Kids can colour on the chalkboard, then wipe it clean with 
the included cloth.  Chalkboard measures 24.4”H x 14”W.  
Ages 3 years +.
** Limited availability **

CH191736     MAGNETIC WALL CHALKBOARD – JUNGLE

This fun chalkboard fosters self-expression, creativity, as well as
colouring, counting and spelling skills.  Includes magnetic numbers
and letters as well as magnetic shapes for open-ended creative fun!
Kids can colour on the chalkboard, then wipe it clean. Chalkboard
measures 22.8”H x 14.4”W.  Ages 3 years +.
** Limited availability **
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Big-time creative fun for young hands!  Spread out the mosaic canvas 
(size: 33.1”W x 11.2”H) that is already coloured with designs, then start 

placing the soft-foam mosaic tiles onto the canvas to create your masterpiece!  
Includes over 10,000 mosaic stickers.  Ages 5 years +.

CH191598     PIXELATION ART – SPACE

CH191599     PIXELATION ART – UNICORN

DP197087     PIXELATION ART PDQ (12 PCS, 2 ASSORTED)
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A timeless concept with 4 fun themes!  Use any standard marker or pencil crayon to
colour in the velvet-textured poster, whose size (49.6”W x 11.6”H) makes it the 

perfect creative activity to share with a friend! Ages 3 years +.

CH191690     COLOURING VELVET – UNICORN

CH191691     COLOURING VELVET – PRINCESS

CH191692     COLOURING VELVET – 
MERMAID

CH191694     COLOURING VELVET – 
SPACE & ROBOT
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DP197072     COLOURING VELVET PDQ (24 PCS)

** Limited Availability **



These puzzles feature beautiful artwork illustrating fun themes.  
The individual puzzle pieces are sized just right for young hands.  

Puzzles measure 13.8”W x 9.1”H when completed.  Ages 3 years +.

PZ195049     PUZZLE – TIGER

PZ195052     PUZZLE – NARWHAL

DP197085     PUZZLE PDQ (6 PCS, 6 ASSORTED)

PZ195050     PUZZLE – PANDA

PZ195051     PUZZLE – UNICORN

PZ195048     PUZZLE – POLAR BEAR

PZ195053     PUZZLE – FARM
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CH201772     4-IN-1 UNICORN CRAFT KIT

This 4-in-1 kit combines the best of Avenir crafts: DIY sewing,
string art, quilling art, and scratch art.  Features 9 different unicorn
projects, including a keychain, mini-stuffie, greeting cards, scratch
art pictures, and more!  Size of keychain when completed: 6.75"W
x 5.5"H.  Size of scratch cards: 5.5"W x 8"H.  For ages 5 years +
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A classic and super-fun concept!  Fill the pen up with water, then paint the page to reveal the 
colourful designs.  When the page dries, the designs disappear...  ready for you to start again!  

Featuring an easy-carry design for fun on-the-go, these kits also include repositionable stickers 
and other activities.  Includes 1 pen   and 6 reusable story pages.  For ages 3 years +

CH211774     MAGICAL WATER PAINTING - 4 SEASONS

CH211775     MAGICAL WATER PAINTING - UNDERWATER

CH211776     MAGICAL WATER PAINTING - DINOSAUR

DP217380     MAGICAL WATER PAINTING -      PDQ (9 PCS.)    
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CH201770     DESIGN & DRESS-UP - UNICORN

These sets are a great, easy way for little artists to create their own unicorn and dragon-themed 
costumes for dress-up indoors or out!  Each set contains 2 projects: a set of wings that can be 
decorated using the included markers & accessories.   The Unicorn set also features a princess 

headband, while the Dragon set features a dragon head!  For ages 5 years +

CH201771     DESIGN & DRESS-UP - MAGIC DRAGON
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A jewel of a craft and role-play concept!  Each set contains 3 diamond decal masks, 
3 rubber bands, safe stylus tool, gem tray, scratch art sheets, and bag of magical 

multicoloured gems to allow endless creativity.  The gems are easy to place on the mask, 
too:  just peel off the transparent film and place the gems on the mask!  For ages 5 years +

DP207289    DIAMOND ART PDQ (10 PCS, 2 ASST)

CH201768     DIAMOND ART - PRINCESS MASKS

CH201767     DIAMOND ART - CAT MASKS
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NA218204     NAIL STICKERS & TATTOOS - MERMAID

DP217379     NAIL STICKERS & TATTOO PDQ (12 PCS, 4 ASST)

Super trendy and colourful, each of these sets includes 3 sheets containing over
260 temporary nail stickers and tattoos.  Easy to use and remove, this makes a 
great activity either on your own, or in a group of friends!  For ages 3 years +

NA218205     NAIL STICKERS & TATTOOS - UNICORN

NA218206     NAIL STICKERS & TATTOOS - PRINCESS

NA218207     NAIL STICKERS & TATTOOS - FLOWER
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Made from natural beeswax, these block crayons are 100% eco-friendly and safe for kids.  Each set 
includes 12 coloured crayons in three different construction-block shapes, plus 3 colouring sheets.

Draw, build, create…what's not to love?  L-shaped crayon measures 1.5"H.  For ages 3 years +

BTS216013 BLOCKS 'N' CRAYONS - 

TRAFFIC

BTS216014 BLOCKS 'N' CRAYONS -

DINOSAUR

BTS216015 BLOCKS 'N' CRAYONS - 

SPACE

BTS216016 BLOCKS 'N' CRAYONS - 

CONSTRUCTION

DP217377 BLOCKS 'N' CRAYONS 

PDQ (8 PCS.)
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63070FE       MAGFORMERS EXTREME FX SET

Includes 12 pentagon (size: 4” x 4”), 
30 square (size: 2.5” x 2.5”) & 20 triangle
(size: 2”H) Magformers.
Also includes an idea booklet.
Ages 3 years +.  Bilingual package.

63074       MAGFORMERS CARNIVAL SET

Design and build carnival thrill rides with this 
    comprehensive set!
Includes 12 triangle (size: 2”H), 24 square (size: 2.5” 
x 2.5”) & 2 hexagonal 
(size: 4.5” x 4.5”) Magformers. Also includes 2 figures
(size: 1.5”H), 2 Y-shaped supports (size: 7.5”H), oval
base (size: 9.5” x 6”) & idea booklet.
Ages 3 years +.  Bilingual package.

63078      SUPER MAGFORMERS SET

Includes 12 large triangles (size: 4” x 5”) & 
18 large square (size: 5” x 5”).
Ages 3 years +.

703016     CARNIVAL PLUS SET

Magformers Carnival Plus set is great for
STEM building and creative fun! Arriving
with Magformers squares and triangles, 
create new, unique, Ferris Wheels,
Carousels, and more. The Carnival wheel
can be converted to a carousel, add 
Magbuddies and watch them swing! 
This set includes x12 Triangle, x22 Square,
x2 Hexagon, x2 Chair Square, x2 Figure, 
x2 Hats, x6 Carnival accessories.
Ages 3 years +



715013     BASIC PLUS 14

Introduces a new Magformers shape: square
with circle inside (2 included in this set)! 
This new shape creates additional building 
opportunities, including circular windows 
or portholes!  Also includes 4 square and 
8 triangle Magformers shapes, plus a 
19-page idea booklet.  Ages 3 years +.

715014     BASIC PLUS 26

Introduces a new Magformers shape:
square with circle inside (2 included 
in this set)! This new shape creates
additional building opportunities,
including circular windows or portholes!  
Also includes 14 square and  8 
triangle Magformers shapes, plus a 
19-page idea booklet. Ages 3 years +.

715015     BASIC PLUS 30

Introduces two new Magformers shapes:
magnetic circles and squares with circle
inside (4 of each shape included in this set)!
These new shapes create additional build-
ing opportunities, including circular windows,
portholes, or make-believe wheels!  
Also includes 12 square and 10 triangle
Magformers shapes, plus a 19-page idea
booklet.    Ages 3 years +.
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707020     WOW PLUS SET

Build and create with the reimagined Magformers
WOW plus Set. 
Build over 30 different magnetic vehicles with 
magnetic shapes, wheels, and a racing driver 
character! Follow along with the idea cards to create,
or build your own vision! Lots of fun for kids ages 3+ 
This set includes x8 triangles, x5 squares, x1 chair
square, x2 wheel, x1 Figure, x1 helmet.
Ages 3 years +



717003     AMAZING RESCUE 50

Create 50+ models using the basic 
   Magformers shapes, play sheets 
and guide booklets.The 50-piece set
includes 24 Magformers shapes 
(8 triangle, 14 square,1 double-square,
1 triple-square), 2 figures, plastic insert
pieces to create unique rescue models,
and a 31-page idea booklet.  
Ages 3 years +

717004     AMAZING 

CONSTRUCTION 50

Create 50+ models using the basic 
Magformers shapes, play sheets 
and guide booklets.The 50-piece 
set includes 24 Magformers shapes 
(4 triangle, 14 square, 3 double-
square, 2 isosceles triangle), 2 
figures, plastic insert pieces to 
create unique construction models,
and a 31-page idea booklet.  
Ages 3 years +.

717001     AMAZING POLICE RESCUE 26

Create 30+ models using the basic 
Magformers shapes, play sheets and guide
booklets. The 26-piece set includes 24
Magformers shapes (8 triangle, 8 square, 
1 triple-square), 2 figures, plastic insert 
pieces to create unique rescue models, 
and a 27-page idea booklet.  Ages 3 years +.
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711006     POP-UP BOX 28

This cool new set includes 14 Magformers
shapes (8 triangle, 6 square), plus 14 
3D plastic inserts (8 triangular pyramid, 
6 square pyramid) to help children learn 
about spatial perception.  The lid of the 
box lifts open to feature a magnet-friendly 
board on the inside flap.  This allows you 
to build different creations and attach 
them to the lid.  Also includes a 
39-page idea booklet.  
Ages 3 years +.



709010     DYNAMIC FLASH SET

Magformers Dynamic Flash Set lets you 
create many magnetic constuction builds
with 9 different magnetic shapes. This set
also includes a siren, wheels and a new
spinning LED light to brighten up your 
creations! Build anything from houses, 
towers, animals to race cars, castles, and
lighthouses.This sets comes with x12 
Triangle, x22 Square, x4 Isosceles Triangle,
x3 Rectangle, x2 Sector, x1 Arch, x2 
Hexagon, x2 Trapezoid, x2 Diamond, x1
Siren, x2 Wheel, x1 Rotating LED.
Ages 3 years +

710016     WONDER CREATOR

Magformers greatest Wonder Creator
Deluxe set. ROAR! your ideas to life
with this epic Magformers Dino set.
Use 121 Pieces including magnetic
shapes and accessories to build the 
ultimate Dino friends! You won't 
believe your eyes when you transform
a T-rex into a Stegosaurus! This set is
simply out of this world!
Ages 3 years +

63082     144-PIECE SMART SET

Includes 46 triangle, 44 square, 12 pentagon, 4 hexagon, 
6 rectangle (size: 2.5” x 5.25”), 6 isosceles triangle 
(size: 2.5” x 4.5”), 4 super-triangle, 6 super-square & 
4 wheel units (size: 4.5” x 2.75” x 2.25”).
Also includes 12 pieces of accessorie.   Ages 3 years +.
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13007     WHEELS BOX (2 SETS)

Looking for additional Magformers shapes to 
add to your collection? These packs are a 
perfect solution to create even more building 
possibilities.  Ages 3 years +.

13011     SQUARE 12 BOX

13014     PENTAGON 12 BOX

13015     HEXAGON 12 BOX    

13016     SUPER TRIANGLE 12 BOX

13017     SUPER SQUARE 12 BOX

13013     TRAPEZOID 12 BOX

13019     RECTANGLE 12 BOX

13018     ISOSCELES TRIANGLE 12 BOX

13012     DIAMOND 12 BOX



62001     WOODEN PLAYTABLE – RED SQUARE

These wooden playtables are a great way to set up a    magformers play & learn centre in a
daycare or classroom.  Each table includes 2 chairs (size: 11”w x 12.25”l x 9.9”h) and 
features an insert with removeable lid for storing your magformers shapes.  Square table
size: 26.75”l x 26.75”w x 19.5”h.      Ages 3 years +. ** Limited Availability **

63083     192-PIECE BRAIN-UP SET

Includes 46 triangle, 44 square, 12 pentagon, 8 diamond
(size: 2.5” x 4”), 4 hexagon, 6 trapezoid (size: 2.25” x 4.75”),
10 isosceles triangle, 9 rectangle (size: 2.5” x 5.25”),4 
super-triangle, 6 super-square & 2 wheel units 
(size: 4.5” x 2.75” x 2.25”). Also includes 41 pieces of 
accessories & 36 cards with alphabet/numbers/symbols. 
Ages 3 years +.
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901003     STICK-O BASIC 30 SET

The Stick-O Basic 30 Piece Construction set is great for toddlers to explore tactile learning
and hands on magnetic play. Discover the joy of play time with rainbow colored magnetic
shapes including, 6 Spheres, 8 Sticks, 2 Long Sticks, 4 Curve Sticks, 1 Oval Sticks, 2 Half
Spheres, 2 Cones, 3 Discs and 2 Flat Ovals. 

901002     STICK-O BASIC 20 SET

The Stick-O Basic 20 Piece Construction set is great
for toddlers to explore tactile learning and hands on
magnetic play.  Discover the joy of play time with 
rainbow colored magnetic shapes 
including, 6 Sticks, 4 Spheres, 2 Curve sticks, 2 Half
Spheres, 3 Cones and 3 Discs.

901001     STICK-O BASIC 10 SET

The Stick-O Basic 10 Piece Construction set is
great for toddlers to explore tactile learning and
hands on magnetic play. 
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Each Stick-O piece uses magnets that rotate so your creations always stick
together, making for a frustration-free play experience. Stick-O is fun and safe
and teach toddlers basic STEM education (Science, Technology, Engineering

and Math) principles.All Stick-O sets are compatible with each other. 
   From the makers of Magformers. Ages 18M +



P3920     CRYSTAL GROWING LIGHT-UP DISPLAY

Grow seven different crystals (1 large, 2 medium, 4
small), then present them in a display case that will
light up with 6 different colour backgrounds (red, yel-
low, green, blue, purple, white)!  
Display base measures 5.75”W x 4”H.    
Large crystal measures 2” diameter.  
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).    
Ages 10 years +.
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P3913     CRYSTAL GROWING (BILINGUAL)

Simply fill the container with water, pour in the base compound 
  & seeding powder, then watch your crystal grow in the next 4-7
days!  Each kit includes 3 different seeding colours (red, white &
blue). Approximate size when finished: 2” x 1.5”. Ages 10 years +.

P3918     GLOW CRYSTAL GROWING

A glow-in-the-dark version of our popular series, 
this kit will produce a crystal that measures 2” x 1.5” 
when finished.  Ages 10 years +.

P3915     CRYSTAL GROWING EXPERIMENT KIT 

Provides enough materials to grow 1 large (2” x 1.5”), 
2 medium (1.25” x 1”) & 4 small (1” x 0.75”) crystals 
in 4 different colours (red, blue, purple & white).   
Detailed instructions included.   Ages 10 years+

P3926    DINO CRYSTAL TERRARIUM

Grow up to 4 crystals in 3 different sizes (largest measures 3.25” wide), 
then arrange them in a cool dinosaur-themed terrarium.  Includes 3 dinosaur 
figurines and 2 trees.  Terrarium measures 6.25” in diameter and 3.5” high.
Ages 10 years +.



P5210B     GLOW STARS

(BILINGUAL)

Contains 16 stars with  3
sizes & adhesive tape. 
Ages 3 years +

P5631     SUPER NOVA & PLANETS - 100PCS

Contains 100 assorted small, medium & large stars,
paper planets and adhesive tape. Ages 5 years +.

P5215B     GLOW MOON & STARS

(BILINGUAL)

Contains 1 large moon & 10     
stars & adhesive tape.
Ages 3 years +

P13233     CREATE A NIGHT SKY

Project and learn about the constellations in the comfort
of your room. Kit includes projection domes for northern
and southern hemispheres, light source and star charts
to help youlocate the constellations in the real sky. 
4 ‘AA’ batteries required (not included).  Ages 8 years+
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P3923     UNICORN CRYSTAL TERRARIUM 

Grow your own crystal, then, place it in the terrarium to
create a magical unicorn wonderland.  
Terrarium size: 4.25”W x 3”H x 3.75”D.  
Ages 10 years +.   

P4901 BILINGUAL CRYSTAL GARDEN

** Limited Availability **



P5940     GLOW SHARKS

Contains 14 glow sharks (size: 2.5”) 
and adhesive tape.  Ages 3 years +.

P5426     GLOW-IN-THE-DARK 3D DINOSAURS

Includes 8 glow dinosaurs (average size: 3” long)
and adhesive tape.   Ages 3 years +.

P5939     GLOW UNICORNS

Contains 12 glow unicorns (size: 2.5”) 
and adhesive tape.  Ages 3 years +.

P3420     GLOW T-REX SKELETON 

(12/DISPLAY)

Assemble this mini T-Rex skeleton,
then, use the included Augmented
Reality (AR) barcode to bring your
dinosaur to life on your smartphone or
tablet.  Free app download required to
use AR function.  Ages 5 years +.

P5520     3D SOLAR SYSTEM MOBILE

Build your own solar system mobile which
revolves and glows in the dark. 
Includes full set of solar system planets, hanging
structure, colour and glow paints, poster and
instructions fully assembled size: 29.5”.   
Ages 8 years +
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P4750     UNICORN SUNBEAM CATCHER (4 ASST)

Paint & create your own unicorn-themed stained glass 
window!  Includes paint-strip of 4 colours and paintbrush.
Size: 4.5”H x 4”W.  Ages 5 years +.

P3615     UNICORN CRYSTALLITE CATCHER (4 ASST)

Use the glue stick to coat the catcher, then add the crystals 
(5 different colours    included) to complete your design.  
Size: 4.25”H x 3.5”W.  Ages 5 years +.
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P3539     MOULD & PAINT CUTE PETS

Make your own pet-themed badges 
or fridge magnets with this fun kit.   
Contains enough materials to make 6 fridge 
magnets (size: 2.5”) & detailed instructions.   
Ages 5 years +

P3511     MOULD & PAINT - SEA LIFE

Make your own underwater-themed
fridge magnets or badges.
The set includes: 2 bags of non-toxic,
easy-mix plaster powder, 1 mould w/ 6
shapes, 1 paint brush, 1 paint strip w/ 6
colours, pins, magnets and 1 stir-stick  
Ages 5 years+.

P4654     MOULD & PAINT GLOW OWLS

Create up to 6 glow-in-the-dark, 
owl-themed fridge magnets or 
badges with this fun kit.   
Average size: 2”H.   Ages 5 years +.

P4617     PAINT YOUR OWN TRINKET 
BOX – RUSSIAN DOLLS 

These 6 Russian dolls made from plastic
nest within each other, and make great 
trinket boxes or ornaments! Size of dolls
range from 0.75”H to 3.25”H.  
Ages 5 years +

P4770     3D MOULD & PAINT GLITTER UNICORN

These 3D mould & paint unicorns are sure to stand out!
An evolution on a well-loved category, children mould &
paint. 2 unicorn-themed creations that can be used for
room décor or gifting.  Average size: 2.75" x 2.5" x 1.25".
For ages 5 years +.   

P4777     3D MOULD & PAINT DINOSAURS

These 3D mould & paint dinosaurs are sure 
to stand out!  An evolution on a well-loved 
category, children mould & paint. 2 
dinosaur-themed creations that can be 
used for room décor or gifting.  
Average size: 2.75" x 2.5" x 1.25".  
For ages 5 years +.



P3546     MOULD & PAINT SPACE

Create up to 6 space-themed fridge 
magnets or badges with this fun kit.  
Average size: 2.25” high.  
Ages 5 years +.

P4708     MOULD & PAINT UNICORNS

Create up to 6 unicorn-themed fridge
magnets or badges with this fun kit!
Average size when completed:1.5” x 1.5”.
Ages 5 years +.

P4588     RECYCLED PAPER BEADS

Make paper beads & necklaces with 
this fun kit. Includes 2 sheets of 
coloured paper (size: 12”x 8”), but you 
can recycle old magazines & 
newspapers to make more!
Tool size: 6” x 4”.   Ages 5 years +.

P4563     MAGNETIC TILE ART

Give fridge magnets a creative twist 
by decorating these magnetic tiles! 
Kit includes 12 pcs of tiles, rubber magnets, 
double-sided adhesive tape, paint strip, 
paintbrush & detailed instructions.   
Tile size: 1.8" x 1.8".    Ages 8 years +. 

P4775     MOULD & PAINT ANIMALS

Mould and paint adorable animal-themed 
plaster fridge magnets and badges with this 
fun kit.  All required materials and detailed 
instructions included.   Average size: 2.5" x 2".  
For ages 5 years +.
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P3514     MOULD & PAINT - GLOW DINOSAUR

Make your own dinosaur themed fridge 
magnets or badges. 
Set includes: 2 bags of easy to mix plaster     
powder, mould with 6 dinosaur designs,     
paint brush, paint strip, glow paint, glaze     
paint, pins, magnets, stir stick and instructions.
Product size:  2”    Ages 5 years +
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P4732     GLOW-IN-THE-DARK 

DREAM CATCHER

This super-sized kit allows kids to make
a dream catcher that glows in the dark.
Measures 18”H when completed.  
Ages 5 years +.

P4759     UNICORN STEPPING STONE

A great accessory for the garden or room
décor!  Mix the cement powder and water
into the unicorn mould, then personalize it
with the included decorative accessories.
Measures 7.5”H when completed.  
Ages 8 years +.

P4751     CHARMING BEADS 

BRACELETS

Braid a trendy wrap bracelet using 
colourful beads and a specially-
designed crafting tool. Contains 
enough materials to make 10 
bracelets (size: 6.75”L), plus detailed
instructions.  Ages 5 years +.

P4728     FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS 

Show off your creativity and make a
unique bracelet for each of your best
friends or family. Contains enough
materials for 9 bracelets, each 
measuring 6” long.    Ages 8 years +

P4720       MY DESIGN PORTFOLIO 
FASHION STUDIO

Create more than 200 different fashion
designs with this cool kit! Mix and match 
the different templates, then place the paper
in the case & colour. Includes portfolio case
(size: 6.5”W x 8.75”H) with 9 design plates,
coloured pencils, crayon, & 10 sheets of
paper.Ages 5 years +.

P4760     MAKE YOUR OWN POM POM PETS

Fuzzy crafting fun!  This kit includes enough 
materials to make 6 different pom pom pets, 
including a unicorn, cat, dog, fox, frog, and
bunny!  Each pom pom pet measures 1.5”
when completed.  Ages 5 years +.



P4729     MAKE YOUR OWN                 

CRYSTALLITE CRAFT

This super-sized kit allows kids to 
decorate a heart-shaped trinket box     
(size: 3.5” x 3.25” x 1.25”) and a 
butterfly wind-chime (size: 4.5” x 3.25”)
with colourful crystallite beads.  
Ages 5 years +.
** Limited Availability **
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P4725     ORIGAMI FLOWER LIGHTS

Add an artistic touch to these string lights
with beautiful flower origami, then use them
to transform your bedroom! Includes a set 
of 10 LED string-lights (72”L), origami flower
paper (size when completed: 2.75”L), plus
detailed instructions. Requires 2 AA 
batteries (not included)  Ages  5 years +.

P4741     MY DESIGNER FAUX 
LEATHER BAG

Learn about leather crafting while making 
this fashionable faux leather bag, then 
personalize it with gem stickers and 
embroidery stitching! Bag measures 
5.5”W x 5.5”H when completed.  
Detailed instructions included.   
Ages 5 years +.

P4776     HOLOGRAPHIC LIGHT-UP ORIGAMI UNICORN

This origami kit is sure to light up a kid's day…and their room décor
as well!  Features an easy-make design that includes crease holes
for origami beginners.  Then add the LED lights to finish off a 
beautiful creation that makes a great gift or addition to your room!  
Measures 9.5"L x 12"W when assembled. Requires 2 AA batteries
(not included).  For ages 5 years +.

P4778     KIDZMAKER GLITTER UNICORN BANK

Paint this pre-fabricated unicorn coin bank to 
personalize it for saving your allowance!  
All required materials and detailed instructions
included.  Measures 3.75" long.  For ages 8 years +

P4779     PYO TERRA COTTA FAIRY GARDEN STONE

A magical accessory for any garden!  Includes a 
pre-fabricated, fairy-themed terracotta stone that kids can
paint and personalize.  Includes 1 paint strip w/ 5 colours,
paintbrush, plastic plant stand, and detailed 
instructions.  Stone measures 5" in diameter.  
For ages 8 years +.



P2749     CROSS STITCH

Follow the patterns provided to produce a 
hand bag & a mobile phone bag or coasters.   
Includes 2 sheets of plastic nets,plastic 
knitting needles, templates, 8 colours of
yarn & detailed instructions. Size of 
completed handbag 5.5" x 4.5".  
Ages 8 years +.    

P2763     EMBROIDERY STITCHING

Introductory kit that teaches 10 different
stitching skills. Contains enough materials
(including 6 colours of thread) to make a
mini-pillow or mini-bag (size when 
completed: 5” x 5”).   Ages 5 years +
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P4662      GLOW FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS

Create up to 12 glow-in-the-dark bracelets
with this fun kit! Size of each when 
completed: 9.25”.   Ages 5 years +.

P4681     MINI ANIMAL CANDLE MAKING KIT

No-mess candle making!   
Simply use a hair dryer to soften the 
wax sheets and create 6 adorable 
animal-themed mini candles.  
Also includes 6 gift cards (size: 5.5” x 2.75”).
Average candle size: 1.25” x 1”.   
Ages 8 years +.  

P4551     MAKE A WIND CHIME

Make and paint your own wind chimes
and listen to them play their music.   
Kit includes 2 terra-cotta mini pots, paint
strip, brush, string, fishing line, 4 chime
rods, and detailed instructions. 
Ages 8 years +

P4510     MY GARDEN STEPPING STONE KIT

Make a beautiful stepping stone for your garden.
It will sparkle by day & glow at night with the 
crystals and glow star provided. All required 
materials to make a garden stone 8”W & detailed
instructions are included. Ages 8 years +
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P4735     THINKING KITS - UNICORN WINDOW PAINTS

Turn your window into a world of colourful unicorns with this cool art kit! Includes 
7 tubes of window paints, 1 plastic sheet, 6 design templates (size: 4” x 4”), and
detailed instructions. Just use a wet cloth to clean.  Ages 4 years +.

P5536     MY MAGICAL UNICORNS

This 25-piece kit is full of fun unicorn creative activities!  
Create 2 sand art montages (size: 5.5”W x 7.5”H), a crystallite 
suncatcher (size: 4” x 4”), and 6 fridge magnets (size: 2.5”).  
The kit also includes 6 Augmented Reality (AR) cards that allow 
you to bring your unicorns to life on your phone or tablet.  
Free app download required to use AR function.  Ages 5 years +.

P4766     GARDEN STONE PAINTING

Great decorative accessories for your garden.
This kit includes enough materials to decorate 
4 garden stones (size: 1.5”).      Ages 5 years +.

P4764     ORIGAMI ZOO ANIMALS

A beginner’s origami set  that allows children 
to create 11 different safari-themed animals.  
Giraffe measures 6.5”H when completed.  
All required materials and instructions included.  
Ages 5 years +.
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P3430     TECHCRAFT PAPER CIRCUIT RACER

TechCraft is a new concept from 4M that combines crafts 
and STEM learning.  Master  the basics of an electric 
circuit with this amazing kit, and apply your knowledge to
turn cardboard into a race car and track.  When assembled, 
track measures 26" long.  Requires 2 button-cell batteries 
(included).   For ages 5 years +.

P4918     LIGHT 'N' SOUND ART PAD

This art pad is a feature-packed doodle kit with
flashing eyes, sound effects, and colour pens to
create your own designs.  
Measures 9.5"H x 7.5"W as shown.
For ages 4 years +. 

P3429     TECHCRAFT PAPER CIRCUIT SCIENCE

TechCraft is a new concept from 4M that combines
crafts and STEM learning.  Master  the basics of an
electric circuit with this amazing kit, and apply your
knowledge to turn cardboard into an intruder alarm,
desk lamp,and more!  Requires 2 button-cell 
batteries (included).  For ages 5 years +.

P4733     TORNADO SPIN ART

Create colourful artistic patterns with a spin!  Simply place the sheet of paper inside
the spinner, add paint, then press the button to spin the carousel and create cool
designs.  When you're done, you can mount your art on a coloured mounting card to
show to friends and family!  Includes 4 colours of paint, 20 sheets of blank white
paper, 6 coloured mounting cards, and detailed instructions.  Tornado spinner meas-
ures 8" in diameter when assembled.  For ages 4 years +
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P3310     MOON TORCH

Project an image of the full
moon indoors!  Torch measures
4.5” long.  Requires 3 
button-cell batteries (included).
Ages 5 years +.

P5920     DIG A GLOW DINOSAUR, CARDED (6 ASSORTED)

Collect all 6 dinosaurs when you dig and discover 
the hidden secret of each glowing dinosaur. 
Includes 1 hidden glow dinosaur and specially 
designed digging and scraping tool.  
Product size: 1” tall   
Ages 5 years + GLO

WS

P3306     LEMON CLOCK

Discover how citric acid can be
used to power a digital clock!   
You just need a lemon to power     
this cool experiment. Clock 
size: 1.25” W.  Ages 5 years +.

P3218     POCKET VOLCANO

Create your own eruptions with this 
pocket-sized volcano!   Can be used on a 
table-top or in the bath underwater.   
Set includes 1 volcano (measures 2" tall),   
1 bag of baking soda & detailed instructions.  
Ages 5 years+.
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P3268     FRIDGE ROVERS 

Just wind up the gear and watch this 
magnetic fridge rover move up the 
wall of the fridge as it defies gravity!   
No batteries required.   
Measures 1.75" long.  Ages 8 years +.

  P3290     MAGNETIC RACER

Learn how the power of magnetism
can power this mini racer (size: 2”L).
Ages 5 years +.

P3305     MICRO ROCKET

Just fill up the tube with baking 
soda & vinegar, then watch this 
micro-rocket blast off!  
Rocket size: 2.5”H.  Ages 5 years +.

P3321     PUMP ROCKET SCIENCE

Assemble the launcher, squeeze the pump, and blast off!  This cool mini set includes 3 foam
rockets.  Launcher measures 3.5”W x 7.25”H x 2.25”D when assembled. Ages 5 years +.

P3212     DIVING SUBMARINE

This classic toy can be filled with 
baking soda and then placed in 
water to watch it dive and ascend!   
Measures 4.5” long.  Ages 5 years +.
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P3375     GLOW HUMAN SKELETON 

Mould a glow in the dark human skeleton.
Slide your hand inside the magical X-ray
screen (size: 6.5” x 8”) to see it in 
skeleton form! Skeleton measures 
11.25” x 8”.  3 magical x-ray sheets and 
diagram / information chart included.    
Ages 8 years +.    

** Limited Availability **

P3284     ROBOTIC HAND 

Build this simple-to-use robotic
hand and impress friends with     
its realistic gripping action!  
R    obot hand measures 9.25” long
when assembled.   
Ages 8 years +.

P3215     MAGIC

Learn and perform 12 amazing 
magic tricks in this kit. Fully illustrated and
detailed instructions, trick secrets, and 
preparation tips are included. Contains 1 
magic wand, 1 deck of playing cards,1 magic
playing card, 1 rope, 6 mystic number cards, 
   2 dice, and other magic accessories. 
Ages: 8   + years

P3394     HOLOGRAM SCIENCE

Construct the projector, then learn 
how holograms are created as a 
3D T-rex is projected! Projector 
measures 4” x 4” x 3.5” when 
assembled. Requires 2 AAA batteries
(not included).  Ages 8 years +.

P3295     SPY SCIENCE – 
SECRET MESSAGE

Create secret messages & learn 
how to decipher them! Each kit 
includes a secret message journal
(size: 4” x 5”), morse-code signal light 
& shutter card, cipher wheel, invisible
message pad, identification card &
more!    Ages 8 years +.

P3248     DETECTIVE SCIENCE - FINGER PRINT

Learn how detectives use fingerprints to 
identify suspects and solve the crime!   
Set includes dusting powder, 1 brush, 20 
stickers for collecting fingerprints, fingerprint
record cards, 1 stamp pad, 1 magnifying glass, 
1 storage case & detailed instructions.    
Ages 8 years +.



P3291     MAGNET SCIENCE 

Perform 10 fun experiments and
games while learning the basic     
theories of magnetism. Size of 
horseshoe magnet: 3” x 3.75”.   
Ages 8 years +.

P3265     SCIENCE MAGIC

Perform magic fountain, mind reading
math, 12 tricks in all and learn the scientific
principles behind your magic tricks!   
Most materials required are included (some
basic household items required).  
Ages 8 years +. 

P3252     CRYSTAL MINING

Excavate your very own natural crystals.
Set includes: 1 plaster block with 8 natural
crystals buried inside, 1 digging tool, 1
brush,1 magnifier, containers for collection,
fact card, 1 pouch & detailed instructions
with fact sheet.   
Ages 5 years +.

P3351     BUBBLE SCIENCE

Learn the science of bubbles   
with this fun kit. Blow a giant 
bubble over a metre long, freeze 
a bubble that last for hours & 
learn about bubble geometry!   
Includes all required materials
(including 60ml of bubble solution)
and detailed  instructions.  
Ages 5 years +.

   P3246     SPY SCIENCE- INTRUDER ALARM

Stop unwanted intruders from entering your room
while learning the science of electronic circuits.
Set includes 1 plastic platform & alarm casing, 
1 electric buzzer, 1 electric wire,  string alarm 
trigger, plastic accessories & metal pegs, &
detailed instruction & fun facts.  Requires 2 AA
batteries (not included).    Ages 8 years +.
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P3296      KITCHEN SCIENCE 

Use everyday kitchen materials    
to fuel 6 different science experiments.
Make a volcano erupt with lava,
launch a baking-soda rocket  or even
use a fork & tomato to power a light
bulb!  Size of volcano: 2” x 3.75”.   
Ages 8 years +.
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P3230     VOLCANO MAKING KIT

Make your very own volcano 
Make it erupt with bubbling lava 
Kit includes volcano mould, plaster,
paints and instructions 
Ages 8 years +.

P3226     KALEIDOSCOPE MAKING KIT

Build your own kaleidoscope, then create 
hundreds of different patterns by placing 
different objects in the viewing chamber.   
Includes 1 tube body, holographic foil, viewing
chamber, safety mirrors, assorted trinkets,
colour filters, and detail instructions.
7.5 “ long.   Ages 7 years +

P3235     COSMIC ROCKET

Learn about chemical reactions when
you build and launch this baking soda
rocket.  Rocket flies up to 50 feet!   
Includes rocket body, launching pad,     
funnel, measuring cup, and detailed     
assembly and launching instructions. 
Product size: 6” long.   Ages 14+ years

P3917     CRYSTAL SCIENCE

Learn how crystals form different solutions as 
you grow your own set of aquamarine crystal     
clusters, moon crystal clusters and a crystal tree!   
Approximate size of crystal tree when 
completed: 2.75” diameter x 3.1”H.  
Ages 10 years +  

P3363     TORNADO MACHINE

Recycle a used drink bottle, fill it with 
water and then connect it to the 
pre-assembled motor to make your 
own tornado! Tornado maker measures 
4.25” x 4.25” x 3.5”. Requires 2 AA 
batteries (not included).Ages 8 years +.

P3441     KIDZLABS TRAFFIC LIGHT

Traffic lights are an everyday feature in our lives, 
especially if you live in bigger cities.  Learn how
electronic circuits control the signals, as well 
as learning some history of traffic lights, with this
cool kit!   Measures 7.5"H when assembled.  
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).  
For ages 5 years +.



P3919     CRYSTAL GEODE GROWING

Grow your own beautiful crystal geodes
with this fun kit! Add the crystal com-
pounds and hot water to the two geode
containers (size 2.5” diameter), then
wait for 5-8 days for beautiful crystals to
form inside the geodes!   
Ages 8 years +.

P3908     MOUSETRAP RACER

Learn how the power of a mousetrap’s spring can propel 
this cool racer up to 50 feet (15 metres) in distance with 
its kinetic energy…no batteries required!  Measures 16” 
long when fully assembled.  Ages 8 years +.

P3440     MAGNETIC ALARM

Keep unwanted intruders (or pesky 
siblings) out of your room by installing
this magnetic alarm on your door!
When the alarm detects that the 
magnetic seal between it and the
doorstop is broken, it will start to
beep.  Requires 2 AAA batteries 
(not included).  Ages 5 years +.

P3436     ELECTROBUZZ PIRATE TREASURE HUNT GAME

Set up the game board, put the treasure in their hiding spots,
then try to pick up the treasure using the pirate hook.  But be
careful:  tricky pirates have rigged the hiding spots to buzz if
your hook touches the sides!  Game board measures 
6”L x 8”W x 0.75”H.  Requires 1 AAA battery (not included).  
For 1-4 players.  Ages 5 years +.

P3395     SURVIVAL SCIENCE

Science for young outdoor explorers! 9 different fun 
activities are included in this kit: telescope, water purifier,
emergency whistle (size: 3.75”L), magnifier, compass,
sundial (size: 4.25”W x 6”H x 3.5”L), Morse-code flashlight
(size: 2.5”L), and more! Requires 1 button-cell battery
(included).  Ages 8 years +.

P3438     COMPASS MAKING KIT

This cool kit teaches kids how a compass uses the 
Earth’s magnetism to learn how to find north, and how 
compasses are used to navigate.  When assembled, this 
super-sized compass measures 12” in diameter.  
Ages 8 years +.
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P3444     KIDZLABS FLASHING  

EMERGENCY LIGHT

Five-alarm learning fun!  Kids will learn
about basic circuits and the reflective
properties of light when building this
light.  It will jazz up your bedroom…or
you can even take it camping!
Measures 4.3" in diameter when
assembled.  Requires 2 AAA batteries
(not included).  For ages 5 years +

P3293     KIDZLABS MATH MAGIC

Who says math can't be fun? 
Impress friends and family by showing
them how you can read minds and make
speedy calculations with this fun magic
kit.  Includes over 15 different math tricks,
puzzles and games that will keep you
entertained - and learning - for hours!
Includes a dual-powered calculator.  
For ages 8 years +

P3445     KIDZLABS GIANT VISIBLE PADLOCK

Unlock fun with this cool building kit.  This giant
padlock's see-through design teaches kids how
the lock's tumbler functions, and you can even
change the key's teeth and change the lock 
often to keep pesky siblings (or parents) 
out of your room!  Measures 6" long when
assembled.  For ages 5 years +

P4919     KIDZLABS COLOUR LAB MIXER

Have fun experimenting with colours and
light with this fun kit!  Includes over 18 
different experiments, including a rainbow
colour mixer, dyed flower, ice rainbow, 
"fireworks" in water, and much more!  
All required materials and detailed 
instructions/guide included.  
Test tube (50ml) measures 4.25" high.  
For ages 5 years +

P3434    OCTOPUS ROBOT CLAW

It doesn’t just look cool….this robot claw
really works, too!  With a unique design and
soft appendages, this claw will be able to
grasp all kinds of different objects.  
Measures 17” long when fully assembled.
Ages 5 years +.
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P3289     BUZZ ALARM MONEY SAFE     

Build your own safe to guard your valuables, then learn
how to set the lock combination and build an alarm
buzzer to protect your stuff! Requires 1 AA battery 
(not included). Measures 4.75” x 5.25” x 6.25” 
when  assembled. Ages 8 years +.

P3299     LEVITATION SCIENCE

Learn how magnets can create levitation with the experiments
in this fun kit. Build a levitating pen that floats & rotates in the
air, create a maglev model, a magnetic fortune-teller & more!
Size of maglev robot: 7.5” x 5.5” x 3.5”.   Ages 8 years +.

P3398     SPACE AIR ENGINE

This mighty machine can blow bubbles, suspend a glowing 
ball (size of large ball:1.5” diameter) in mid-air, levitate
a flying saucer, and can be decorated with the included 
graphic sheets to make a cool anti-gravity diorama!  
Measures 5.5”H x 4”W.  Bubble solution not included.  
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).  Ages 8 years +.

P3437     WIND-POWERED RACER

Build this sleek, futuristic racer, turn on its motor and watch as
the wind it generates propels it away!  Great for teaching kids
about the principles of thrust and how propeller/jet engines
function.  Measures 16” long when fully assembled.  Requires
4 AAA batteries (not included).  Ages 10 years +.

P3427     KIDZLABS MEGA HYDRAULIC ARM

This fun kit is sure to "grab" the attention of budding engineers!  
Kids will learn the science of hydraulic power as they learn how water can power this
arm to pick up different objects.  The arm features 4 precision control levers for this
multi-axis robot, a rotating base, and rubber tips on the grabber for solid gripping
power.  Measures 19" long when fully assembled.   For ages 8 years +



P4905     LIGHT UP SOLAR SYSTEM

Assemble and decorate the 
planets with paint & glitter, then 
attach them to the lights to have 
your own solar system hanging in 
your room. Includes 9 planet moulds, 
diameter ranges from 1.5” to 2.5”.  LED light string 
measures 64” long.  Requires 2 AA batteries    (not included).
Ages 8 years +.
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P4907     MUSIC CIRCUIT

It’s a science experiment, a
technology lesson, and an art
project….all in one box!  Use the
included conductive tape to 
construct a pencil piano, a giant
floor piano, or a piano using
potatoes and other fruits that
conduct electricity.  Circuit box
requires 3 AAA batteries (not
included) and measures 5.25”
wide.  Some household 
materials (aluminum foil, forks,
potato) required but not 
included.  For ages 5 years +.

P5538     STEAM DELUXE EARTH SCIENCE 

Learning about geological science "rocks"! This super-sized
STEM kit features over 6 different activities involving crystal
mining, crystal growing, and making your own volcano that can
erupt with "lava"!  When assembled, the volcano measures 5" in
diameter, while the crystal tree measures 2.75".  
For ages 10 years +.

P5539     STEAM DELUXE KNITTING & CROCHET

This super-sized kit allows crafty kids to make up to 10 different
creations (bag, butterfly, scarf w/ pom-pom, handbag, coasters,
placemats, and more!), while teaching them the basics to learn
how to knit and crochet.  Scarf measures 27.5" long when 
completed.  Detailed instructions included.  
For ages 5 years +



P5535     STEAM KIDS DELUXE MAGNET EXPLORATION 

This super-sized kit allows kids to perform over 20 different
experiments to learn about the power of magnets:  make a 
compass, levitron (size:5.5”l x 3”h x 2.25”w), magnetic spring,
table UFO, magnetic weight scale (size:7.25”l x 6.4”h x 5.6”w),
floating spinner (size:7.25”l x 6.4”h x 5.6”w), and much more!
24-page instruction guide included.  Ages 5 years +.

P5533     STEAM KIDS – KITCHEN SCIENCE

This super-sized kit let’s kids discover the fun of science in
their everyday lives!  Conduct over 30 different experiments:
fruit-powered clock, create a water fountain inside a bottle, 
a cd-rom hovercraft, and much more.  Some household 
ingredients required for certain experiments.  
24-page instruction guide included.  Ages 5 years +.

P1711     SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY SET, VOLUME 1

   Super-sized STEAM fun!  This kit covers a wide range of STEAM subjects,
allowing kids to perform over 40 experiments & projects.  Perform tabletop 
volcanic eruptions, build a clock powered by a lemon, make a square bubble,
drive a magnetic racer, perform amazing science magic tricks…and much more!
Also includes an 18-page activity booklet.  Ages 5 years +.
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P3358     CABLE CAR

Recycle a drink can and use it to construct
a car that will travel along a cable track!   
Size when assembled: 5.5” L.   
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).   
Ages 8 years +

P3270    TIN CAN ROBOT

Recycle a used soft-drink can and use it to build a walking robot!
Additional features include moving eyes and posable arms.
Completed robot measures 6.5" tall.  
Requires 1 AA battery (not included).  Ages 8 years +.

P3280     DOODLING ROBOT

Construct a robot that can doodle a picture 
while vibrating and spinning.   
Robot measures 13.6” in diameter.
1 AA battery required (not included).    
Ages 8 years +.
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P3357     TABLETOP ROBOT 

Assemble a robot crab that will detect the     
edge of any platform and then turn away.   
Size when assembled: 7.25”L.   
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).   
Ages 8 years +

P3393     KIDZ ROBOTIX – CRAZY ROBOT

It walks, it jumps, and it spins!   
This crazy robot will scuttle across the floor,
then flip over when it reaches a wall or 
obstacle, changing direction on its own.
Measures 6.75”L when assembled.  
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).
Ages 8 years +.

P3413     MOTORIZED ROBOTIC ARM 

Build this motorized robotic arm, then 
press the buttons to grab, lift and
move objects!  Includes accessories for
the robot arm to grab.  
Measures 9.5”L x 6.25”H when assembled.  
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).  
Ages 8 years +.
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P3392     KIDZ ROBOTIX – SPIDER 

Assemble the spider, then set up the
web and watch it run up and down 
the web just like a real spider!  It even
knows how to change direction as it gets
to each end of its web. Spider measures
7.5”W x 6”H.  String length 80”.  
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).
Ages 8 years +.

P3422     MONEY BANK ROBOT

This cool little robot is hungry to help you
save your coins!  Place a coin in its hands
and watch the robot swallow it, while
teaching kids about basic circuits.  
Robot measures 4.5”W x 5.5”H x 5.75”D.  
Requires 1 AA battery (not included).  
Ages 8 years +.

P3433     SNAIL ROBOT

 Build this cool-looking robot and watch it glide over any surface with
life-like movement.  You can even control its stride length to 2 different
settings.  Measures 7.25”L x 3.25”W x 4”H.  Requires 2 AAA batteries
(not included).  Ages 8 years +.

P3435     WACKY ROBOT

Assemble the robot, then watch it move in 
unpredictable directions while its LED eyes
flash.  Also features moving arms, and the
long-range LED lights make it look like a 
walking flashlight!  Measures 3.6”L x 4.25”W x
5.25”H.  Requires 2 AAA batteries (not
included).  Ages 8 years +.

P3442     DRUMMER ROBOT

Assemble this cool robot, then program it to play different beat
rhythms using the unique coding reel.  Keep the product box to use
as the drum surface or choose another surface to produce different
percussion tones.  Measures 8”L x 5.75”W x 5.25”H.  Requires 2
AAA batteries (not included).  Ages 8 years +.
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P3229     DIG A STEGOSAURUS 

P3237     DIG A BRACHIOSAURUSP3236     DIG A MAMMOTH

P13234     DIG A VELOCIRAPTOR

P3228     DIG A TRICERATOPS

P3221     DIG A TYRANNOSAURUS

Excavate and assemble the 

skeleton of a dinosaur. 

Includes a quiz sheet to 

challenge friends and family.

Set includes:  1 plaster block, 

1 dinosaur skeleton, 1 

digging tool, 1 brush and 

1 instruction and quiz sheet

Product size between 7” - 11”

Ages 8 yrs+.    



P3417     ROVER ROBOT

A great introduction to hybrid power technology.  
This robot will roll along on solar power when 
the sun is out, then will switch to battery power 
when the sunlight is gone. Measures 5.25”L x
4.75”W x 4.5”H when assembled.  Requires 1
AAA battery (not included).   Ages 8 years +. 

  P3416     MOTORIZED SOLAR SYSTEM PLANETARIUM

A great introduction to hybrid power technology!  
Watch the planets roll along under sunlight, and will 
keep running on its battery cell when the sunlight is gone. 
Measures 10.75”L x 8.75”W x 6.5”H when assembled.  
Requires 1 AAA battery (not included).   Ages 8 years +.

P3425     HYBRID-POWERED WATER PUMP

This cool gadget will pump water using the power
generated by its solar panel…and when there’s
not enough sunlight, it will work on battery power!
Great for teaching kids about the growing use of
hybrid-power technology.  Pump measures 8.25” x
6.75” x 3.25” when assembled.  Requires 1 AA
battery (not included).   Ages 5 years +.

P3415     AQUA ROBOT

A great introduction to hybrid power technology!  
This robot will swim in the water when light
shines on its solar cells, then keep swimming on
its battery cells even when there’s no light!  
Measures 7.25”L x 5.25” when fully assembled. 
Requires 1 AAA battery (not included).  
Ages 8 years +.

P3439     PAPER MAKING KIT

This kit teaches children the basics of making and
recycling paper while they’re completing cool projects.
In addition to paper, this kit allows kids to also make
cool paper mâché art projects, including a dino 
fossil, a volcano that can erupt (requires baking 
soda, vinegar, not included) and even planets that 
glow in the dark!  
Dimensions of volcano when completed: 
3” diameter.  Ages 5 years +.
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P3409      SALT-POWERED TRUCK 

Build this truck and prepare its battery 
for action, then add some salt water to
watch the truck go!  Includes 2 complete
charcoal battery kits, each kit will run for

approximately 60 minutes. Truck 
measures 4” long. Ages 8 years +.

P3281     CLEAN WATER SCIENCE

This great kit teaches kids about the
processes of filtration, distillation & 
solar pasteurization. All you need is 
a water glass & you’re ready to go!   
A filter compartment measures     
8.4”H when assembled.  
Ages 8 years +.

P3275     POTATO CLOCK

Use your experimental skills to find out
which substances will power a digital clock.
Includes 1 digital clock w/ wires, 2 pots,
connecting wire, transparent tape, copper
& zinc strips & detailed instructions.  
Clock size: 2.5" x 1.25".  Ages 8 years +.

P3353     SALT-WATER ROBOT

Build a racer (size: 3” x 2.25” x 2”) 
that is powered by salt and water only!!
Includes 2 complete charcoal battery
kits (each kit will power the robot for 
60 minutes playtime).  
Ages 8 years +.

P3279     WEATHER STATION

Keep track of weather changes, learn important facts about     
weather & do experiments on the green-house effect!   
All you need to add is a used plastic drink bottle    
when you’re done  exploring, you can recycle     
the bottle to make your own greenhouse!   
All required materials (including compass & thermometer) 
& detailed instructions are included.   
Measures 8.75” x 4.75”when assembled.   Ages 8 years +.



P3294     SOLAR ROBOT

Learn how sunlight can be converted to 
energy that powers a robot that walks 
around.  You can even decorate it to look 
like a monster or dinosaur robot, too!       
Robot body size: 5.5”H. Ages 8 years +.
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P3376     SOLAR PLANE MOBILE

This solar-powered airpl  ane mobile can be hung from the 
ceiling, or recycle a used drink bottle to be used as a stand.
  Expose the panels on the plane’s wings to sunlight and 
watch it start to move in a circle.   
Mobile structure measures 18”L x 5.25”W x 2.5”H.    
Ages 8 years +.

P3377     3 IN 1 SOLAR ROBOT

This isn’t any ordinary solar-powered robot: it will walk, 
race along the floor or even climb a rope/string!   
Body measures 2.75”L x 2.5”W x 3.25”H.    
Ages 8 years +.

P3286     SOLAR ROVER

Learn how regular sunlight converts to energy as it powers 
this rover to roll along the floor. All you need is a recycled
soda can!   Measures 8” long  when assembled.  
Ages 8 years +.   

P3379     MAGLEV TRAIN MODEL

Discover how real-life maglev trains work when constructing this cool
model replica!   Learn how opposing magnetic forces can propel a
train along its track. Train measures 2.75” x 2.75”.  Track length: 16”.
Ages 8 years +. ** Limited Availability **



Logiblocs are a system of plug-and-play electronic building blocks that 
encourage stem learning.  There are input and output blocks, 

as well as connecting blocks, and the all-important logical (thinking) blocks.  
These are the four key types of functions needed to produce any control 

system or computer program. Power-base block measures 2.25”w x 4.5”l.  
Input block measures 1.25” x 1.25”.

P6805     SPY TECH

Features over 30 different projects, including a secret 
message recorder, light-sensor intruder alarm, morse 
code machine, screaming banana and much more!  
Includes 7 Logiblocs and a 16-page project booklet.  
Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).  
Ages 5 years +.

P6806     SMART CIRCUITS

Features 12 different projects, including 
a rain detector, metal detector, water 
bleeper, an intruder alarm and more!   
Includes 4 Logiblocs and an 8-page 
project booklet.   
Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).  
Ages 5 years +.

P6808     SECRET RECORDER

Features 10 different projects, including
a secret message recorder, door
greeting message, door chime, 
solar-powered reminder, surprise 
message box and much more!  
Includes 4 Logiblocs and an 8-page 
project booklet.   
Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).
Ages 5 years +.

P6804     ALARM TECH

Features over 30 different projects, including a door
bell, bathtub-over flow  alarm, banana bleeper,
moisture detector, fridge alarm and much more!  
Includes 7 Logiblocs and a 16-page project booklet.
Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).  
Ages 5 years +.
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P4654F     MOULD & PAINT GLOW OWLS P4708F     FRENCH – MOULD & PAINT UNICORNS

P4728F     FRENCH – FRIENDSHIP 
BRACELETS

P4732F     FRENCH – GLOW-IN-THE-

DARK DREAMCATCHERS

P3539F     MOULD & PAINT CUTE PETS

P3514F     FRENCH – MOULD & PAINT 
GLOW DINOSAURS

LES PRODUITS 4M SUIVANTS SONT AUSSI DISPONIBLES EN FRANCAIS

FOLLOWING 4M PRODUCTS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN FRENCH

P4777F       3D MOULD & PAINT DINOSAURS P3353F     SALT  WATER ROBOT P3426F     FRENCH – ECO TECH BULB



P3915F      CRYSTAL GROWING 

EXPERIMENTAL KIT   P3913     CRYSTAL GROWING

BILINGUAL PACKAGING

P3375F     FRENCH – GLOW HUMAN SKELETON

P4901    BILINGUAL CRYSTAL GARDEN

** Limited Availability **
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P1323F     CREATE A NIGHT SKY

P3289F     SUPER-PROTECTED MONEY BANK

P3445F     KIDZLABS GIANT VISIBLE PAD-
P3444F     KIDZLABS FLASHING  

    EMERGENCY LIGHT

P5210B     GLOW STARS

(BILINGUAL)

P5215B     GLOW MOON & STARS

(BILINGUAL)

LES PRODUITS 4M SUIVANTS SONT AUSSI DISPONIBLES EN FRANCAIS

FOLLOWING 4M PRODUCTS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN FRENCH



P3252F     CRYSTAL MINING 

P3291F     MAGNET SCIENCE P3296F     KITCHEN SCIENCE 

P3230F     VOLCANO MAKING KIT 

P3394F     FRENCH – HOLOGRAM PROJECTOR

P3246F    SPY SCIENCE INTRUDER ALARM  

LES PRODUITS 4M SUIVANTS SONT AUSSI DISPONIBLES EN FRANCAIS

FOLLOWING 4M PRODUCTS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN FRENCH

P3248F     DETECTIVE SCIENCE FINGER PRINT KIT 

P3395F     SURVIVAL SCIENCE P4919F     KIDZLABS COLOUR LAB MIXER
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P3377F     FRENCH – 3-IN-1 SOLAR ROBOT   P3379F     MAGLEV TRAIN MODEL

P3221F     DIG A T-REX P3229F     DIG A STEGOSAURUS P3228F     DIG A TRICERATOPS 

P3237F     DIG A BRACHIOSAURUS P1324F     DIG A VELOCIRAPTOR 

LES PRODUITS 4M SUIVANTS SONT AUSSI DISPONIBLES EN FRANCAIS

FOLLOWING 4M PRODUCTS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN FRENCH

P3416F           MOTORIZED SOLAR SYSTEM 

PLANETARIUM   
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P3270F     TIN CAN ROBOT P3392F     FRENCH – SPIDER ROBOT

P3286F     SOLAR ROVER
P3357F     TABLETOP ROBOT

LES PRODUITS 4M SUIVANTS SONT AUSSI DISPONIBLES EN FRANCAIS

FOLLOWING 4M PRODUCTS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN FRENCH

P3294F     SOLAR ROBOT

P3376F     FRENCH – SOLAR PLANE MOBILE

P3422F     FRENCH – MONEY BANK ROBOT



Finally! Preschoolers are free to express their creativity, with no mess to clean up afterward!  
No-stick Playfoam is perfect for sculpting squishy, squashy creations anywhere and anytime!  

Encourages creativity and self-expression, provides tactile and sensory stimulation, 
and develops fine motor skills too!   Ages 3 years +.

EI1900     PLAYFOAM CLASSIC 4-PACK

EI1910     PLAYFOAM SPARKLE 4-PACK

EI1906     PLAYFOAM 8-PACK

Squish, squash, and sculpt your way
to creative play, night or day, with 

glow-in-the-dark creations made by
you!  Ages 3 years +.
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EI2270     PLAYFOAM NATURALS 4-PACK

Made from cork trees, Playfoam Naturals combines 
sensory play with sustainability! Earth-friendly Playfoam
Naturals is squishable and shapeable, kid-safe and 
nontoxic!  Great for developing fine motor imagination, and 
creative skils.  And like our classic PlayFoam, it never dries
out, so the fun is never-ending!  For ages 3 years +.

EI1909     PLAYFOAM GLOW-IN-THE-DARK 8-PACK

EI2038     PLAYFOAM NATURALS 4-PACK

Bake up sensory-stimulating, pretend play, early learning fun with the Playfoam 
Cupcake Cafe! This playset has everything kids need to serve up pretend play fun
while leveling up early learning skills.  Develops colour recognition, matching, and
fine motor skills.  The product box also serves as a diorama for pretend play!  
For ages 3 years +.

EI1908     PLAYFOAM  

GLOW-IN-THE- 

DARK 4-PACK



EI1970     PLAYFOAM PALS WILD FRIENDS (12/DISPLAY)

Create your own crazy critters with this complete Series 1 Set! 
Pop the Pals apart and swap them around to make custom 
combinations. Includes 12 pods from Playfoam Pals Series 1:
Polar Bear, Sloth, Panda, Platypus, Kangaroo, Penguin, Lion,
Tiger, Alligator, Elephant, Giraffe, and Raccoon.  Ages 5 years +.

EI1965     PLAYFOAM PALS PET PARTY (12/DISPLAY)

It’s a Pet Party! Open a world of Playfoam Pals and 
collect them all.  1 Collectible animal Playfoam Pal is 
hidden inside—find the rare, potbellied pig named 
Penelope!  Each mystery pod is packed with two colours of
award-winning squishy, squashy Playfoam. Ages 5 years +.

EI4187     DESIGN & DRILL ROCKET SHIP

Kids use a real, working, kid-safe drill to build the Rocket, then pop the
Bolt Buddy astronaut and his puppy pal into the cockpit and blast off into
pretend play fun!  Includes snap-together Rocket with 6 parts, kid-friendly
power drill, 7 bolts, and two Bolt Buddy figures.    Ages 3 years +.

EI4185     DESIGN & DRILL PICK-IT-UP TRUCK

Kids use a real, working, kid-safe drill to build the 
Pick-It-Up Truck, then drop the Bolt Buddy and kitty-cat
co-pilot into the driver’s seat and use the drill to activate
the truck’s lift arm, picking them up and dropping them
into the truck bed.  Includes scooping action truck with 4
drillable wheels, kid-friendly power drill, 18 bolts, and two
Bolt Buddy figures.    Ages 3 years +.
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EI4145     DESIGN & DRILL BOLT-IT BUCKET

Busy builders use the included, kid-friendly Power Drill to attach colorful bolts
to the lid of this sturdy building bucket, creating their own, custom designs or
following the included patterns.  Includes see-through bucket with handle and
activity board lid, 52 bolts in 4 different colours, kid-friendly drill, and guide with
patterns.   Ages 3 years +.



EI4189     DESIGN & DRILL BOLT BUDDIES FIRE ENGINE

Learn the basics of construction and engineering and build
fine-motor skills with tools sized just right for small hands.
Simply snap the pieces together, use the kid-friendly power
drill to attach 30 colourful bolts, and race into rescue-themed
pretend play fun.  Includes 3 figures.  Don’t throw the box
away, it’s part of the play scene!  Drill requires 3 AAA 
batteries (not included).  Ages 3 years +.

EI4127     DESIGN & DRILL ROBOT

Preschoolers can snap together their robot’s
arms and then practice drilling multicoloured
bolts with the kid-friendly screwdriver.  Robot
features swiveling head, arms, and upper
body comes ready for customization.  Also 
includes easy-to-use, kid-friendly screwdriver,
and decorative stickers.    Ages 3 years +.
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EI4105     DESIGN & DRILL
MAKE-A-MARBLE MAZE

It’s a  STEM skills extravaganza!  Construction play meets 
engineering with this hands-on, DIY maze maker.  Use a 
kid-friendly power drill and colourful bolts to attach 15 track
pieces of varying length and shape to complete 10 different 
maze challenges.  Drop the ball to test the track and make 
adjustments as needed.  Design board measures 12”W x 10”H.
Drill requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).  Ages 5 years +.

EI4108     DESIGN & DRILL TAKE-ALONG 
ACTIVITY CENTRE

Power up imagination, creativity, coordination 
and critical-thinking skills with Design & Drill!  
Kids use a mini-sized motorized hand drill and 
screwdriver to attach colourful bolts onto the 
board (7.5” x 7.5”), creating customized 
pictures and patterns.  Includes 50 bolts and 
10 pattern cards.  Drill requires 3 AAA 
batteries (not included).  Ages 3 years +.
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LER9162     GEARS! GEARS! GEARS! DELUXE 
BUILDING SET

  Perfect for boys and girls who like building and 
assembling things! Kids test their engineering and 
design skills with this open-ended building set themed
around vehicles and machines.  Kids engineer their own 
playtime fun with the help of creative building activities;
boosts fine motor skills and promotes problem solving.
Includes activity guide. Ages 3 years +.

LER9236     GEARS! GEARS! GEARS! FLIGHT GEARS

Kids build critical thinking and other STEM skills as they
create their own moving, flying machines with this 
44-piece set’s propellers, wheels, and more. Pieces 
work with all existing Gears! sets, encouraging 
open-ended play and offering multiple build 
possibilities.    Ages 4 years +.

LER9237     GEARS! GEARS! GEARS! WRECKER GEARS

Develop early engineering and other essential STEM skills
with this open-ended 47-piece building set inspired by the
world of construction. Kids can build their own bulldozers,
wrecking balls, and more, or use their engineering skills to
come up with their own designs!  Ages 4 years +.



LER2840     1-2-3 BUILD IT! CAR/PLANE/BOAT

One construction toy that can be built three 
different ways! Introduce early engineering and
build STEM skills with mix-and-match pieces that
create a car, airplane, and tugboat (one at a time).
Children use the character (play screwdriver) to
put big, chunky parts into place. Built plane 
measures 7½"L x 4"H.  Ages 2 years +.

LER2868     1-2-3 BUILD IT! 
CONSTRUCTION CREW

Three ways to build! Construct your
own bulldozer, digger, or dump truck
with this 17-piece building set that
boosts engineering, critical thinking,
and fine motor skills. Includes fun driver
figure for imaginative play. Complete
dump truck measures 8"L x 6"H.  
Ages 2 years +.

LER2869     1-2-3 BUILD IT! ROBOT FACTORY

What kind of robots can you dream up? Sized just right for little hands, this build-it-yourself toy's chunky
plastic pieces are ready to help kids design, build, and tinker with their own robo squad during open-ended
play sessions. Build tall bots with squiggly green legs, add a few eyes to help your creation see, or snap on
a propeller that really spins! Also comes with an Activity Guide featuring recommended builds, which helps
kids learn essential STEM skills ranging from critical thinking and early engineering to following directions!
Ages 2 years +.
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LER6707     SNAP ‘N’ LEARN COUNTING COWS

Learning early math skills is a snap! Each cow features a number (1–10) 
on the front with the corresponding spots on its back to teach number
identification, counting, and more. Cows are colour-coded for self-checking.  
Ages 18 months +.

LER6715     SNAP-N-LEARN FRUIT SHAPERS

Learn sweet hands-on shape skills with these fun 
pop-apart fruits!  Each fruit comes with a soft PVC 
shell that reveals a sturdy hard plastic connector 
inside.  Includes 8 2-piece fruits and a reusable 
plastic storage bucket.  Ages 2 years +.

    LER6722     SNAP-N-LEARN SHAPE SNAILS

These snails carry a load of new skills right on their backs!  
This 20-piece set features 5 numbered snails, each with a 
removable shape shell.  Count 1-5, match by shape, number, 
or colour, and more!  Great for pretend-play, too!  
Ages 18 months +.

LER6713     SNAP-N-LEARN LETTER LLAMAS

Each of this set's 13 two-piece llamas comes with 
uppercase and lowercase letters on each side of their
saddles, which gives toddlers a fun, hands-on way to
learn their letter-matching skills. Sized for little hands,
these Llamas pop apart and push back together with
ease, helping little ones build hand strength, 
coordination, and other essential fine motor skills
every time they play. Ages 18 months +.
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LER7344     SMART SNACKS NUMBER POPS

Build number and fine-motor skills with these 
irresistible ice cream pops. Pop the numbered
shell over the ice cream pop with the matching
number of dots. Perfect for practicing 1-to-1 
correspondence with numbers 1-10. Great for 
colour matching too. Includes 20 pieces total-10
pops and 10 matching shells.  Ages 18 months +.

LER6806     LEARN-A-LOT AVOCADOS

These avocados have feelings, and they're not afraid to show it! Sized just right for little hands, this
set's 4 avocados pop apart and click shut with ease, helping kids build hand strength, coordination,
and other essentials of fine motor skills development every time they open and close. There's even
more learning fun to be found inside; each avocado features a different colouyred interior, as well as 
a spinning pit with two emoji-style faces that change with every roll. Whether the avocados are happy
or sad, sleepy or mad, or just feeling other big feelings, they're always ready to have a good time.
Pieces also fit snugly inside their included crate for easy storage and clean-up.  Ages 18 months +.

LER7345     SMART SNACKS ALPHA POPS

This alphabet toy for 2 year olds can reinforce upper and lowercase 
letter recognition as your child matches together these frozen pops. 
Great for fine motor skills and imaginative play. Each pop is double 
sided so all letters of the alphabet are included. Pops are self-checking 
by color. 26 pieces.  Ages 2 years +.

LER6373     BIG FEELINGS PINEAPPLE

Help kids explore emotions and expressions with this tropical
friend’s changeable mouths, eyes, eyebrows, and hands.  
The 2-sided pineapple lets you build two faces at once!  
Includes guide with tips for introducing social-emotional learning
skills.  Pieces store inside the pineapple, which measures 
4”W x 3.25”L x 6.25”H.  Ages 3 years +.
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LER3368     ALL ABOUT ME FEELINGS ACTIVITY SET

Learn all-new social-emotional learning (SEL) skills with
these feelings-filled counters! Set of 36 counters includes 
6 emotions and 6 bright colours—help kids talk about 
happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, and more! 
Counters are also ready for sorting, matching, 
and counting fun!  For ages 3 years +.

LER6808     SORTING SURPRISE TREASURE CHESTS

There's pirate treasure afoot, and it's packed with 
learning fun! Within each of this set's five numbered 
plastic pirate chests hides a colourful toy surprise; kids
can discover a purple parrot, a green octopus, a red 
spyglass, and more! To capture their pirate treasure, 
kids must unlock each chest using the correct key; 
each lock features a different shape, so choose carefully.
Builds colour and shape identification skills, and also 
includes 15 coloured treasure coins that add to the 
sorting and matching fun.  Ages 3 years +.

LER9092     MAX THE FINE MOTOR MOOSE

The friendliest fine motor toy for toddlers, this mighty moose comes with 12 grabbable
rings, whose easy-to-grasp surfaces make it easy for kids to build their coordination, 
hand strength, and other essentials of fine motor skills development. Max's rings also 
come with a 3-in-1 learning surprise—in addition to building fine motor skills, the rings 
also come with two different textures that support tactile play, and introduce kids to 
early colour matching.  Ages 18 months +.

LER9091     STEGGY THE FINE MOTOR DINO

This prehistoric pal is ready for fine motor fun! This
easygoing dinosaur comes with 10 pinchable, pullable
scales, which indented surfaces make it easy for kids
to build their pincer grasp, hand strength, and other
essentials of fine motor skills development. Steggy's
scales also come with a 3-in-1 learning surprise—in
addition to building fine motor skills, scales also 
introduce kids to early colour matching and number
recognition skills. Count up the scales, sort them into
warm and cool colours, and more.  Steggy's durable
plastic scales wipe clean and fit inside for easy 
storage.  Ages 18 months +.

LER8904     SPIKE THE FINE-MOTOR HEDGEHOG

Kids build their fine motor skills as they restore the chunky, 
peg-shaped “quills” to the back of this friendly hedgehog.  
The hedgehog’s colourful quills also help kids build colour recognition,
sorting, and counting skills.  When playtime’s over, quills store within
hedgehog for easy cleanup and storage.    Ages 2 years +.



LER5552     WRIGGLEWORMS! FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY SET

Kids can grow a garden full of new skills with none of the mess! Wriggleworms!
Fine Motor Activity Set is packed with 5-in-1 preschool learning fun! With the 
included spinner and activity cards, kids can turn learning into a game as they
master color identification, sorting, critical thinking, and early math skills! It’s 
also an easy indoor way to recreate the fun of digging in the dirt without any of
the associated mess! A great fit for kindergarten or preschool classroom.  
Ages 3 years +. 

LER3372     ALL ABOUT ME FAMILY COUNTERS

Meet a real multi-tasking family of manipulatives!
Help young children learn all about themselves
and their families with figures representing people
and pets! Also great for counting and sorting.
Counters come in 6 different shapes and colors.
Tallest figure measures 2½”H.  Ages 3 years +.
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LER1061     GRAB & SORT FINE MOTOR ALIEN COUNTERS

Count, match, and sort this collection of colorful alien counters! 
With 6 alien shapes and 6 bright colors, these counters are ready for
counting, matching, and sorting. Plus, build pencil grip skills as you
sort with the Tri-Grip Tongs!  For ages 3 years +.

LER2964     TRI-GRIP TONGS

A handy way to build fine motor skills! These 3-prong tongs 
feature intuitive finger placement that gets kids ready to hold 
a pencil, write, and more. Includes 6 tongs in 6 bright colors.  
Ages 4 years +.



LER5553      VEGGIE FARM SORTING SET

This garden-themed sorting set helps kids grow colour recognition, matching, 
and early counting skills.  Fill bushel baskets with figures representing veggies,
from corn and broccoli to onions and pumpkins. Ages 3 years +.
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LER6805     PEEKABOO LEARNING FARM

Learn counting and colours with your fun farmyard friends! This set's 5 
colourful numbered barns pop open to reveal 5 adorable animals that 
double as finger puppets ready for games of peek-a-boo, pretend, 
and more!  Ages 18 months +.

LER6807     BABYSAURS SORTING SET

It's a prehistoric dino surprise! This set's 5 pop-apart eggs open to reveal 5 
different dino baby finger puppets hiding inside. Build matching and sorting skills,
or use puppet friends for games of pretend and other imaginative play.  
Ages 18 months +.



EI2889     ROBOT FACE RACE GAME

A crazy inventor has built dozens of robot bodies 
and needs your help finding the matching heads! 
Spin the Robot Randomizer, then scan the board 
for the robot head with the correct coloured face, 
nose, eyes, and mouth.  Develops visual   discrimination—
a key pre-reading skill!  Includes game board with 120 
different robot heads, Robot Randomizer, and 20 robot
scoring tokens.  For 2-4 players.  Ages 4 years +.

LER9320     MAGNETIC SPACE SUDOKU

Can you solve these out-of-this-world logic puzzles? Build early math skills 
with this set of 72 sudoku puzzles that grow along with your skills. Includes 
magnetic game board and pieces are ready for on-the-go play.  
For ages 4 years +.
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EI3412     FRIDA’S FRUIT FIESTA GAME

It's lunchtime in the forest and Frida is collecting yummy
letters for her little ones. Help her bring letters back to 
her nest!  Spin the spinners and collect the matching 
letters with your Frida Squeezer. The first to collect four
letters in a row wins!  Includes rainforest game board, 
26 fruit bowls, Frida Squeezer, 4 nest cards, 1 triple 
letter spinner, and instructions.    For 2-4 players.  
Ages 4 years +.

EI3025     PANCAKE PILE-UP RELAY GAME

Order up! It's a busy day at the diner, so don't
dilly-dally. Help your customers get just what
they ordered by racing the other servers to the
grill - relay style - and piling up pancakes in 
precisely the right order. The first player 
(or team) to find 'em, stack 'em and serve 'em 
up topped with a pat of butter, wins the Pancake
Pile-Up game!  Ages 4 years +.
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EI3405       THE SNEAKY, SNACKY SQUIRREL GAME

Your forest friends are hungry and they need your help! 
This award-winning preschool game develops matching and 
sorting skills, strategic thinking, hand-eye coordination, fine 
motor skills, and pre-handwriting skills.  Includes Sneaky Squirrel
Squeezer, 20 coloured acorns, 4 logs, spinner, game board, and 
multilingual instruction guide.  For 2-4 players.    Ages 3 years +.

EI3414     FRANKIE’S FOOD TRUCK FIASCO

Business at Frankie’s famous food truck is brisk!  Kids take turns using
the fun Frankie Squeezer to fill orders while they practice identifying 
geometric shapes and develop fine motor skills.  The first to deliver a 
five-course meal is the winner!  Includes Frankie Squeezer, 20 food game
pieces, 4 placemat player boards, spinner, game board, and multilingual
instruction guide.  For 2-4 players. Ages 4 years +.

EI3408     SHELBY’S SNACK SHACK GAME

Shelby buried bones on the beach and needs your help collecting them. Help her collect
the most bones and you win! Sounds simple, but be careful—spin a sneaky seagull, and
you’ll lose some bones or get sidetracked chewing a flip-flop and miss your turn!  
Includes Shelby Squeezer, 40 bones, 4 bowls, spinner, game board, and multilingual 
instruction guide.  For 2-4 players.   Ages 4 years +.

EI3418     SOPHIE’S SEASHELL SCRAMBLE GAME

Help Sophie the Otter find yummy shells to eat in this 
pattern-matching spin and swim game!  Playing 
develops critical pre-reading skills, strategic thinking, 
and fine motor skills as well as hand-eye coordination.  
Includes Sophie the Otter Squeezer, 20 shells in 5 
patterns, spinner, and 4 shell snack mats.  For 2-4 
players.   Ages 3 years +.



EI2978     KANOODLE

Two brain-twisting solitaire games in one portable, pocket-sized, 
play-anywhere carrying case! Construct caboodles of 2-D and 3-D 
puzzles with this brain-twisting solitaire game.  Includes 12 puzzle
pieces, 44-page puzzle book, and carrying case. Ages 7 years +.

EI3026     KANOODLE GENIUS

Time to see if you're a Kanoodle Genius!  Pick a puzzle from the book, set up
the challenge, and place the remaining game pieces to solve the puzzle.  
Includes 7 puzzle pieces, carrying case/puzzle tray, and 200+ brain-busting 
2-D and 3-D puzzles in an 84-page, illustrated puzzle book.  Ages 8 years +.

EI3023     KANOODLE EXTREME

Get ready to cross-train your brain with a brand new
Kanoodle game featuring over 300 new puzzle 
challenges!  Features 2-D, 3-D, and NEW sliding 2-D
puzzles!  Includes 12 puzzle pieces, carrying case with
sliding tray, and 48-page full colour puzzle book with 
303 puzzles. Ages 8 years +.
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EI3037     KANOODLE COSMIC

Choose a challenge from the puzzle book, place the
pieces shown...then fill the empty spaces with the 
remaining pieces—including six asymmetrical shapes
that fit four different ways! There are hundreds of 
possible combinations, but only one completes the
puzzle. Puzzle pieces fit inside the handy pocket-sized
case, so you can Kanoodle anywhere. Includes puzzle
board, 12 shaped puzzle pieces,  puzzle book with 200
challenges, and carrying case. For 1 player, 
Ages 7 years +.



EI3082     KANOODLE FUSION

Kanoodle just got more colourful with an illuminated game 
board and blendable game pieces that level-up the difficulty 
as players mix primary and secondary colours to solve 50 
brain-bending puzzles.  Great for improving critical thinking 
and memory skills.  Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).
For ages 7 years +.

EI3078     KANOODLE JUNIOR

Fun and challenging puzzles are perfect brain food for little ones.  
Kanoodle Junior features 60 puzzles and different levels of difficulty
will keep your kids challenged as they advance.  Cool all-in-one carry
case stores puzzle pieces, puzzle board and puzzle booklet, and the
large puzzle pieces are easy for younger children to handle.  
    Ages 4 years +.
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EI8436     BRAIN BOLT GENIUS

Ready for the ultimate brain challenge? 
BrainBolt’s next generation with 5 new 
challenging memory modes adds genius 
to the addictive, brain-stimulating fun of 
BrainBolt!  Great for building critical thinking 
and memory skills.  Requires 3 AAA batteries
(not included).  For ages 7 years +.
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92419     SENSORY FIDGET TUBES

Mesmerizing tubes help children practice managing their emotions, focusing their 
attention, and quietly, calmly engaging with the world around them.  Each of the 4 
securely-sealed, easy-to-grip bottles offers fascinating movement patterns for 
long-lasting, independent play.  Getting Started Guide inludes expert tips on how 
to encourage social emotional learning.  Ages 3 years +.

93384     PAWZ THE CALMING PUP

This calming pup can become a beloved, calming companion 
as his auto-adjusting light guides children through deep 
breathing patterns.  Children watch Pawz and follow the lighted 
prompts - inhaling when the light gets brighter and exhaling as the
light fades.  Includes a night-light with timer that can be set for 5,
15, or 30 minutes.  Measures 5"W x 4"H, and includes a USB port
for easy recharging.  Ages 3 years +.

92868     LEARN ABOUT FEELINGS ACTIVITY SET

Help children build important social-emotional skills through 10 engaging 
activities.  Includes 2 plastic question cubes, 4 plastic character cubes, 
12 character cards, 18 situation cards, and 1 poster.  Children match body
postures and facial expressions, learn that emotions can look different on 
different people, and discuss how situations may cause you to feel a 
certain emotion.  For ages 3 years and up.

93247     MINDFUL MAZE SET

Supports social-emotional learning
(SEL) by providing a hands-on,
easy-to-use tool to develop self-
management skills.  Includes 3
double-sided breathing boards with
indented finger paths.  The finger
paths incorporate tactile prompts
for inhaling, exhaling, and pausing
to guide children through the
breathing exercise from start to 
finish.  For ages 3 years and up.
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LER2335     CANADIAN CURRENCY EXCHANGE KIT

Save, spend, earn, and learn! Set contains 101 plastic coins 
and 100 bills, realistically sized, plus a sturdy plastic money tray. 
Ages 5 years +.

LSP2629C    PRETEND & PLAY CANADIAN 
CALCULATOR CASH REGISTER

A working, solar-powered calculator cash register that
holds life-size bills and coins!  Teaches basic calculator
skills with oversized buttons and big number display. 
Includes life-size Canadian play money and pretend

credit card.  Measures 10.5”L x 9.5”W.  Ages 3 years +.

93401     LET'S LEARN TO MEASURE ACTVITY SET

This set provides a rich experience in understanding volume
and fractional relationships through a variety of activities and
manipulatives.  With single and 2-player activities, children will
use measuring cups, nesting bucket balance, playing cards,
centimetre cubes, and counters to learn about 
fractions, balancing, equations, predictions and more!  
For ages 3 years and up.

93422     TAKE FLIGHT SCIENCE LAB KIT

REPLACES 86413. Discover the science behind wind, weather, rockets, and
more!  This lab kit includes 18 teacher-created experiments that inspire students
to explore the world of air propulsion & engineering.  Measure wind speed, the
weight of air, and water pressure.  Explore air pressure and the science of flying.
Observe chemical reactions and learn how to explain the results.  Features a 
32-page career and lab guide. For ages 8 years +.



LER5556     MINI MUFFIN MATCH UP

Develop a multitude of math skills with 
marvelous Mini Muffin Counters! 
Includes 1 muffin pan with 6 muffin cups 
and easy-grip rubber handles, 60 Mini 
Muffin Counters, 1 Squeezy Tweezer, 
2 foam dice (1 colour cube and 1 number
cube), 12-double sided, sorting discs, and
activities aligned to Common Core. Muffin
pan measures 10½”L x 5¾”H.  
Ages 3 years +.

LER6216     SUPER SORTING PIE

A fun, fruity way to master early academic standards such as grouping, sorting, and counting.
Place the sorting cards into the bottom of the pan to provide visual cues. Top crust becomes 
a bowl to conveniently hold counters. Jumbo tweezers reinforce fine motor skills. Includes 60
counters (7 fruits in 5 different colours), durable plastic pie (8¾” in diameter), removable 
divider, 3 double-sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo tweezers, and Activity Guide.  Ages 3 years +.
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LER4361     20-SECOND HANDWASHING TIMER

Healthy hands mean healthy kids during cold & flu season!This fun interactive timer provides visual and audio cues to let kids and adults 
alike know when they've hit their recommended handwashing goals. Simply tap the timer, take three seconds to grab some soap, then 
start   scrubbing while the light is lit. When the timer hits 20 seconds, you'll hear a little beep to let you know it's time to stop! Requires 
2 AAA batteries (not included).  Ages 3 years +.

LER0809     SIMPLE STOPWATCH (6/DISPLAY)

Easy-to-use stopwatch in fun, contemporary colours! 
The 3-button function is truly simple. Great for all kinds of 
classroom activities–centres, science labs, fluency readings,
math exercises, and more.  Large display shows minutes, 
seconds, and 1/100 seconds. Measures 3″H. Requires one 
1.5 V button-cell battery (included).  Ages 5 years +.
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LER1963     JUMBO TWEEZERS (12 PCS)

Just the right size for little hands! Features ergonomic 
depressions to guide a proper grip. Perfect tool for 
early science investigations.  Set of 12 tweezers 
(6 colours: red, blue, green, yellow, orange, and purple) 
stores in resealable bucket. Includes Activity Guide. 
Tweezers measure 6″L.  Ages 5 years +.

LER3963     TWISTY DROPPERS (4 PCS)

Squeeze the bulb to begin early science exploration, experience 
cause and effect, and build little hand muscles too! Colourful 
droppers store in a resealable bucket and measure 6″L.  
Ages 2 years +.

LER1243     SKILL BUILDERS - TODDLER SKILLS

Play your way to toddler counting, colour, and number skills!  This 41-piece 
set comes with all of the hands-on activities needed to help toddlers learn 
and retain preschool-ready skills; learn counting and colours with 5 Counting
Kids,build letter recognition skills with 20 double-sided alphabet cards, and
more! This kit can even function as a supplement to learning workbooks for 
preschool! Also comes with a built-in carrying case, so you can build your 
early toddler skills on the go!  For ages 2 years +.

LER1246     SKILL BUILDERS - KINDERGARTEN READING

Play your way to kindergarten-ready spelling and 
language skills!  This 122-piece set comes with all 
of the hands-on activities needed to help kids learn 
and retain essential language and writing skills; 
visualize sight words with 50 flashcards, strengthen 
spelling skills with 26 letter tiles, match words with 
images during vocabulary activities, and more!  This 
set can even function as inspiration for self-correcting 
ESL exercises! Includes a built-in carrying case, so 
you can build your early spelling and language skills 
on the go!  For ages 5 years +.



LER2963     GATOR GRABBER TWEEZERS (12 PCS)

Sized to develop fine-motor skills in small hands.  
Includes 12 tweezers in 6 colours, each measures 
4” long.  Ages 2 years +.

LER4963     HANDY SCOOPERS (4 PCS)

Tools feature translucent scoops and 
easy-grip handles for developing 
fine-motor skills. Holes in scoops allow 
for catch-and-release fun at a water table.
Scoopers store in a resealable bucket and
measure 6″L.  Ages 3 years +.

LER5963     SQUEEZY TWEEZERS

A perfect picker-upper that also builds the hand strength necessary for good
fine-motor skills. Tweezers come in 6 different colours and store in a resealable bucket.
Tweezers measure 4¾”L.  Ages 3 years +.
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LER5558     HELPING HANDS FINE-MOTOR 
TOOL SET

Help students develop fine-motor skills and
strengthen hand and finger muscles needed
for writing. Includes 1 of each tool: Gator
Grabber Tweezers, Handy Scoopers, Twisty
Droppers, and Squeezy Tweezers. Largest
tool measures 6″L.  Ages 3 years +. 
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LER2938     BOTLEY 2.0

The next generation of our Toy of the Year winner Botley the Coding Robot! Botley is back and better than ever with all-new 
functions and coding challenges that are ready to explore right out of the box. Explore coding through lights, music, and sound,
test your memory with a game of Botley Says, build sequences up to 150 steps, or go on adventures with a built-in sensor that
lights up Botley in the dark!  Requires 5 AAA batteries (not included).     Ages 5 years +.

EI1125     ARTIE 3000

Learn to code and get drawing with STEAM-style robotics
to create visual masterpieces—if you can code it, Artie 3000
can draw it!  Get started with dozens of preprogrammed
shapes, designs, and games, or write your own custom
code to see what Artie 3000 can do.  Includes Artie 3000
the WiFi-enabled coding robot; drag and drop visual 
programming software; 4 colourful markers;  and quick 
start guide.  Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).  
Ages 7 years +.

EI1126     ARTIE MAX THE CODING ROBOT

Learn to code line by line with Artie Max, where coding 
meets creativity! Perfect for coders-in-training and robot 
pros alike, Artie Max teaches the artistic side of coding with 
five built-in languages (Blockley, Snap, JavaScipt, Python, 
and C++) allowing kids to level-up their STEM skills while 
creating frame-worthy works of art. Through safe built-in Wi-Fi, 
Artie speaks directly to your connected device—no internet 
needed. No batteries required, Artie Max is recharged by 
connecting the included USB cable to a power source.  
For ages 8 years +.
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LER3820     BEAKER CREATURES SERIES 2 
REACTOR PODS (24/DISPLAY)

Meet 30 new collectible creatures, including slimy Swampoids,
mechanical Bytebots, and limited-edition Color-Change 
Frostonians! Extract them from their Reactor Pods, identify them
with their classification cards, and explore their worlds  through
fun science facts. Creatures come in individual blink boxes, 
which include 1 figure in Reactor Pod, 1 classification card, 
and 1 mini poster with amazing science facts.  
Ages 5 years +.

LER3827     BEAKER CREATURES 
VOLCANO

Place your Reactor Pod within the
volcano, then add in water to trigger
the bubbling eruption! Includes 
volcano playset, 1 Reactor Pod with
mystery creature, 1 mini-poster with
amazing science facts, and 
experiment guide with hands-on 
science fun!     Ages 5 years +.

LER3813     BEAKER CREATURES LIQUID 

REACTOR SUPERLAB

Use this Super Lab Set to dissolve their Reactor
Pods and see which Creatures you'll discover!
Once the reaction ends, kids can extract their
Beaker Creatures collectibles and start classifying!
Includes all equipment and instructions needed to
perform amazing real-world science experiments
  inspired by the Creatures and their home planets,
and also includes an exclusive full-size poster, 
two classification cards and two double-sided 
mini-posters.  For ages 5 years +.

LER2784     PRIMARY SCIENCE LAB SET

Experiment and explore with real science tools, perfectly sized for little
hands. This colorful set encourages early hands-on science investigations 
at the kitchen table. 22-pieces include: beaker, magnifying glass, funnel, 
test tubes and more, all made of durable plastic. Also includes activity 
guide and cards with fun, easy-to-do experiments.  Ages 3 years +.



LER2775     PRIMARY SCIENCE JUMBO MAGNIFIERS (12/DISPLAY)

Observe on a grand scale with our extra-large magnifiers, sized 
perfectly for small hands. Ideal for taking a closer look at critters, 
rocks, fabric, and so much more! Flip-out stands on each magnifier 
allow for engaged, hands-free viewing. Each magnifier’s plastic lens 
measures 4½” in diameter and offers 4.5x magnification. Magnifiers 
measure 8″L.    Ages 3 years +.

LER1790     PRIMARY SCIENCE MIGHTY MAGNETS (12/DISPLAY)

Perfectly sized for smaller hands, these magnets are great for children to explore
the forces of magnetism. Made of durable plastic and come in 6 colors: red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue and violet.  Ages 3 years +.

LER6909     TIME TRACKER MINI  

Supports a variety of classroom activities and offers unique visual and auditory indicators, including a warning alarm. 
Just 2 dials-total alarm time and warning time. Total alarm time can be set from 5 minutes to 2 hours, in 5-minute increments.
Counts down until the coloured light glows, and the alarm sounds. Adjust volume or turn off sound for visual timing. 
Measures 3¼”L x 3¼”W x 4¾”H. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.  Ages 3 years +.

LER3779     LIGHTS & SOUNDS BUZZERS (12/DISPLAY)

Boost student response during any class activity or game!
Sounds mimic real-world objects that light up,   siren, 
game-show, laser, and “charge!” Each measures 3½” in 
diameter.  Ages 3 years +.
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LER9291     MATHLINK CUBES – BIG BUILDERS

Boost imaginative and engineering skills with our 
bestselling MathLink® Cubes! This deluxe building set
comes with 200 colourful cubes, as well as an activity 
guide with 20 builds of animals, vehicles, and more. 
Works with all existing MathLink® Cubes.  Ages 5 years +.
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LER9295     STEM EXPLORERS – MAGNET MOVERS

Kids experiment with the motion of magnetic attraction 
and other early physics concepts with this magnetic wand
and set of magnetic accessories. Includes Activity Guide
with 10 challenges.   Ages 5 years +.

LER9307     STEM EXPLORERS MARBLE RUNNERS

These marbles are ready to tumble down a run designed by you! Using 
the set’s cling-back pieces, kids build tracks on walls and windows to 
solve the included STEM challenges! Strengthens essential kindergarten
STEM skills, including critical thinking, problem solving, and engineering.  
After they master the set's progressive STEM challenges, kids can even 
build their own! Includes 13 track pieces, 2 balls, and 10 double-sided 
STEM challenge cards.  For ages 5  years +.

LER9308     STEM EXPLORERS 

MOTIONEERING

Kids can build their own catapult, trebuchet, 
and windmill, then make ’em move with this 
fun STEM kit. Includes  all of the pieces kids 
need to build, test, and tweak their moving 
STEM creations. Kids will also use their 
newfound critical thinking skills to tweak their 
machines and solve the set's tricky STEM 
challenges, and even create their own 
challenges!  STEM Explorers Motioneering 
includes 56 building pieces and an activity 
guide with 8 STEM challenges. This fun 
learning tool is ready for homeschool or 
kindergarten classroom use!  For ages 5 years +.



EI5260     GEOSAFARI JR. KIDNOCULARS

Focus-free binoculars designed specifically for little kids!  Perfect for studying plants and 
animals or taking to the ball game or concert!  Kid-sized binoculars feature a breakaway
strap,  large comfy eyepieces—more than 3 times the size of ordinary eyepieces—with 
perfect-fit goggles and placement guide!    Ages 3 years +.
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EI5130     GEOSAFARI JR. WALKIE TALKIES

That’s a 10-4 on big fun! Speakerphone action enables junior explorers to stay in touch indoors
and out. Includes 2 walkie talkies with no-slip rubber grip, speakerphone feature, and built-in
sound effects, with 300+ Feet/90+ meter range.  Requires 6 AAA batteries (not included). 
Ages 4 years +.

EI5112     GEOSAFARI JR. MY FIRST MICROSCOPE

Even preschoolers can see a magnified hidden world
with ease, thanks to 2 extra-large eye-pieces and a
chunky, kid-sized focusing knob!  Features 8x 
magnification, simple focusing knobs, LED light for 
enhanced viewing, non-skid feet, and sample tray. 
Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). 
Ages 3 years +.

EI5129     GEOSAFARI JR. MY FIRST TELESCOPE

A real, working telescope with 10x magnification, designed 
specifically for kids!  This kid-friendly telescope features two
extra-large eyepieces with a nose cut-out for perfect positioning,
and a custom design based on the average distance between a
child’s pupils for quick, easy, frustration-free viewing every time.
Ages 4 years +.



EI5272     GEOSAFARI POCKET SCOPE

Double the fun with a telescope and a microscope in a pen-sized scope!
This 8x Telescope and 30x microscope in one supports bird-watching 
and other outdoor life-science activities.  Ages 6 years +.

EI5274     GEOSAFARI BINOCULARS W/ COMPASS

Observe and navigate the great outdoors with these lightweight, high-tech, 
soft-grip binoculars that provide 4X magnification!  Includes binoculars with 30
mm glass lenses and easy-turn central focusing feature, and features a built-in
compass and neck strap.  Ages 5 years +.
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EI5301     MICROPRO MICROSCOPE

Investigate everything from cells to crystals in dazzling detail with this die-cast 
microscope featuring glass eyepieces and 50x–600x power settings!  Simply 
slip one of 5 prepared slides under the lens or prepare your own specimen!  
Includes microscope; 10x and 20x glass eyepieces; 5 prepared slides; 18 
blank slides; lab supplies; and an 18-page instruction and activity guide.  
Light requires 2 AA batteries (not included).  Ages 8 years +.

EI5340     GEOSAFARI FOSSIL EXCAVATION KIT

Get ready for some awesome, paleontological, fossil-finding fun!  Use the included
rock hammer and chisel to chip away at a hardened sand block to excavate 8 
different fossils embedded inside.  Clean them up with the included brush and
check them out under the included magnifying glass!  Ages 5 years +.



EI5304     GEOSAFARI VEGA 360 TELESCOPE

All-glass optics and magnifications up to 80x for clear, up-close 
images of birds, animals, and distant exotic plants, as well as 
celestial objects. Includes telescope with 18x, 36x, 40x, and 80x
magnifications,  50 mm Objective lens, 2 eyepieces, 2x image 
erector, and table-top tripod.  Ages 8 years +.
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EI5248     VEGA 600 TELESCOPE

With magnifications up to 150x, celestial and terrestrial explorations are 
rewarded with bright, clear images. Lightweight and simple to use—perfect
for on-the-go observation!  Includes telescope with all-glass optics and
30x, 60x, 75x, and 150x magnifications, as well as 50mm objective lens, 
2 eyepieces, 2x image erector, 5 x 24mm finder scope, and 2-element
achromatic objective lens, plus a 50” full-height, adjustable tripod. 
Ages 8 years +.

EI5305     GEOSAFARI OMEGA REFRACTOR TELESCOPE   

Get an up-close look at our far-out solar system with the
GeoSafari Omega Refractor Telescope! This high-quality 
scientific tool offers magnification ranging from 30x-240x, 
so soon-to-be astronomers can get a detailed look at 
everything from the craters of the moon to star clusters, 
land objects, and more. Ages 8 years +.
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111230     30” STREAMERS & CONFETTI

180024     24” COSMIC CANDY

877530     30” VANISHING ANIMALS

All gift wrap designs feature 50lb weight paper.  
Ream length: 833 feet.  Diameter of full ream: 7.25”.  

Diameter of core: 3”.  All styles available in 
24 or 30 inch width.

180330     30” TOTALLY RAD 180030     30” COSMIC CANDY

180324     24” TOTALLY RAD

877524     24” VANISHING ANIMALS 111224     24” STREAMERS & CONFETTI

192330     30” LLAMAS

170724    24”UNICORN

192324     24” LLAMAS

170730     30” UNICORN



202230     30” ICE CREAM TREATS

716530     30” LIME DOTS

725030     30” CRAYON DOTS

815030     30” STAR EXPLOSION 202630     30” BIRTHDAY

DISPENSERS AVAILABLE: 

50024 FOR 24” 

50030 FOR 30”

725024     24” CRAYON DOTS 202224     24” ICE CREAM TREATS

716524     24” LIME DOTS 815024     24” STAR EXPLOSION

202330    30” PARTY HATS

202324    24” PARTY HATS 
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202624     24” BIRTHDAY 



180524     24” ALPHABET ANIMALS

180530     30” ALPHABET ANIMALS
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530430     30” STREAMER STRIPE

530130     30” OUT OF THIS WORLD 150330     30” MONSTER BASH

160130     30” BRIGHT DOT160330     30” ELEPHANT FUN

530424     24” STREAMER STRIPE160124     24” BRIGHT DOT

530124     24” OUT OF THIS WORL 150324     24” MONSTER BASH

160324     24” ELEPHANT FUN

All gift wrap designs feature 50lb weight paper.  
Ream length: 833 feet.  Diameter of full ream: 7.25”.  

Diameter of core: 3”.  All styles available in 
24 or 30 inch width.



130130     30” FALLING SNOWMEN

300730    30” SNOWMAN PRESENTS 160530     30” DANCING PENGUINS

202930     30“ HOLIDAY KRAFT

160524     24” DANCING PENGUINS

202924     24 “ HOLIDAY KRAFT 

300724    24” SNOWMAN PRESENTS

130124     24” FALLING SNOWMEN

DISPENSERS AVAILABLE: 

50024 FOR 24” 

50030 FOR 30”

180730     30” TRIP FOR THE TREE

180724     24” TRIP FOR THE TREE
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530730     30” CHRISTMAS DOTS

530724     24” CHRISTMAS DOTS
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180830     30"  FESTIVE SNOWMAN 185630      30"  MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU 185730      30"  HOLIDAY TREES

192830     30” SNOW GLOBES 

180824     24"  FESTIVE SNOWMAN

192824     24” SNOW GLOBES 

185624      24"  MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU 185724      24"  HOLIDAY TREES

112030     30” CHRISTMAS CHARACTERS

112024     24” CHRISTMAS CHARACTERS

192930     30” CHRISTMAS SHARKS

192924     24” CHRISTMAS SHARKS 

All gift wrap designs feature 50lb weight paper.  
Ream length: 833 feet.  Diameter of full ream: 7.25”.  

Diameter of core: 3”.  All styles available in 
24 or 30 inch width.
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ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE#

024752 028 3607 093 18225 024 20748 099

051009 129 3608 093 20200 096 20749 099

051797 028 3706 089 20568 098 20754 099

053522 129 4190 088 20701 099 20755 099

053523 129 4213 088 20702 099 20756 099

058909 129 4415 097 20703 099 20757 099

059001 129 4416 097 20704 099 20760 099

101 076 4550 082 20705 099 20761 099

103 076 4564 094 20706 099 20762 099

104 076 4570 094 20707 099 20763 099

213 067 4576 094 20708 099 20764 099

224 097 4580 094 20709 099 20770 099

381 095 4581 094 20710 099 20771 099

601 125 4582 094 20711 099 20772 099

2022 096 6692 064 20712 099 20773 099

2054 096 6701 097 20713 099 20774 099

2066 096 7012 067 20714 099 20775 099

2067 096 8290 126 20715 099 20776 099

2095 098 8790 095 20716 099 20777 099

3041 092 8791 095 20717 099 20778 099

3045 092 8804 095 20718 099 20779 099

3096 092 13007 152 20719 099 20781 117

3138 091 13011 152 20721 099 20782 099

3149 091 13012 152 20722 099 20783 099

3150 091 13013 152 20724 099 20784 099

3151 091 13014 152 20726 099 20790 098

3154 092 13015 152 20727 099 20792 098

3155 091 13016 152 20728 099 20795 099

3156 091 13017 152 20729 099 20796 099

3158 092 13018 152 20730 099 20797 099

3231 090 13019 152 20731 099 20798 099

3245 090 13108 086 20732 099 20800 096

3249 090 13109 086 20733 099 20968 098

3250 090 13114 086 20734 099 21100 098

3251 090 18204 022 20735 099 21302 050

3253 090 18206 022 20736 099 21641 050

3431 089 18207 022 20737 099 39918 097

3434 089 18209 022 20738 099 40100 087

3441 089 18214 023 20742 099 40101 087

3444 089 18215 024 20743 099 40104 087

3448 089 18217 024 20744 099 40124 087

3449 089 18219 022 20745 099 40200 087

3605 093 18220 023 20746 099 40202 087

3606 093 18221 024 20747 099 42317 080
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ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE#

42380 129 111224 214 192924 218 545009 075

50024 215/217 111230 214 192930 218 545010 075

50030 215/217 112024 218 202224 215 545011 075

52050 116 112030 218 202230 215 703016 148

52060 116 129006 052 202324 215 707020 149

52070 116 129012 052 202330 215 709010 151

62001 153 129050 052 202624 215 710016 151

63074 148 130124 217 202630 215 711006 150

63078 148 130130 217 202924 217 715013 149

63082 151 141154 111 202930 217 715014 149

63083 153 141158 110 300724 217 715015 149

71349 062 141272 027 300730 217 716524 215

72358 067 141274 112 530124 216 716530 215

72362 062 148358 066 530130 216 717001 150

80030 117 150324 216 530424 216 717003 150

80040 118 150330 216 530430 216 717004 150

80050 117 160124 216 530724 217 725024 215

82947 082 160130 216 530730 217 725030 215

82948 086 160324 216 543001 081 800895 023

82954 066 160330 216 543002 081 815024 215

90385 067 160524 217 543005 085 815030 215

92020 062 160530 217 543006 081 877524 214

92419 202 170724 214 543009 081 877530 214

92500 080 170730 214 543011 084 901001 154

92501 080 180024 214 543016 085 901002 154

92868 202 180030 214 543017 085 901003 154

93247 202 180324 214 543018 084 20720A 099

93384 202 180330 214 543019 084 40100F 087

93401 203 180524 216 543020 083 40200F 087

93422 203 180530 216 543022 082 63070FE 148

97048 077 180724 217 543023 083 A00422 059

97117 077 180730 217 543024 083 A00458 058

97121 078 180824 218 543025 082 A00460 060

99200 080 180830 218 543026 085 A00591 027

100761 109 185624 218 543027 083 A00608 058

105007 129 185630 218 543028 084 A00609 058

105326 064 185724 218 545001 073 A00619 060

107856 076 185730 218 545002 073 A00622 060

107864 028 187491 118 545003 073 A00625 059

107866 028 187500 118 545004 073 A00649 059

107872 119 192324 214 545005 074 A00660 059

107873 129 192330 214 545006 074 A00667 058

108958 028 192824 218 545007 074 A00674 058

110395 080 192830 218 545008 074 A00685 058

I N D E X



ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE#

A00701 108 B17170 039 B40121 030 CH191604 131

A00702 079/108 B18005 032 B40122 031 CH191678 133

A00911 060 B18011 032 B40123 031 CH191680 133

A040 068 B21020 043 B40124 031 CH191682 130

A040DEMO 068 B21030 041 B40125 031 CH191683 130

A06243 059 B22360 043 B40126 031 CH191690 140

A06273 060 B22380 041 B40127 031 CH191691 140

A18515 079 B22396 043 B40128 031 CH191692 140

A55955 060 B22400 044 B40129 031 CH191694 140

B10139 033 B22411 042 B40130 031 CH191735 138

B10140 033 B22451 046 B40131 031 CH191736 138

B10142 032 B22461 042 B40250 031 CH201618 136

B11006 034 B22463 043 B40277 031 CH201750 137

B11007 034 B22471 044 B40280 031 CH201751 137

B11011 036 B22481 042 B70007 031 CH201767 145

B11012 036 B22510 044 B82270 062 CH201768 144

B11030 035 B22571 044 B85092 064 CH201770 144

B11040 035 B22610 045 B86546 062 CH201771 144

B11050 035 B22700 045 B86628 064 CH201772 142

B11130 034 B22710 045 B8666 067 CH211731 134

B11150 034 B22790 046 BEL17128 029 CH211732 134

B11200 036 B22800 047 BEL17129 029 CH211733 134

B11500 038 B22860 046 BK02 050 CH211734 134

B11510 038 B22880 047 BTS216013 147 CH211753 137

B11550 038 B22890 047 BTS216014 147 CH211774 143

B11555 033 B23607 048 BTS216015 147 CH211775 143

B11556 033 B23610 049 BTS216016 147 CH211776 143

B11560 037 B23612 049 C42006 107 CH41149 107

B11570 037 B23621 049 C8121A 077 CH42078 107

B11580 037 B23622 049 C8122A 077 CH42083 107

B11581 037 B23623 049 CH12082 106 CH90001 106

B16210 041 B24040 048 CH12106 106 CH90511 108

B17024 039 B25560 048 CH12117 106 CH92028 112

B17035 038 B40034 030 CH1620 136 CY1710 114

B17043 040 B40110 030 CH1624 136 CY1712 114

B17044 040 B40111 030 CH1626 136 CY1714 114

B17052 039 B40112 030 CH1675 133 CY1910 115

B17053 040 B40113 030 CH1677 133 CY1912 115

B17054 040 B40114 030 CH191434 135 CY1913 115

B17055 040 B40115 030 CH191598 139 DP197072 140

B17060 040 B40116 030 CH191599 139 DP197085 141

B17061 038 B40118 030 CH191601 132 DP197087 139

B17150 041 B40119 030 CH191602 132 DP197109 131

B17160 039 B40120 030 CH191603 131 DP197110 132
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DP197111 132 EI5112 211 JC002 029 L51500 104

DP207235 137 EI5129 211 JJ001 063 L60416 104

DP207289 144 EI5130 211 JJ002 063 L71106 104

DP217377 147 EI5248 213 JJ003 063 L71109 103

DP217378 135 EI5260 211 JJ004 063 L93300 104

DP217380 143 EI5272 212 JJ005 063 L981 125

E0611 023 EI5274 212 JJ006 063 LER0809 204

E13804A 105 EI5301 212 JJ007 063 LER1061 196

E260 066 EI5304 213 JJ008 063 LER1243 205

E9326 105 EI5305 213 JJ009 063 LER1246 205

E9328 109 EI5340 212 JJ010 063 LER1790 209

E9346 105 EI8436 201 JJ105B 063 LER1963 205

EI1125 207 EK02 050 JJ105R 063 LER2335 203

EI1126 207 F3911 113 K2005 025 LER2775 209

EI1900 188 F3937 113 K2007 025 LER2784 208

EI1906 188 F3939 113 K3005 061 LER2840 192

EI1908 188 F5534 113 K3043 026 LER2868 192

EI1909 188 G11861 028 K3047 026 LER2869 192

EI1910 188 G12296 061 K3053 026 LER2938 207

EI1965 189 G12762 111 K3061 061 LER2963 206

EI1970 189 G12768 111 K3306 027 LER2964 196

EI2038 188 G21007 112 K40113 004 LER3368 195

EI2270 188 G21685 108 K40115 016 LER3372 196

EI2889 198 G30314 027 K40116 012 LER3779 209

EI2978 200 G30565 110 K40128 002 LER3813 208

EI3023 200 G30566 110 K40129 004 LER3820 208

EI3025 198 G62602N 103 K40139 014 LER3827 208

EI3026 200 G62775N 103 K40141 013 LER3963 205

EI3037 200 G63180 103 K40145 001 LER4361 204

EI3078 201 GE007 126 K40158 010 LER4963 206

EI3082 201 GP30 127 K40159 011 LER5552 196

EI3405 199 GS0438 079 K40164 017 LER5553 197

EI3408 199 GS1133 079 K40167 003 LER5556 204

EI3412 198 H11026 066 K40170 015 LER5558 206

EI3414 199 H224 129 K40200 003 LER5963 206

EI3418 199 H303 077 K40201 005 LER6216 204

EI4105 190 H9326 120 K40203 009 LER6373 194

EI4108 190 H9403 077 K40204 006 LER6707 193

EI4127 190 HL309A 068 K40206 008 LER6713 193

EI4145 189 HL309B 068 K6103 025 LER6715 193

EI4185 189 HL309P 068 K9015 026 LER6722 193

EI4187 189 J060 078 L12614 105 LER6805 197

EI4189 190 JC001 029 L34012 061 LER6806 194
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LER6807 197 N7072 128 P3289F 184 P3420 157

LER6808 195 N7075 128 P3290 167 P3422 177

LER6909 209 N7082 128 P3291 169 P3422F 187

LER7344 194 P13233 156 P3291F 185 P3425 179

LER7345 194 P13234 178 P3293 172 P3426F 183

LER8904 195 P1323F 184 P3294 181 P3427 173

LER9091 195 P1324F 186 P3294F 187 P3429 165

LER9092 195 P1711 175 P3295 168 P3430 165

LER9162 191 P2749 163 P3296 169 P3433 177

LER9236 191 P2763 163 P3296F 185 P3434 172

LER9237 191 P3212 167 P3299 173 P3435 177

LER9291 210 P3215 168 P3305 167 P3436 171

LER9295 210 P3218 166 P3306 166 P3437 173

LER9307 210 P3221 178 P3310 166 P3438 171

LER9308 210 P3221F 186 P3321 167 P3439 179

LER9320 198 P3226 170 P3351 169 P3440 171

LH2206 065 P3228 178 P3353 180 P3441 170

LH2368 065 P3228F 186 P3353F 183 P3442 177

LH2381 065 P3229 178 P3357 176 P3444 172

LSP2629C 203 P3229F 186 P3357F 187 P3444F 184

MD816 019 P3230 170 P3358 176 P3445 172

MD817 021 P3230F 185 P3363 170 P3445F 184

MK02 050 P3235 170 P3375 168 P3511 159

MK027 127 P3236 178 P3375F 184 P3514 160

MP01 078 P3237 178 P3376 181 P3514F 183

MP02 078 P3237F 186 P3376F 187 P3539 159

MP10216 018 P3246 169 P3377 181 P3539F 183

MP201 020 P3246F 185 P3377F 186 P3546 160

MP300 021 P3248 168 P3379 0 P3615 158

MP34112 018 P3248F 185 P3379F 186 P3908 171

MP35940 018 P3252 169 P3392 177 P3913 155/184

MP36524 019 P3252F 185 P3392F 187 P3915 155

MP46636 018 P3265 169 P3393 176 P3915F 184

MP485 020 P3268 167 P3394 168 P3917 170

MP8888 019 P3270 176 P3394F 185 P3918 155

MS078 127 P3270F 187 P3395 171 P3919 171

MS5005 021 P3275 180 P3395F 185 P3920 155

MS9000 020 P3279 180 P3398 173 P3923 156

MS9015 020 P3280 176 P3409 180 P3926 155

MT60809 019 P3281 180 P3413 176 P4510 163

MX3008 020 P3284 168 P3415 179 P4551 163

N106A 126 P3286 181 P3416 179 P4563 160

N106B 126 P3286F 187 P3416F 186 P4588 160

N201 126 P3289 173 P3417 179 P4617 159
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P4654 159 P5536 164 PZ195052 141 V1129 053

P4654F 183 P5538 174 PZ195053 141 V1149 054

P4662 163 P5539 174 RP6600 021 V41140 054

P4681 163 P5631 156 SK02 050 V41580 054

P4708 160 P5920 166 SK046 127 V4981 109

P4708F 183 P5939 157 SZ02731 071 V5000 057

P4720 161 P5940 157 SZ02732 071 V51119 053

P4725 162 P6804 182 SZ02736 071 V81119 053

P4728 161 P6805 182 SZ02738 071 V81129 053

P4728F 183 P6806 182 SZ02756 072 V81236 055

P4729 162 P6808 182 SZ02757 072 V81850 055

P4732 161 PC001 100 SZ02758 072 V81851 055

P4732F 183 PC018 100 SZ03131 071 V81852 055

P4733 165 PC061 100 SZ03132 071 V81880 055

P4735 164 PC095 101 SZ03133 071 VE1061 056

P4741 162 PC118 102 SZ04001 069 VE41408 057

P4750 158 PC285 101 SZ04002 069 VE81119 056

P4751 161 PC286 102 SZ04005 069 VE81250 056

P4759 161 PC292 101 SZ04006 069 VE81280 056

P4760 161 PC308 101 SZ04007 069 W1118 025

P4764 164 PC3088 102 SZ04008 069 W30 064

P4766 164 PC3095 102 SZ04012 069 W42343 121

P4770 159 PC315 101 SZ04024 069 W42397D 120

P4775 160 PC339 100 SZ05014 069 W43620 123

P4776 162 PC339F 101 SZ05021 069 W43633 119

P4777 159 PC544 100 SZ05024 069 W43661 119

P4777F 183 PC544F 101 SZ06315 070 W43707 120

P4778 162 PC583 100 SZ06316 070 W43748 121

P4779 162 PC583F 101 SZ06317 070 W43750 120

P4901 156/184 PC641 102 SZ06321 070 W43761 122

P4905 174 PC681 100 SZ06327 070 W49720 122

P4907 174 PC742 100 SZ06328 070 W49764 121

P4918 165 PC743 100 SZ06329 070 W68061 123

P4919 172 PC780 100 SZ06365 070 W7506A 124

P4919F 185 PC780F 101 SZ14161 072 W7506B 124

P5210 181 PC797 100 SZ14162 072 W7506D 124

P5210B 156/184 PC797F 101 TM0202 051 W79781 123

P5215 181 PC834 100 TMD01 051 W9060 119

P5215B 156/184 PC841 100 TMD02 051 W92730 119

P5426 157 PZ195048 141 TMD03 051 W9762 120

P5520 157 PZ195049 141 TMD04 051 W9961 122

P5533 175 PZ195050 141 V1061 054

P5535 175 PZ195051 141 V1101 057

I N D E X




